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Secession Sanctified:
Bishop Francis Huger Rutledge and the
Coming of the Civil War in Florida
by Lee L. Willis I11

S

tanding before the congregation of Tallahassee's St. John's
Episcopal Church in May 1865, Bishop Francis Huger
Rutledge personified the collapse of the Confederacy. Visibly
weak "with trembling hands and unsteady voice," the prelate
opened the Eucharist with prayer. Temporarily forgetting orders
handed down from the Union forces occupying Florida's capital,
Rutledge included a blessing for the President of the Confederate
States of America in his benediction. Realizing his error, he bowed
his head and repeated the last lines of his invocation, this time
uttering "United States of America" instead. Having been at the
forefront of Florida's secession movement four years earlier, he
could not hide his desp0ndence.l
The episcopate of the Right Reverend Francis Huger Rutledge
is a window into the important role of southern Episcopal clergy
during the sectional divide of the 1850s as well as the secession
movement of 1860-1861. Scholars have long overlooked non-evangelicals as contributors to the character of the Old South and the
causes of the Civil War. This gap in the literature is due in part to

Lee L. Willis I11 is a doctoral student in history at Florida State University. He
thanks Elna Green, James P. Jones, William Warren Rogers, Sheny Johnson, Art
Remillard, Kathy Willis, and Breeda Willis for their suggestions. This essay won the
Florida Historical Society's Governor LeRoy Collins Award for Best Graduate Paper
in 2003.
1. Susan Bradford Eppes, Through SomeEventful Years (Macon, Ga., 1926), 341.
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the late-twentieth century's fascination with the origins of evangelicalism following the Civil Rights Movement. The influence of the
Christian right on national politics since the 1960s is another factor.2 Additionally, non-evangelicals, unlike their Methodist and
Baptist counterparts, never experienced national schisms over the
slavery issue.3 Yet, to understand the coming of the Civil War in
Florida, one must be acquainted with the influential attitudes and
actions of Bishop Rutledge and the Episcopal ~ h u r c h . ~
As the first bishop of the Protestant Episcopal Diocese of
Florida, Rutledge did not openly lobby for southern separatism,
though he counted among his friends some of Florida's most
2.

3.
4.

Martin E. Marty, "Preface," in Donald G. Mathews, Religion in the Old South
(Chicago, 1977),ix. For more on the role of evangelical religion in the secession movement and in the Civil War, see Mitchell Snay, Gospel of Disunion:
Religion and Separatism in the Antebellum South (New York, 1993); Richard E.
Beringer et.al., The Elements of Confederate Defeat: Nationalism, War Aims, and
Religion (Athens, Ga., 1988); Bertram Wyatt-Brown, The Shaping of Southern
Culture:Honw, Grace, and War, 1760s-1880s (Chapel Hill, N.C., 2001) ;Edward
R. Crowther, "Holy Honor: Sacred and Secular in the Old South," Journal of
S o u t h History 58 (November 1992): 619-36; Ralph Erickson, "The Clergy of
the Confederacy,"Journal of Religious Thought 5455 (1998): 61-68; Clarence C.
Goen, Broken Churches, Broken Nation: Denominational Schism and the Coming of
the American Civil War (Macon, Ga., 1985); James H. Moorhead, "The
Churches, Slavery, the Civil War, and Reconstruction,"Journal of Presbyterian
History 78 (winter 2000): 285-300; Randall M. Miller, Harry S. Stout, and
Charles Reagan Wilson, eds., Religion and the American Civil War (New York,
1998);John R. McGivian and Mitchell Snay, eds., Religion and the Antebellum
Debate Over Slavety (Athens, Ga., 1998);James W. Silver, Confederate Morak and
Church Propaganda (Tuscaloosa,Ala., 1957). More recently, several historians
have more closely considered the Episcopalian impact on southern mores; for
example, see Richard Rankin, Ambivalent Churchmen and Evangelical
Churchwomen: the Relipon of the Episcopal Elite (Columbia, S.C., 1993); Gardiner
H. ShattuckJr., Episcopalians &Race: Civil War to Civil Rzghts (Lexington, Ky.,
2000).
The Presbyterian Church also experienced schism before the war, though
slavery was only one of many theological issues that divided the denomination; see Snay, Gospel of Disunion, 11314.
For more on religion's impact on the secession movement in Florida and the
state's Civil War experience in general, see John Edwin Johns, Rorida during
the Civil War (Gainesville, Fla., 1963), 1415, 183-89; Herbert J. Doherty,
Richard Keith Call, S o u t h Unionist (Gainesville, Fla., 1961);J.L. Urbach, -An
Appraisal of the Florida Secession Movement, 1859-1961" (MA. thesis,
Florida State University, 1972); Emory M. Thomas, The Confederate Natitm,
1861-1865 (New York, 1979), 38, 51-52. The religious landscape in antebellum Middle Florida has yet to yield to scholars its full complexity. Our understanding of the region, however, was greatly enhanced recently thanks to
Edward E. Baptist's Creating an Old South: Middle Florida's Plantation Frontier
befme the Civil War (Chapel Hill, N.C., 2002). Baptist argued that long-held
notions about the relatively static and harmonious societies of Leon and
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ardent supporters of ~ecession.~
He undoubtedly provided a sense
of spiritual righteousness to the slaveholding interests of Middle
Florida planters, infusing the state's secession movement with religious and moral significance. Growing up in Charleston and on his
family plantation in Stateburg, South Carolina, Rutledge no doubt
witnessed the horrors and cruelty of the peculiar institution. Yet,
he was very much a man of his time. Turning a blind eye to slaves'
physical and emotional suffering while maintaining an interest in
their spiritual welfare was not incongruous to antebellum white
so~therners.~
In his ministry, Rutledge was honored for his mis
sionary work among slaves, although he later owned bondsemants
himself. Like other men of the Old South, Rutledge was complex,
and his words and actions often appeared c~ntradictory.~
Francis Huger Rutledge was born into a wealthy Charleston farnily in 1799. His father, Hugh Rutledge, had a distinguished law practice that bookended a political career during the RevolutionaryWar.
When Charleston fell in 1780, the British imprisoned the elder
Rutledge at St. Augustine in Loyalistcontrolled British Florida. After
the war, he returned to Charleston where he served as Chancellor on
the Court of Vice Admiralty and on the vestry of St. Philip's Church,
the town's oldest Episcopal parish which would one day count states
Though
rights stalwart John C. Calhoun among its

5.

6.

7.
8.

Jackson Counties before the Civil War do not hold up under close inspection.
Yet, Baptist's relatively brief discussion of religion limited the book's usefulness in evaluating the region's mores; see Baptist, Creating an Old South, 14551,23638; also Bertram H. Groene, Antdellurn Tallahassee (Tallahassee, Fla.,
1971), 119-30; Clifton Paisley, The Red Hills of tbrida, 1528-1865 (Tuscaloosa,
Ala., 1989), 110-11, 172-74.
George R. Fairbanks, "Early Churchmen in Florida," in Historical Papas and
Journal of Semi-centennialof the Church in Florida, 1888 (Jacksonville,Fla., 1889),
8-9.
For more on religion and slavery, see Sylvia R Frey and Betty Wood, Come
Shouting to Zion: Afican American Protestantism in the American South and British
Caribbean to 1830 (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1998); Albert J. Raboteau, Slave Religion:
" 7 7 Invisible
~
Institution" in the Antebellum South (New York, 1978); Eugene D.
Genovese, Roll, Jmdan, Roll: The Wmld the Slaves Made (New York, 1974);John
Hope Franklin, From Slavery to Freedom: A Histmy of Negro Americans, 5th ed.
(New York, 1980), 197-98.
For the relationship between clergy, missionizing, and the perpetuation of
the cotton kingdom, see Kenneth Moore Startup, The Root of AU Evil: The
A-otestant Clergy and the Economic Mind of the Old South (Athens, Ga., 1997).
James Haw, John and Edward Rutledge of South Carolina (Athens, Ga., 1997),
176; Albert Sidney Thomas, The Episcopal Church in South Carolina (Columbia,
S.C., 1956), 257.
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Hugh Rutledge was a respected and well-known jurist in South
Carolina, his brothersJohn and Edward became prominent throughout the colonies and, later, the young nation. Both men represented South Carolina in the First and Second Continental Congresses,
and Edward signed the Declaration of Independence in 1776, the
youngest man to do so. After the war,John and Edward each served
as governor of South Carolina, and John briefly acted as the Chief
Justice of the United States Supreme Court in 1795.
Hugh Rutledge enjoyed an aristocratic background on both
sides of the family. The maternal lineage was replete with members of the colonial gentry. His mother, Mary Golightly Huger,
descended from a notable Huguenot family. Her father, Major
Benjamin Huger, hosted the Marquis de Lafayette when he arrived
to aid the revolutionary effort in 1777. Huger was later killed during the siege of Charleston in 1'779. Mary's brother, Francis
Kinloch Huger, became a minor celebrity in Europe where he was
involved in a failed plot to free Lafayette from an Austrian prison
in 1'798. After this unsuccessful "chivalrous enterprise," Francis
Huger returned to America in 1798, several months before his sis.~
ter gave birth to her second child, Francis Huger R ~ t l e d g e While
there is only circumstantial evidence to prove it, the boy was likely
named for his brave and honorable uncle.
Details about Rutledge's childhood are scant, and the nature
of his upbringing is unknown. His father died when he was eleven.
Only two of his four siblings survived childhood. Private tutors
guided his early education until he entered Yale College in 1817,
where he met John Beard, a North Carolina planter's son who
would later move to Florida and become prominent in politics and
the Episcopal Church. Beard and Rutledge remained friends
throughout their lives as they encountered one another first at
Yale, then in St. Augustine, and later in Tallaha~see.~~
Shortly after he graduated from Yale, Rutledge entered
General Theological Seminary in New York City. Returning to
South Carolina after graduation, he was ordained a deacon in
1823 and elevated to the priesthood two years later. In his first

Jeffrey L. Rhoades, Scapegoat General: The Story of Major General Benjamin Huger,
C. S. A. (Hamden, Conn., 1985), 1-2.
10. Joseph D. Cushman Jr., A Goodly Hen'tage: The Episcopal Church in FZurida, 18211892 (Gainesville, Fla,, 1965), 68-70; Fairbanks, "Early Churchmen in
Florida,"8-9.

9.
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charges at Mount Pleasant and later Sullivan's Island, Rutledge
revived struggling parishes. In his diocesan reports, the young
priest noted ministering to equal numbers of white and enslaved
black congregants, albeit in separate services.ll Although Rutledge
left no records of his thoughts about missionary efforts to slaves
during his early ministry, he brought his interest in the spiritual
welfare of blacks to his episcopate in F1orida.l2
Rutledge's reasons for going to Florida are not entirely clear.
The Diocese of South Carolina encouraged missionary efforts to
the territory, but ministers were generally reluctant to relocate to
frontier locales.l5 Additionally, Florida was in the midst of the
Second Seminole War, the most prolonged Native American conflict in United States history and a particularly frightening conflict
for slaveholding settlers who faced an alliance of Seminoles, runaway slaves, and freedmen.14 Still, Rutledge may have had some
knowledge about St. Augustine. His father and his famous uncles,
John and Edward Rutledge, had visited the city as prisoners-of-war
in 1780. Regardless of his reasons, in 1839, at the age of forty, still
unmarried and unencumbered by children, Francis Huger
Rutledge left his native Palmetto State to serve as a missionary in
St. Augustine. The following year he agreed to become the rector
of the town's Trinity Church.15
After five years at Trinity Church, Rutledge received the
degree of Doctor of Divinity from Hobart College in Geneva, New
York, recognizing his missionary work among St. Augustine's
whites as well as the substantial black population. Soon thereafter,
he accepted an invitation by Tallahassee's St. John's Church to
become its rector in 1845, the same year in which Florida entered
the Union as the twenty-seventh state. Compared to St. Augustine,
11. Thomas, The Episcopal Church in South Carolina, 366; Cushman, A Goodly
Heritage, 70.
12. Diocese of Florida, Journal of t h Proceedings
~
of the Annual Convention, 1866
(Tallahassee,Fla., 1866).
13. Thomas, The Episcopal Church in South Carolina, 31,48, 705.
14. Larry Eugene Rivers, Slavery In Florida: Territorial Days To Emancipation
(Gainesville, Fla., 2000), 202-207; Kenneth Porter Wiggins, The Bhck
Seminob: Histmy of a Freedom Seeking People (Gainesville, Fla., 1996);John K.
Mahon, History of the Second Seminole War, 1835-1842 (1967; reprint,
Gainesville, Fla., 1991); Cheryl Race Boyett, "The Seminole-Black Alliance
during the Second Seminole War, 1835-1842" (MA. thesis, California State
University at Dominguez Hills, 1996).
15. Cushman, A Goodly Heritage, 72; Diocese of Florida,Journal of the Proceedings of
the Annual Convention Diocesanjournal, 1839 (Tallahassee,Fla., 1839), 17.
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St.John's Episcopal Church, Tallahassee, Fla. Built in 1837-38 for $10,000. The
church burned on 19 January 1879. Courtesy of the Flonila Photographic Ckhctim,
TalEahsee.

which was still culturally akin to its Minorcan roots, the socio-economic culture of the capital city more closely resembled South
carolina.16 Fellow divineJohn Jackson Scott later commented that
the town's "large concentration of comparative wealth, intelligence, refinement, and of consequence, a high social lifen was a
familiar environment for Rutledge. Rector of St.John's Church in
Warrenton and for more than twenty years a close friend of
Rutledge, Scott recognized that his friend's "birth, his training, his
16. Diocese of Florida, Journal of the Aoceddings of the Annual Convention, 1867
(Tallahassee, Fla. 1867), 57; Cushman, A Good& Haitage, 72.
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habits and associations, placed him upon a social elevation that left
him nothing to envy that other men really or might be fancied to
possess."17 Thus, Rutledge's aristocratic background had prepared him well for leadership of a parish that listed in its register
three former territorial governors, a number of Middle Florida's
planter elite, and the grandson of ~ h o m aJefferson.18
s
Still, the
Old South culture that Rutledge found in Tallahassee would challenge the man whom acquaintances remembered as "simple, humble, and unostentatio~s."~~
Between 1829 and 1845, seven different rectors had served St.
John's congregation; Rutledge's twentyane-year tenure as rector
and later as bishopin-residence provided a level of stabiity that few
Florida churches enjoyed. This uninterrupted term allowed
Rutledge to become especially close to congregants playing an
important role in the young state's political affairs. It also stabilized
Rutledge's life: he remained a Tallahassee resident until his death.*O
From its humble beginnings in 1821 until 1851, the Diocese of
Florida was too small and poorly funded to support its own bishop.
When needed, bishops from neighboring states visited Florida
parishes to fulfill diocesan duties. Only as the diocese became more
prosperous around midcentury did the maturing body hold a diocesan convention in 1851 and appoint Rutledge as the first Bishop of
Florida. Deliberations were held in secret leaving no record as to
why Rutledge was the clerics' choice. Certainly his experience was
one factor, but it also could have been that if the small diocese fell
in arrears, the native South Carolinian had personal wealth on
which he could rely. Lay delegates to the convention unanimously
supported the nomination, and later that year, Rutledge was consecrated at St. Paul's Church in Augusta, Georgia. Bishop C.E.
Gadsden of South Carolina presided over the ceremony.*l
According to church historian Joseph D. Cushman Jr.,
Rutledge's fifteenyear episcopacy was marked by extremes: "the
17. DiocesanJournal, 1867,57.
18. Fairbanks, "Early Churchmen in Florida," 14; St. John's Church Parish
Register, St. John's Episcopal Church Parish Office, Tallahassee, Fla.
19. Fairbanks, "Early Churchmen in Florida," 7; Groene, AntebeUurn TaUahassee,
11430.
20. Carl Stauffer, God Willing: A History ofst. John S Epcopal Church (Tallahassee,
Fla., 1984), 240; St. John's Church Parish Register.
21. Diocese of Florida, Journal of the Proceedings of the Annual Cmventam, 1851
(Tallahassee, Fla., 1851), 16; Cushman, A Goodly Haatage, 27; St. John's
Church Parish Records.
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hope which characterized the beginning of Rutledge's episcopate
was followed by the loss and despair which marked its end."22
Judging from the close relationship between Leon County's planter
elite and the Episcopal Church, the mere fact that these intertwined institutions shared similar fates is not revelatory. Yet, the
extent to which Rutledge encouraged and deepened that relationship speaks to the ways in which Episcopal clergy contributed to the
development of sectionalism in the antebellum United States.
Rutledge's episcopate from 1851 to 1866 coincided with the
most volatile era in United States history. In the 1850s' the most
prominent anti-slavery political stance in the free states called for
the arrest of the peculiar institution in the territories, not to abolish it where it currently existed. This "free soil" position, rather
than outright abolitionism, represented one of the planks of the
newly-formed Republican Party's platform. Whether or not slavery
would be allowed in the territories was at the heart of the
Compromise of 1850, the controversial Kansas-Nebraska Act of
1854, a subsequent "civil war" that erupted among settlers in
Kansas, and the divisive Dred Scott decision of 1857 in which the
Supreme Court secured chattel ownership even if slaveholders
~ ~ series of events magnified
moved to free states or t e r r i t ~ r i e s .The
ideological differences between northerners and southerners. In
some nationally organized churches, these cultural differences
became theological dilemmas and resulted in ecclesiastical schisms.
The Protestant Episcopal Church never experienced the level
of sectional divisiveness that other denominations suffered over
the slavery question. While Baptist, Methodist, and Presbyterian
churches splintered along North-South lines by 1845,
. ~ ~when southern
Episcopalians remained unified until 1 ~ 6 1 Even
bishops, including Rutledge, formed the Protestant Episcopal
Church of the Confederate States of America, they made it clear
that they were reacting not to theological or ideological differences with their northern brethren but to changing political
boundarie~.~~
Even though the Episcopal Church remained unified throughout the volatile 1850s' southern bishops played an important role
22. Cushman, A Goodly Heritage, 75.
23. David M. Potter, The Impending Crisis, 1848-1861 (New York,1976), 72,75,8082, 142, 227-31, 402;James M. McPherson, Battle Cry ofFr~~dom:
The Civil War
Era (New York, 1988), 27-28.
24. Snay, Gospel Of Disunion, 1 1534.
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in the growth of sectional identity in the Old South. Led by Bishop
Leonidas Polk of Louisiana, southern Episcopalians committed to
building a university that would provide a Christian education for
southern men. In a letter addressed to the bishops of Alabama,
Tennessee, Georgia, the Carolinas, Mississippi, Arkansas, Texas,
and Florida, Polk warned about negative influences on young
southern men in northern schools. OnJuly 4,185'7, the first meeting of the trustees of what would become the University of the
South met on Lookout Mountain, Tennessee. Bishop Rutledge
represented the Diocese of ~ l o r i d a . Over
~ ~ the following three
years, he sat on committees that determined location and curriculum for the university eventually built in Sewanee, ~ennessee.~'
Plans for the University of the South reflected the sectional
mentality of the 1850s. Tallahassee's Roridian and journal
announced the planned institution with enthusiasm, reporting
that Bishop Rutledge and George R. Fairbanks of St. Augustine
were meeting with other university leaders in New Orleans.
Fairbanks, who later wrote histories of the church in Florida as well
as the University of the South, ardently supported the school from
its beginning. Yet, the newspaper also recognized the sectional
and political symbolism of the process: "Their visit to the Crescent
City at this particular juncture in our political history [the forthcoming presidential election of 18601 has a significance and
importance of no ordinary moment attached to it.n28
Even as the newspaper hailed Rutledge's role in the formation
of a "Southern University," other columns warned readers of the
devious machinations of "Black Republicans." Most southerners
did not distinguish between abolitionists and members of the new
political party, despite Republicans' insistence that they only adve
cated halting the spread of slavery and not its abolition.29 Like
many other southerners, white Floridians expected the election of
25. Protestant Episcopal Church of the Confederate States of America, Journal of
the Proceedings of the General Council, 1862 (Augusta, Ga., 1863), 3.
26. Arthur Ben Chitry, Reconstnution Al Sewunee: TheFoundingof t h Univmity of t h
South and 1t.s First Administration (Sewanee, Tenn., 1954), 45, 54-5; Joseph H.
Parks, GeneralLeonidasPolk, C. S. A. (Baton Rouge, La., 1962), 118-19;Charles
Reagan Wilson, Baptiud In Blood: 7'k Rpligion of t h Lost Cause, 1865-1920
(Athens, Ga., 1980), 1 47-48.
27. George R. Fairbanks, Histoly of the University of the South at Sewanee, Tennessee
(Jacksonville,Fla., 1905), 28-37.
28. (Tallahassee) Horidian andJoumal, 11 February 1860.
159-60.
29. McPherson, Battle Cly of Fr~~dum,
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a Republican presidential candidate to trigger secession by the slave
states. Indeed, Florida's political leaders vowed to take drastic
action if such an event occurred. In 1859, the Florida legislature
resolved that if the presidency was won by a "Black Republican"
candidate "opposed to slavery as it exists in the Southern States, it
is the duty of the Southern States to prevent his inauguration or to
take some strong measures in common to protect themselves.""
Though Bishop Rutledge did not publicly support secession
before 1861, his associations strongly suggested his stance on the
issue. Symbolic of the relationship between St.John's Church and
Leon County's planter elite was John Beard, a long-time friend,
former Yale classmate of Rutledge, and one of the state's foremost
secessionists. He had moved to Tallahassee from St. Augustine
with his wife and children in 1846 and became deeply involved in
St. John's
If Rutledge had brought personal bondsenants with him when
he first moved to Florida in 1839, he manumitted or more likely
sold them before 1850, when the first available slave census for
Florida was made. According to Leon County tax rolls, the bishop
did not register slaves until 1857, when he was taxed on $1000
worth of chattel property. The following year, that value increased
five-fold. Still, county records indicate that by 1859 he owned only
one slave valued at $200 which, according to the federal slave
schedules of 1860, was a woman of more than sixty years of age.s2
Slaves in Tallahassee generally enjoyed better work conditions
than counterparts on surrounding plantations; Rutledge's bondservants most likely ran the h o u s e h ~ l d . ~ ~
30. State of Florida, Journal of the Proceedings of the House of Rqbresentativar of the
Gaeral Assembly of the State ofM&at its Fzfkenth Session, 1859 (Tallahassee,
Fla., 1859), 191-92, Florida Collection, State Library of Florida, Tallahassee;
Cushman, A Goody Heritage, 41.
31. Fairbanks, "Early Churchmen In Florida," 89.
32. Leon County, Florida, TaxRollr, 18291855,18561868, Florida State Archives,
Tallahassee; Cushman, A Goodly Heritage, 71; United States Congress, Eighth
Census, 1860, Original Schedules. Though the Leon County tax rolls only
indicate value of slave property and not the actual number of slaves, the
$5000 value of Rutledge's chattel in 1858 suggests that he owned several
bondservants that year. For a study on slave prices in the Old South, see
Michael Tadman, Spenrlatms and Slaves: Masters,T r h , and Shves in the Old
South (Madison, Wis., 1989), 287-91.
33. Rivers, Slavery In I;lotida,41-42. According to local legend, Rutledge enjoyed
the companionship of an enslaved concubine. Though slave schedules indicate that he did own a woman who could have met that description, evidence
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Unlike other southern church leaders, however, Rutledge never
spoke out in defense of the peculiar institution based on theological
principles. His personal views on the subject can only be surmised.
Judging from his interest in missionary work, Bishop Rutledge sincerely cared for the salvation of blacks. Like other slave owners,
however, his paternalistic view-one reinforced by the hierarchy of
the antebellum Episcopal Church-and his personal ownership of
chattel suggest he accepted conventional wisdom about black inferiority." As the highest-ranking clergyman in the Diocese of
Florida, his silent acquiescence gave tacit approval to slaveholding
and secession. Additionally, in 1858, he welcomed Reverend W.J.
Ellis as rector of St. John's. Two years later, Ellis delivered a pr*
Southern sermon that so pleased his parishioners that they published it in The Floridian and JmmL Drawing a parallel between the
hostility and prejudice against early Christians to the contemporary
national and international movement against slavery, Ellis assured
his congregants that "the Lord of Hosts is with us-that our cause is
in truth the cause of humanity." He concluded with a prayer asking
God to enlighten his brethren in the North "to perceive the truth
and turn themselves from the course of folly and ruin."35
Thus far, Rutledge's legitimization of Southern identity and
support for slavery were implied rather than explicit. In the winter of 1860-1861, however, the bishop's stance became more overt.
The election of Republican Abraham Lincoln realized the worst
fears of many southerners and triggered the first wave of secession.
Between December 20, 1860, and February 1, 1861, seven Lower
South states, including Florida, exited the Union.s6
On November 26, St. John's parishioner Governor Madison
Starke Peny called for an election of delegates to consider seces
sion. Several weeks later on December 20, Rutledge's native South
Carolina announced its withdrawal from the union?' As delegates

34.
35.
36.

37.

is not conclusive. In his will, for example, all beneficiaries were family members. The bishop divided his estate between his nephews-Benjamin H.
Rutledge, Thomas Waties, and John Waties-and the children of his late
niece, Mary B. Sumter; see "Estate of Francis H. Rutledge," Case no. 534,
CountyJudge's Court, Leon County Courthouse, Tallahassee, Fla.
Franklin, F m Slav9 To Freedom, 197-98; Cushman, A Godly Hmmkge,
39.
Floridian and Jcyurnul, 15 December 1860.
Johns, Florida during the Civil War, 1-22; Doherty, Richard Kkth Call, 154.60,
McPherson, Battle C?y Of Freedom, 23435; Potter, The I ~ ~ Crisis,
n 48788,
g
491-92, 496, 498.
Potter, Tha lmpmding C~isis,48492.
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432
FLORIDA
HISTORICAL
QUARTERLY
to the Florida Convention assembled in Tallahassee in the first
days of 1861, some of the South's most vehement secessionists
made their way to the state, viewing Florida's actions on the issue
as momentous. Two of the region's well-known "fire-eaters* traveled to Tallahassee to lend their support: Robert Barnwell Rhett,
editor of the rabidly pro-secessionist Charleston Mercu~,and
Edmund Ruffin, a Virginia planter who had been clamoring for
southern independence since the 1 8 4 0 s . ~ ~
In an effort to quell growing rebellion in the Lower South,
lame duck President James Buchanan called for a day of fasting
and prayer on January 4. Ruffin, who arrived in Tallahassee on the
3rd, refused to attend church because doing so would recognize
federal authority in Florida. At St.John's, Ellis preached a sermon
in favor of secession, but the bishopin-residence was conspicuously absent. According to Ruffin, Rutledge "would not attend the
service, because viewing the matter somewhat as I did . . ." In other
words, Rutledge believed like the old Virginian that federal authority in Florida was now moot. Later in the day, the bishop visited
Ruffin, and the two spent several hours together. In his diary,
Ruffin wrote about the encounter: "I was very much pleased with
the venerable old minister, & with his ardent & patriotic sentiments. . . . [He] said he had himself already seceded with his
native state, & in advance of ~ l o r i d a . " ~ ~
While Rutledge seceded with South Carolina in sentiment,
his desire for Florida to follow suit compelled him to take an
active role in the upcoming convention. As the session opened,
chairman John C. Pelot of Alachua County declared that "the
rapid spread of Northern fanaticism has endangered our liberties and institutions, and the election of Abram [sic] Lincoln, a
wily abolitionist, to the Presidency of the United States, destroys
all hope for the future." The convention determined that its
"grave and solemn duties" required the blessing of Providence
"to direct us in our future deliberations that we should now
implore," and the delegates agreed that "the Right Reverend

38. Edmund Ruffin, The Diary Of Edmund Ruffin, ed. William Kauffman
Scarborough, 2 vols. (Baton Rouge, La., 1972), 1: xxiii, 521-24; Eppes,
Thmugh S m Eventful Years, 136; Doherty, Richard Keith Call, 154-60.
39. Ruffin, The Diary OfEdmund Ruff'in, 524; Cushman, A Goodly Hen'tage,43. It is
odd that he refers to Rutledge as "old"because Ruffin, who celebrated his
67th birthday in Tallahassee, was the bishop's elder by five years.
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Francis Rutledge be invited to a seat. . . and that this convention
be opened with prayer."40
Rutledge stood before the assembly invoking the will of God to
fill the delegates' hearts and minds with "the spirit of wisdom and
sound understanding, so that in these days of trouble and perplexity,
they may be able to perceive the right path and steadfastly to walk
therein." If the wording of Rutledge's benediction shrouded his
desires, he sent a clearer message on January 7th. A delegate read
the following statement to the assembly: "The undersigned promises
to pay the Treasury of the State of Florida, on demand, the sum of
five hundred dollars, toward defraying the expenses of government
for the year eighteen hundred and sixtyane, whenever by ordinance
she shall be declared an independent republic. Fn.H. R~tledge."~l
The following day, secession fever mingled with the annual
celebration of the Battle of New Orleans. The Leon Cavalry and
the Tallahassee Guards paraded through the streets, marching
into the convention hall where delegates and a capacity gallery of
"fair women and brave men from all portions of this gallant little
state" greeted the militiamen with applause. Revelry continued
late into the evening as torch-bearing members of the fire rescue
company led "an immense and highly enthusiastic crowd" in
another parade through the city. The procession ended at the City
Hotel where pro-secession orators enjoyed "tumultuous
applause."42 Two days later, on January 10, 1861, Florida seceded.
The delegates unanimously requested Bishop Rutledge to
invoke God's blessings on the passage of the Ordinance of Secession.
Once again, the bishop assured his audience that their actions had
been divine will: "the Delegates of this Convention [are] here assembled to consummate a work which Thou hast given them to perform
. . . which has been effected in accordance with Thy will." Though
the bishop desired a peaceful change in government, his words foreshadowed the struggle that lay in the future, urging the assembly to
40. Florida Secession Convention, Journal of the Proceedings of the Convention of the
People o f f i d a (Tallahassee,Fla., 1861), 3 4 , Florida Collection,State Library
of Florida, Tallahassee.
41. Ibid., 4 5 , 22; Cushman, A Goodly Heritage, 42-43.
42. Charleston (S.C.) Daily Courier, 15 January 1861. Unfortunately, extant
Tallahassee newspapers from 1861 are spotty and many dates are missing.
Coverage of the secession convention in Tallahassee from other Florida
newspapers is similarly lacking due to missing issues. For example, there are
surviving weekly issues of St. Augustine's Examiner through 29 December
1861, but coverage did not resume until 19January 1861.
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"do all in their power to maintain and defend the institutions of their
countly against foreign invaders and domestic foes."43
For the ceremonial signing of the document on January 11,
the governor and convention delegates strode alongside members
of Florida's Senate and House of Representatives to the eastern
portico of the capitol where they were greeted by hundreds of
spectators. Rutledge opened prayer "in an impressive and affecting manner." At the end of the ceremony, St. John's parishioner
Madame Catherine Murat, a great-niece to George Washington,
pulled the lanyard for a triumphant cannon blasts4
Not everyone in the capital city had secession fever.
Another local Episcopalian, former territorial governor Richard
Keith Call, denounced the act that "opened the gates of Hell."
Call was a founder of St. John's and remained active in the
parish for more than thirty years. Yet, despite his stature in the
community and his church, his point of view seemingly failed to
sway the bishop.45
As the first seven seceding states met in Montgomery to establish the Confederate States of America, Rutledge joined fellow
southern prelates to create a new Protestant Episcopal organization for the Confederacy. Though Rutledge sat on a committee to
revise the existing Protestant Episcopal constitution, neither he
nor any other bishop expressed discontent with the national body.
Several bishops, including Rutledge, regretted the inevitable
schism, but there was overwhelming support for the political
actions of the seceding states. According to Bishop Stephen Elliott
of Georgia, who presided over the July 1861 convention, the newly
formed southern church firmly upheld the "great principle upon
Elliott did not elaborate
which our new government is f~unded."'~
on that "great principle"; his wording, however, echoed the "great
truth" language employed by fellow Georgian and now vice-president of the Confederacy, Alexander H. Stephens who, in a wellpublicized speech delivered earlier in the year, announced that
the cornerstone of the Confederate States of America was "the
43. State of Florida,Journal of the Proteedings of the Convention of the People of

3435.
44. Charhtrm Daily Couw,17January 1861.
45. Doherty, Richard Keith C 4 154-60; Cushman, A Goodly Heritage, 49; Stauffer,
God Willing,9 1.
46. Protestant Episcopal Church of the Confederate States of America, Jounal of
the hceedings of the General Council, 1861,22.
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great truth that the Negro is not equal to the white man; that slavery . . . is his natural and normal ~ondition."~'
On the eve of war, the Episcopal Church in Florida had never
been stronger as it celebrated its fortieth year. A growing population expanded and strengthened the diocese, and its lay and clerical
leaders dominated the state's political affairs. But this would prove
to be fleeting. Heeding Rutledge's advice at the conclusion of the
secession convention, Floridians and their fellow Confedemtes did
indeed "defend the institutions of their country against foreign
invaders." Following the fall of Fort Surnter and President Lincoln's
subsequent proclamation of insurrection, Florida and the rest of the
country braced for war. Over the following four years, Rutledge witnessed the rapid decline of his diocese.
The physical ravages of war spared Tallahassee and St. John's.
Still, the bloody conflict altered the complexion of the town, as
refugees from coastal areas flocked to the capital. Thus, unlike
most churches in the state, the Tallahassee congregation swelled
in numbers. Conversely, the burgeoning population strained local
resources. As staples dwindled, friends from outlying plantations
sent the bishop and other town dwellers food. The bishop's health
was never vigorous, and wartime visitors commented that he "eats
like a bird . . . and has to be tempted to eat.""
Other Episcopal churches around the state faced wartime
destruction. Union forces burned sanctuaries in Jacksonville,
Marianna, and Pensacola. The blockade of ports created an exodus of parishioners, and some congregations almost dispersed
entirely. The Union "anacondan inhibited travel and prevented
47. McPherson, Battle C y Of Feeddona, 244. For more discussion of Stephens's "cornerstone speech," see Thomas Edwin Schott, Alexander H. Sqhens: A
Biography (Baton Rouge, La., 1988);William C. Davis, The Union the Shaped tiu
Conf&q: Robert Toombs and A h a n a h H. Stephas (Lawrence, Kans. 2001).
48. Eppes, Through S m Evmtful Yean, 204. For more on the role of religion during the Civil War, see Steven E. Woodworth, Whih God L Marching On: The
Religious World of Civil WarSoldim (Lawrence,Kans., 2001);Drew Gilpin Faust,
"Christian Soldiers: The Meaning of Revivalism in the Confederate Army,"
Journal of S o u t h Histmy 53 (February 1987): 6390; Eugene D. Genovese, A
ConsumingFire: TheFall ofthe Confeahq in the Mind of the White Chnktian South
(Athens, Ga., 1998); Gardiner H. Shattuck Jr., A ShiGEd a d a Hiding Place
(Macon, Ga., 1987); Mark A. Noll, A-ca's
God: From Jonathan Edwards to
A h h a m Lincoln (New York, 2002), 367438; Daniel W. Stowell, Rebuilding
Zim: The Religious Recmtructirm of the South: 1863-1877 (New York, 1998);
Samuel J. Watson, 'Religion and Combat Motivation in the Confederate
Armies,"Journal of Militay History 58 (January1994): 29-55.
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the prelate from making bishopric visits around the diocese.49 By
the war's end, St.John's and the Protestant Episcopal Church survived, but both were greatly diminishedm50
Brigadier General Edwin McCook, commanding a column of
five hundred United States troopers, entered the capital from the
north on May 11, 1865. He later remarked that the citizens
"seemed to feel our success had at last relieved them from the
oppression they had so long suffered at the hands of rebel
authorities." While civil officials accepted surrender "with a
cheerful acquiescence," McCook faced more stubborn opposition from the Episcopal clergy.5' During his morning service on
May 21, Reverend WJ. Ellis neglected the prayer for the president prescribed by the Protestant Episcopal Church of the
United States. Learning of this symbolic omission, McCook fired
an angry and chastising missive to the rector later in the day: "did
you think how much you might be promoting hatred, malice,
and all uncharitableness [sic], sedition, and rebellion . . ?
Warning him that the army would close the church if this practice continued, McCook reminded the minister of the church's
duty to quell discord "instead of endeavoring to keep it alive as
you did this morning."52 Delivering the benediction at an
Episcopal service later that afternoon, Bishop Rutledge accepted
the fate of the fallen Confederacy, stumbling through his blessing for the President of the United States of A r n e r i ~ a . ~ ~

.

9,

49. The "Anaconda Policywwas the term used to describe the Union naval strategy to blockade Southern ports and to control the Mississippi River. In 1861,
General-in-Chief Winfield Scott devised this plan, which he believed would
defeat the Confederacy and help to avoid land invasions that would be costly
to human life. Critics in the North thought the strategy alone was too soft on
the rebellious states and pejoratively referred to it as the "Anaconda." For
more on the Anaconda Policy, see James M. McPherson, Ordeal By Are (New
York, 2001), 227-28.
50. United States War Department, The War of the Rebellion: A Cmnpilatirm of the
Oficial Records of the Union and Confedaraate Armies (Washington, D.C., 1880
1901), ser. 1, vol. 49, pt. 2: 945;James P. Jones and William Warren Rogers,
"The Surrender of Tallahassee," Apahchee 6 (1963-1967): 108; William
Watson Davis, The Civil War and Reconstruction in Fbrida (New York. 1913),
336-37.
51. The War of the Rebellion, ser. 1, vol. 49, pt. 2: 944-45; Jones and Rogers, "The
Surrender of Tallahassee," 108.
52. The War of the Rebellion, ser. 1, vol. 49, pt. 2: 862.
53 bid., ser. 1, vol. 49, pt. 2: 945; Eppes, Thmgh Some Eventful Years, 341;
Cushman, A Goodly Heritage, 50-57.
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Though despondent about the outcome of the war, in the last
year of his episcopate, Rutledge moved the diocese toward reconciliation as he celebrated the diocese's reunion with the national
church in 1866. At the Diocesan Council that spring, Rutledge
urged his brethren, "let us no longer dwell upon the past-let us
turn to a brighter page in her history, and contrast what was what
now is, the condition of our national affairs." Despite the bishop's
enthusiasm for Florida's secession in 1861, he declared that the
national schism of the same year had been "brought about, as
many of you all know, by the force of circumstances, by the evil
pressure of the times." After four years of horrible war, Rutledge
now looked forward to "seeking reunion with kindred minds and
spirits" in the North.54
Furthermore, the war had not diminished the bishop's paternalistic interest in the spiritual welfare of blacks. "In the providence of God," Rutledge observed, "those who were aforetime our
servants have been manumitted and set free." Condescendingly, he
added that African Americans were "ignorant, superstitious, and
corrupt in morals, they need religious training."55 In July 1866,
Rutledge sent Reverend W.D. Scull to Washington, D. C., to obtain
funds from the recently formed Freedman's Bureau for a new
church and school for former slaves. Scull met with General Oliver
0 . Howard who, as head of the Bureau, agreed to give $800 to the
cause. The new church and school enjoyed only modest success.56
After a painful bout with mouth cancer, Francis Huger
Rutledge died on November 5, 1866, at age 67. His passing
marked the end of an era. Never forsaking his lowcountry roots,
Rutledge's episcopate made a significant impact on Florida at a
critical juncture in its history. As bishop, he bestowed spiritual
authenticity to the development of a Southern identity and the
legitimacy of secession, and situated the Episcopal Church at the
center of Florida's secessionist movement.

(Richmond, Va.) The Southern Churchman, 19 April 1866.
55. Ibid.
56. Diocesan Journal, 1866, 52-53. After the Civil War, former slaves were permitted to create their own churches that were independent of white institutions.
Most freedmen and women chose to join a black congregation rather than
remain with a white church; see Larry E. Rivers and Canter BrownJr., Laborers
in the Vineyard of the Lord: the Beginnings of the A.M.E. Church in Florida, 18651895 (Gainesville, Fla., 2001);Jerrell H. Shofner, Nor is it Ouer Yet: Flwidu in
the Era of Reconstruction, 1863-1877 (Gainesville, Fla., 1974).
54.
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Miami's Hidden Labor History
by Thomas A. Castillo
s historian Michael Kazin argued in highlighting the
scarcity of historical studies about the building trades,
abor histolians' concentration on centralized, mass production industries such as auto, steel, and electrical manufacturing has left out "one of humankind's oldest pursuits . . . essential
to urban life and the single largest element of the AFL in its heyday. Until we know more about their history," he wrote, "that of
American workers as a whole will suffer." The observation partially explains why, although literature on organized labor is vast,
scholars have conducted few studies of unionism in the building
trades, and none for Miami's labor history in the first half of the
twentieth century. To understand unionism in this emerging New
South city, discussion of the building trades-the American
Federation of Labor's largest constituency-is essential. The
growth of the city depended on construction of buildings and
other structures. Behind the city-building rhetoric of boosterism
existed the actual hard labor of white and black workers.
Unionized labor capitalized on the vital role that skilled workers
played in construction and used this position to gain a strong
foothold in the labor market. Miami's fast growth, combined with

A,

Thomas A. Castillo is a doctoral student at the University of Maryland, College
Park. He thanks Elna Green, Gary Gentle, Jeff Coster, Joe Arrnenio, Rob Chase,
Herbert Brewer, and Gilbert Lleonart for editorial suggestions; and Alex
Lichtenstein, Brian Peterson, and Clarence Taylor for their readings of an earlier
version of this article. This paper was originally presented at the University of
Maryland Graduate Colloquium, coordinated by Thanayi Jackson and Trisha
Posey.
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effective union organizing, established the city's unions as partners in building the New South city.l
This essay adds a new dimension to our understanding of
Miami's history between 1914 and 1925. Previous historians have
focused on social and political events but not on the story of workers or the role of unionization in building the city and creating a
sense of community. When historians have explored Florida's
growing labor history, much has focused on agriculture, the phosphate industry, Tampa's cigar workers, and post-1945 Florida.
Trapped in rolls of local microfilm newspaper reels (none of
which is indexed) and scattered in some extant but mostly lost
records, the history of workers' organizing efforts, and the benefits
and meaning of unionization, have been hidden from historical
memory.*
Particular attention will be given to Local 993 of the United
Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America (UBCJA), for
the historical record is more complete for this union than any
other in Miami. In so doing, this essay fills a gap in the historiography of southern labor history. By studying agricultural labor,
domestic workers, and manufacturing industries such as tobacco,

1.

2.

Michael Kazin, B a r m of labor: Tlu San Francisco Building Trada and Union
PM in the Progressive Era (Urbana, Ill., 1987)' 5. William Haber's Industrial
Relations in the Building Indwhy (1990; reprint, New York, 1971) is the only
study covering the industry for the early twentieth century. Bias toward indus
trial unions (and scant attention to the building trades) characterizesJoseph
A McMartin's L d w S Great War: The Struggle fo7 Industrial Denwcracy and the
Origins of Modenz American Labor Relatiuns, 1912-1921 (Chapel Hill, N.C.,
1997).
Arva Moore Parks, Miami: The Magic City (Miami, 1991); Thelma Peters,
Biscayne Cozmhy, 1870-1926 (Miami, 1981); Paul S. George, "Policing Miami's
Black Community, 1896-1930,"Ibridu Historical Quu92d7Zy 57 (April 1979):43450; and Raymond A Mohl, "Black Immigrants: Bahamians in Early TwentiethCentury Miami," M Historical Quarterly 65 Uanuary 1987): 271-97. On
labor in pre-1930 Miami, see Thomas A. Castillo, 'Big City Days: Race and
Labor in Early Miami, 19141925" (M.A. thesis, Florida International
University, 2000). For examples of the historiographic emphasis on Miami's
social and political history, see Wayne Flynt, "Florida and Political
'Radicalism,' 19141920," Labm Histoy 9 (winter 1968): 7890, Gary R
Mormino and George Pozzetta, The Immigrant Wwld of Ybor City: Itcrliam and
Their N k g b in Tampa, 1885-1985 (Urbana, Ill., 1987);Margaret C. Wilson,
ed., f;lorida's Labor Histmy: A Symposium (Miami, 1991). Melanie Rebecca
Shell-Weiss, "'They all came from someplace else': Miami, Florida's immigrant communities, 1896-19'70" (Ph.D. diss., Michigan State University, 2002)
explores immigrant life and its importance to Miami's growth and develop
ment.
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textiles, mining, shipping, and railroads over various times and
places in the South, historians have collectively concluded that
unions in the South were relatively weak. Collusion between state
and business to suppress unionization efforts, and divisions among
workers resulting from race, gender, and disputes over unionization, help to explain the inability of unions to make deep and lasting inroads into the South. Despite similar forms of suppression
and division among workers in Miami, however, that city's union
history contributed a new dimension of greater workers' success in
organizing for their own interests3
Helping to obscure the city's labor history has been the modernist emphasis on economic progress, growth, and development
encapsulated by the booster rhetoric that shaped Miami's history.
The Stmy of the Open Shop in Miami, a pamphlet published by the
Greater Miami Employers' Association (GMEA) in late 1920, was
emblematic of the process of historical obliteration, presenting a
linear, progressive history of the city's development and growth,
providing a short historical account filled with newspaper clip
pings, and ending with testimonials from local businesses concerning the success of the open shop. It depicted a city, once
stunted by closed shop conditions, advancing under open shop
terms achieved by heroic businessmen. In order to attract
investors, the GMEA sought to dispel notions that the city had a
strong labor movement, reflecting the national mood against
unions after World War I. "The city had been for a long time
under the complete domination of the Labor Unions," the Pamphlet pronounced; *All building operations were conducted on
the Closed Shop basis. Every employer of labor was absolutely subject to the rules and regulations of the Labor Unions and was com3.

Some general overviews of southern labor history are found in Gary M. Fink
and Merl E. Reed, eds., Race, C h s , and Community in Southern Labor Histmy
(Tuscaloosa, Ala., 1994); Robert Zieger, ed., Southm Labor History in
Transition, 1940.1995 (Knoxville, Tenn., 1997); Glenn T. Eskew, ed., Labm in
the Modem South (Athens, Ga., 2001). For a good sample of the literature on
the various industries and occupations, see Tera Hunter, To yq My Freedom:
Southern Black Women5 Lives and Labm A@ the Civil War (Cambridge, Mass.,
1997); Robin D.G. Kelley, Hammer and Hoe: Alabama Communists During the
Great Depression (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1990);Jacquelyn Dowd Hall et al., Likp A
Family: The Making of Southern Cotton MiU World (New York, 1987); Bryant
Simon, A Fabric of Dejeat: The Politics of South Carolina MilWmnds, 1910.1948
(Chapel Hill, N.C., 1998); Robert Rodgers Korstad, Civil Rights Unionism:
Tobacco Workers and th Struggle for Democracy in the Mid-Twentieth-Centu7y South
(Chapel Hill, N.C., 2003).
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pelled to yield every point to the whims and arrogance of the
Walking Delegate." Union labor could work in the city, it argued,
as long as it accepted the free enterprise principle that business
had the right to choose its workforce regardless of union affiliation. These employers sought to depict unions as dictatorial,
undemocratic, and inefficient. Their entrepreneurial instincts
would thus be stifled if unions were allowed to have "complete
domination" of the workplace.4
Unions resisted this portrayal of their role in Miami and in
workers' lives. Driven by fears of losing control over the labor s u p
ply, union leaders argued that the union shop meant protecting
the economic interests of labor against untrustworthy business.
Union carpenters responded to the GMEA's pamphlet with a
notice in their national journal, The Carpenter, announcing that
Miami was still a closed shop city. W.R. Robbins, a member of the
Composition Roofers, Local 5'7 and, in 1921, first vice-president of
the Florida State Federation of Labor, commented on the propagandistic nature of the term "open shop." He urged unionists at
the 1921 State Federation of Labor Convention to desist from
using the label since, in his opinion, it only strengthened the cause
against organized labor. "There is no such term," Robbins argued,
because what business was fighting for was actually the "closed
shop to every man who wants to stand for the protection of his fellow ~ o r k e r . " ~
Robbins's concern with language reflected both his astuteness
to the role of presentation and memory in creating a positive p u b
lic image and the uphill battle faced by unions against a relatively
organized and well-financed business community. In reality,
4.

5.

Greater Miami Employers' Association, The Stmy of Open Shop in Miami
(Miami, 1920), 3, Otto G. Richter Library Archives and Special Collections,
University of Miami, Coral Gables, Fla.
Ibid.; The Carfienh, December 1920; Proceedings of the Twenty-First Annual
Convention of the Flon'da State Federation of Labor held at West Palm Beach, Flon'da,
1921,2526, University of South Florida, Tampa, microfilm;Gary M. Fink, ed.,
State Labor Proceedings: The ML, CIO, and AZIZ-CIO Proceedings, 1885-1974, held
in the AFL-CIO Library (Westport, Conn., 1975). On the open shop, see Irving
Bernstein, The Lean Years: A H i s t q of the American Wmker, 192G1933
(Baltimore, Md., 1960); Doris B. McLaughlin, "The Second Battle of Battle
Creek-The Open Shop Movement in the Early Twentieth Century," Labor
History 14 (summer 1973): 32339; Thomas Klug, "Employers' Strategies in
the Detroit Labor Market, 1900-1929," in On the Line: Essays in the Histmy of
Auto Wmk, ed. Nelson Lichtenstein and Stephen Meyer (Urbana, Ill., 1989),
42-72.
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FLORIDA
HISTORICAL
QUARTERLY
between 1914 and 1925, Miami was never entirely closed or open
shop: organized labor maintained a prominent presence throughout the era, but the fast growing city challenged the success of
unionization with a continual influx of new workers and business
leaders with anti-union sentiments. At the very least, unionists'
efforts to gain a stronger presence demonstrated a significant level
of worker agency and faith in unionization.
Like many of Florida's cities, Miami experienced enormous
demographic and economic growth during the early twentieth
century. Incorporated in 1896, Miami's population grew from a
few thousand at the beginning of the century to 5,471 in 1910,
29,571 in 1920, and 110,540in 1930. Whites from elsewhere in the
South constituted a plurality of migrants, but a significant minority originated from the Northeast and Midwest. Through the
1920s, the majority of black Miamians came from the Bahamas.
The city's draw was its geographic location. Lacking a natural mineral resource to exploit, city builders capitalized on its essential
natural resources of sunshine, seashore, and subtropical climate.
Boosterism by the city's Chamber of Commerce and the work of its
enterprising and ambitious head, Everest G. Sewell, helped to
increase building investment and tourism between 1915 and 1925
(the years that coincided with Sewell's tenure). Historian Paul
George found that the annual influx of tourists neared one million
during these years. However, tourist accommodations were sometimes inadequate, as when the city turned away an estimated ten
thousand visitors in 1917.6
Since Miami's economy centered on the tourist industry, city
leaders and workers pushed hard for development of the necessary infrastructure. Building permits increased steadily between
1914 and 1925 (see table 1). Although stifled a bit during World
War I by decreased investment resulting from the war economy,
the number of permits rose rapidly after the war. Skilled workers
dominated the building trades, constructing houses, hotels,
apartments, and other structures. Of 3,935 male workers in the
6.

Fourteenth Cnsus of the United States, 1920, Volume m,Population (Washington,
D.C., 1922), 195; Fijhnth Cmsus of the United States, 1930, Volume I, Population
(Washington, D.C., 1931), 25; Paul S. George, "Passage to the New Eden:
Tourism in Miami from Flagler through Everest G. Sewell,"Floridcr Historical
($mtmy 59 (April 1981): 450-51; idem, "Brokers, Binders, and Builders:
Greater Miami's Boom of the Mid-1920s," Floridcr Historical Quarterly 65 (July
1986): 27-51.
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manufacturing and mechanical industries in 1920,2,389 (over 60
percent) engaged in construction. Ten years later, as a result of
economic growth and new jobs in other industries, the proportion dropped to 53 percent but still remained a large segment of
the male workforce (25 percent in 1920; 17 percent in 1930).'
The city's youth and consequent lack of physical development
prophesied the construction industry's vital role in Miami's
growth.
Since the building industry employed the most workers, significant unionization in this sector of the labor market reveals a
strong union culture in Miami's early history. Craft unions perhaps benefited from their long history of successful organization.
Carpenters, painters, steam and operating engineers, plumbers
and bricklayers, sheet metal workers, and lathe workers had
organized national unions affiliated with the AFL in the late
nineteenth century, and locals of each formed early in Miami's
history: carpenters and painters organized before 1905; cement
workers, bricklayers, masons, and plasterers, electricians,
plumbers, operating engineers, and sheet metal workers had
established union locals by 1915. The carpenters of south
Florida organized the East Coast District Council in January
1914, expanding the UBCJA's influence over the area from Fort
Lauderdale to Homestead. After 1920, with the increase in building construction amid the great land boom, carpenters and
painters formed multiple locals. Evidence indicates that there
was a correspondingly high rate of uni~nization.~Though
acquiring firm numbers is diff~cultbecause of Miami's constantly changing population, combining the 1920 census figures with
1.

8.

Raymond Mohl, "Miami:Ethnic Cauldron,"in SunbeU Cities: Politics and Gmwth
since Wot-ld War 11, ed. Richard M. Bernard and Bradley Rice (Austin, Tex.,
1983), 59; idem, "City Building in the Sunshine State: The Urbanization of
Florida," Locus 8 (fall 1995): 1-24; Shell-Weiss, "'They all came from someplace else,'" 31319; Fourteenth Census of the United States, 1920, Vdulne N,
Popdution: Occupations (Washington, D.C., 1923), 288, 290, 292; Ajbmth
Census of United Stah, 1930, Volum N,Population: 0ccupath.s lg States
(Washington, D.C., 1933), 358-60.
The Carpmtm,January 1914, October 1931 (date of founding of Local 993) ;
Proceedings ofthe Fifteenth Annual Convention ofthe lihida State Federation of Ldor
held in Miami, Florida, Januav 1915, 5 (establishment of East Coast District
Council and its coverage); also see annual editions of the Miami City Directmy
(Miami, Fla., 19041925). A 1925 letter from the East Coast District Council
indicated that the region was 85 percent organized; The Culpenter, December
1925.
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union records suggests that 90 percent (892 of 993) of the city's
carpenters were unionized by 1920.9
The extent of unionization by unskilled construction laborers
is unknown. In the fall of 1919, about one hundred black hod carriers established a local of the International Brotherhood of Hod
Carriers and Laborers' Union of America affiliated to the
American Federation of Labor. In general, hod carriers transported supplies to masons or bricklayers, though on occasion they
also mixed mortar. While it is not known how successfully the hod
carriers' local attracted black laborers, it is clear that the organization received no support from white unionists, did not enjoy r e p
resentation in the Central Labor Union (CLU) or the Building
Trades Council, and communicated with these important city
organizations solely through letters. In addition, soon after organizing, a white local of the International Hod Carriers Union arose,
suggesting the racial context to organizing unskilled labor. Since
blacks remained the majority of unskilled labor in construction,
they were greatly underrepresented in the ranks of organized
labor. lo
Since Miami lacked a mass production sector, its economy was
very much a local market economy. Historian Dana Frank, in her
study of Seattle after World War I, defined local market
economies as those that produced goods and services for local
consumption, such as "building construction, transportation,
commercial laundries, sales, clerical work, domestic service, bakTrustees' Report of the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of
America, Local 993, 1January 1920, U.B. CJA. Local 125 Records, Box 3, Otto
G. Richter Library Archives and Special Collections, University of Miami,
Coral Gables, Fla. (hereafter, UBCJA Trustees Report) ; Four&enthCensus of the
United States, 1920, Volume N; Population: Occupations, 288. Census compilations did not list Miami's occupations by racial groups because it fell below
the required population minimum of fifty thousand. Blacks, however, made
up a small number of carpenters in 1930 and evidence of union racial policies indicate similarly low numbers for 1920.
10. The Miami Metropolis (the paper appeared also as the Miami Daily Metropolis
and, later, as the Miami Daily Neus and eventually as the Miami News), 3
September 1919; Miami Herald, 4 September 1919; Fiftenth Censzls of United
States, 1930: Occupations by States, 358360; the Miami City Directory 1920, 70-71.
The directory added an asterisk to black organizations. The International
Hod Carriers Union No. 402 listed did not have one. Though no black
unions were listed (true for the entire period under study), fragmentary evidence indicates that some did exist; Charles Garofalo, "Black-White
Occupational Distribution in Miami during World War I," Prologue 5 (summer
1973): 98101.

9.
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eries, restaurants, and others." Miami's 1920 occupational structure evinced such an economy (see table 2). Beyond construction, organized skilled occupations included musicians,
locomotive engineers, railway trainmen, machinists, typographical workers, jitney drivers, chauffeurs, barbers, butchers, telephone operators, blacksmiths, cigar makers, and moving pictures
operators. If the rate of unionization as indicated by bits and
pieces of available data are accurate, then Frank's suggestion that
unions in the local market sector thrived after the war and into
the 1920s appears true for Miami. In part, this stemmed from not
having to endure the economic crises experienced by the national coal, garment, brewing, and textile industries. During the fall
of 1919, the Miami Metrqolis listed over twenty-seven unions with
approximately 3,600 members. Women made up only a small
number of union members, with the possible exception of a few
barbers and musicians, and a majority among telephone operators (thirty-four of thirty-six were women). The 3,600 unionists
represented nearly 35 percent of the male workforce, and 55 percent when considering only white male workers. The percentage
is higher if only craft workers from the building industry are
counted, as the carpenters membership numbers suggest. White
migrants settling in Miami brought with them a union organizing
culture.
Familiar themes characterizing American labor history
appeared early in Miami's unions: racism weakened unionism;
unions of skilled workers were often uncooperative with unskilled
labor; jurisdictional disputes existed among the crafts; and labor
mobility and the influx of migrants into the city challenged social
solidarity. Despite these problems, unions added to the community's sense of identity. The relative homogeneity of the white p o p
ulation in early Miami bolstered its cohesiveness. According to the
state census of 1925, many whites residing in the city were from the
. l ~plurality of whites, however, had arrived
North and ~ u r 0 ~ eThe
from other parts of the South. Public celebrations, particularly
Labor Day, helped to define public space as white. Unions, on

11. Dana Frank, Purchasing Power: Consuw Organizing, Gender, and th.e Seattle Labor
Movement, 1919-1929 (London, Eng., 1994), 16, 169; Miami Metropolis, 28
October 1919; Fourteenth Census, Volume N,28892.
12. Nathan Mayo, The Fifth Census of the Skate of Florida, 1925 (Tallahassee, Fla.,
1925), 105.
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occasion, built community service buildings free of charge. Most
importantly, especially in the building trades, well-organized
unions helped to maintain comparatively good wages.
The history of the carpenters Local 993 illustrates how crucial
unions were to good wages. Established in March 1902, Local 993
enabled carpenters to bargain for high wages and offered protection of the forty-four hour week. Throughout the late 1910s and
1920s, Miami carpenters earned high wages that compared well
with those in other American cities. In 1916, they earned four dollars for an eight-hour day, increasing by fifty cents in 1917, and two
more dollars by 1919. By 1925, carpenters received nine dollars a
day. These wages compared well with those in other Florida cities.
In 1918, Miami's rate of five dollars per day was second only to
Tampa ($5.20) and was even with wage levels in Key West. All
other cities that reported wages fell below Miami, including
Jacksonville which had a rate of $4.40. Miami fared well in 1919,
when carpenters' wages of $6.50 was more than carpenters in
Chicago (three locals reporting $6.40), Philadelphia ($6.40), and
New York ($5.75 to 6.25). Still, they ranked less than those in
Dallas ($7.00), Cleveland ($6.80), and San Francisco ($7.00).
Miami carpenters also enjoyed an eight-hour day, five days a week,
and half-a-day on Saturday. The push for higher wages, of course,
depended on market conditions, both from consumers and p r o
ducers-that is, the amount of construction undenvay, the availability and cost of building materials, and the supply of workers on
hand. Therefore, wages varied from place to place and from time
to time. Just to cite one example, although Tampa's wages were
higher than Miami's in 1918, they were a dollar less by 1925.13
Negotiating for wages with building contractors was a slow
process that sought change through peaceful agreement. Though
extant union minutes end with 1919, other evidence and the
nature of the building industry indicate carpenters' concerns over
working within the local labor market. Carpenters, usually in sev13. The Carpenter, August 1916, August 1917, August 1919, and August 1925;
Miami Metropolis, 25 September 1919,26 September 1926. For studies of carpenter organizations, see Walter Galenson, The United Brotherhood of
Carpenters: Tha Fht Hundred Years (London, Eng., 1983), 156230; Robert A.
Christie, Empire in Wood: A History of the Carpente7s' Union (Ithaca, N.Y., 1956),
chaps. 8, 12; Thomas R Brooks, The Road to Dignidy: A Century of Cmflct, A
History of the United Brotherhid of Carpentets and Joim of America, AFZCIO,
1881-1981 (New York, 1981), chaps. 47.
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Table 1. Total Value of Building Permits, 19141926
Years
Nov. 1,1914 to Nov. 1,1915*
Nov. 1, 1915 to Nov. 1,1916
Nov. 1, 1966 to Nov. 1,1917
Nov. 1, 1917 to Nov. 1,1918
Nov. 1, 1918 to Nov. 1,1919
Nov. 1, 1919 to Oct. 15, 1920
July 1,1921 to June 30,1922**
July 1,1922 to June 1923
July 1,1923 to June 30,1924
July 1,1924 to June 30,1925
July 1,1925 to June 30,1926

Valuation
$821,250
$1,650,378
$2,095,378
$1,305,675
$2,575,700
$3,637,995
$4,553,044
$5,782,400
$11,176,981
$31,835,981
$59,050,901

Sources: For statistics for the years between 1914 and 1920, see Miami Met@olis, 20
Oct 1920; Greater Miami Employen' Association, The Story of Open Shop in Miami
(Miami, 1920), 4. For statistics for the years after 1920, see Frank B. Sessa, "The
Real Estate Expansion and Boom in Miami and its Environs during the 1920's"
(Ph.D. diss., Univ. of Pittsburgh, 1950), 223, in which Sessa reproduced the City's
Manager's Report's 1926 statistics.

era1 meetings, discussed raises in wages prior to public announcement of their demands. Before pushing for a raise in the spring of
1916, for example, Local 993 tabled the motion until October and
over the next three months explored the feasibility of a wage hike.
The increase received 772 votes for and only 22 against. Finally, a
committee of three members, including the business agent,
approached the contractors to make their demand. The threat of
a potential strike if a reasonable resolution was not reached existed in the very nature of collective bargaining. The union did gain
the increase, however, which was perhaps not surprising during
this period of frantic construction in Miami.14
Business unionism that characterized the UBCJA and AFL
also defined Local 993's approach to bargaining. That is, labor
leaders preferred to avoid striking so as to minimize lost time on

14. Minutes of the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America,
Local 993, U. B.C.J.A. Local 125 &curds, University of Miami Otto G. Richter
Library Archives and Special Collections, Box 4 (hereafter, Minutes of
UBCJA),17 March, 6 October, 3 November, 22 December, and 29 December
1916; UBCP Trustees Report; Stmy of the Opa Shop in Miami, 4. For rising
investment in 1920s, see Frank B. Sessa, "The Real Estate Expansion and
Boom in Miami and its Environs during the 1920s" (Ph.D. diss., University of
Pittsburgh, 1950), 223.
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the job and thus less income. They adhered to the belief of
labor's negotiating power derived from collective action. The
national position of the UBCJA, in fact, dictated resolution rather
than striking for increases in wages, "The strike is labor's last
resort and should be used only when every other means of
redressing wrongs and grievances have failed and, even then, with
due deliberation," printed The Carpenter, the union's national
journal, in 1916.15 Carpenters' status as skilled craftsmen in an
under-industrialized industry placed them at an advantage. Their
collective consciousness as skilled laborers strengthened their
position against contractors. While records of Local 993 agreements are not extant (and it is not clear if any were ever kept),
union carpenters did gain periodic wage increases, worked fortyfour-hour work weeks, and seemed to have forced employers to
accept jurisdictional rules.
The absence of extant formal agreements may have resulted
from the unique nature of the building industry. Much construction work continued to be done by hand, and employers
depended on the specialized labor of skilled craftsmen, strengthening the carpenters' perception that their craft was vital to
human civilization, manifest in illustrations found in the pages of
The Carpenter of burly men with tools on hand ready for work.16
More revealing commentary on the ideal of the independent
worker was given by William J. Dobson, national secretary-treasurer of the Bricklayers union. He described how unionists in the
building crafts interacted on a personal level with their employers, imitating small businessmen: "Our employers are not capitalists in the sense that these large organizations [steel and
cotton] are. We meet our employers every day, call them Tom,
Dick, and Harry; we meet them from time to time when we have
troubles and we understand theirs." The construction industry
and its dependence on subcontracting offered many opportuni-

15. The Carpcnler,January 1916; Galenson, The United Brotherhood, 175-76, 181-82.
16. Haber, Industrial Relations, ch. 2. "The industrial revolution in the building
industry is still in progress," Haber explained; "American manufacturing
establishments began the mechanization of their processes soon after the
Civil War. The building industry, however, was unaffected by any substantial
changes until after 1900. Even today [I9301 much of the work is done in the
same manner as fifty years ago; many of the trades are still primarily hand
operations, and others have changed in only minor respects" (15).
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Table 2. Miami's Occupational Categories 1920
Male
Female

Occupation
Manufacturing
and Mechanical
Industries

3,935(60.7 percent
in construction)

279 (68 percent
dressmakers and
seamstresses not
in factories)

Transportation

1,512 (spread
over several
occupations)

64 (78 percent
either telephone
or telegraph operators)

Trade

1,946 (49 percent
retail dealers or
salesmen; 17
percent real estate
agents and officials)

294 (64 percent
retail dealers or
saleswomen; 12
percent real estate
agents or officials)

Public Service

232 (spread over
several occupations)

8 (2 laborers,
2 marshals, 2 inspectors)

Professional
Service

563 (spread over
several occupations)

338 (46 percent
teachers; 19 percent
trained nurses)

Domestic and
Personal Services

851 (spread over
several occupations)

2,572 (41 percent
restaurant, cafi2, and
lunch room keepers;
35 percent launderers
and laundresses, not
in laundry)

Clerical
Occupations

464 (73 percent
bookkeepers, cashiers,
and accountants,
or clerks, not
including stores)

448 (56 percent same
category as male;
41 percent
stenographers
and typists)

Agriculture,
forestry, and
animal husbandry

670 (spread over
several occupations)

61 (90 percent
dairy farm, farm, and
stock farm laborers)

Extraction of
minerals

56 (82 percent
quany operatives)

Totals

10,229

4,064

Source: Fouaenth Census of the United States, 1920, Volume N, Pqbulation 1920:
Occupations (Washington, D.C., 1923). 288-92. The 1920 census did not list occupations by race for cities under 50,000.
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ties for close contact with employers.17 Carpenters thus expected respect and equal treatment as they sought to complete work
in good faith.
The close contact between employer and employee was
heightened by the intensely local nature of building trades and
market conditions.18 As a young city heavily dependent on
tourism, Miami business interests urged peace, harmony, and
quick resolution of labor disputes. The success of the tourist season, which lasted from the end of December to April, depended
on the completion of construction jobs and a reputation as a
peaceful city. This worked toward the strength of the building
trades' philosophy of using the strike as a last resort. The civic duty
for Miami citizens, as preached by boosters, was to contribute to
making a "big city." Construction filled the city's landscape, and
both workers and contractors faced public pressure to reach timely agreements and avoid conflict. Though skilled workers supplied
only the needed labor-that is, they were not involved in the architectural designs of the constructed buildings-their role in building the city was nonetheless vital to the success of the tourist
industry, a detail recognized by both parties.1g
Miami's boosterism represented what historian Blain
Brownell has called an urban ethos of the South. Bombastic language and descriptions characteristic of boosterism followed similar patterns in other New South cities. In fact, the label "Magic
City" used by Miami boosters also applied to late nineteenth-century Birmingham, Alabama. The fluff of booster rhetoric and

17. The Carpenter, October 1918, November 1916; Haber, Industrial Relatiom, 5162. On living standards, see Lawrence Glickman, "Inventing the 'American
Standard of Living': Gender, Race and Working-Class Identity, 1880-1925,"
Labm History 34 (spring/summer 1993):22 1-35; idem, A Living Wagz:Amen'can
W m h and the Muking of Consumer Society (Ithaca, N.Y., 199'7). The burly
images in The Carpater suggest an interesting connection to manliness as
linked to living standards and family life, the meaning of work, and the meaning of unionization. For work on manliness, see Gail Bederman, Manliness
and Civilization: A Cultural History of Gadm and Race in the United States, 1880
191 7 (Chicago, 1995); Stephen Norwood, S*eaking
and Intimidation:
Mercenaries and Masculinity in Twentieth-Century America (Chapel Hill, N.C.,
2002).
18. Kazin, B a r n of labor, 56; Haber, Industrial Relations, 309-10.
19. Kazin, B u m of labm, 5-6; George, "Passage to the New Eden," 440-63; and
idem, 'Brokers, Binders, and Builders," 27-51. The idea of the city as a fact*
ry derived from Kazin's comment that building trades workers were "producers of 'goods' that could not be exported" (5).
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advertising images fit neatly into New South practices of selling
the region's economic potential.e0 Although exploration of
Miami's "southernness" remains outside the scope of this essay,
the booster language prevalent throughout newspapers and
tourist literature often highlighted the city's subtropical weather
and the edge it gave in competing with other southern cities for
tourists and other economic ventures. In embracing southern
racial customs as justification for segregation, in hyperbole about
southern hospitality as a characteristic of city residents (labeled
as the "Miami wayn and "Miami spirit"), and in constant arguments that Miami was a better tourist destination than other
southern cities (and even Los Angeles, an interesting anticipation of Sunbelt development), city boosters tapped into the idea
of Miami as the New South. This subject certainly needs more
research and analysis.
One ideological strand, though, that did tie Miami to the
South as imagined was the region's urban ethos which defined the
nature of social relations and expectations of citizens within southern cities. According to Brownell, it represented "a general overarching conception of the city which stressed the
desirability-indeed, the necessity-of both urban growth and
social order in such a way that they would be mutually reinforcing." City leaders and boosters, Brownell explained, viewed the
city as "corporate and interdependent." They envisioned a city
built "not by basic changes in institutions of the urban class structure, but by an emphasis on 'responsible' citizenship, social control, and regulation of the physical city through urban planning."
Atlanta, Birmingham, Memphis, Nashville, New Orleans,
Knoxville, and Charleston all exhibited this philosophy.21 Labor
and business in Miami evoked the urban ethos in their battles over
20. C. Vann Woodward, Origins of the New South, 1877-1 913 (Baton Rouge, La.,
1951); George Tindal, The Emergence of t h New South, 1913-1945 (Baton
Rouge, La., 1967); Paul Gaston, The New South Creed: A Study in Mythmaking
(New York, 1970); Don H. Doyle, New Men, New Cities, New South: Atlanta,
NashviUe, ChurlRFton, Mobile, 186G19lO (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1990); Carl V.
Harris, Political Paver in Binningham, 1871-1921 (Knoxville, Tenn., 1977);
Blain Brownell, T h Urban Ethos in the South, 19201930 (Baton Rouge, La.,
1975); and Charles Garofalo, "The Sons of Henry Grady: Atlanta Boosters in
the 1920s,"Journal of Southem Histoly 42 (May 1976): 187-204.
21. Brownell, The Urban Ethos, xix-xx, 210-16, and chap. 7; Charles Garofalo, "The
Atlanta Spirit: A Study in Urban Ideology," The Southenz QuarterZy 74 (1974
1975): 3444.
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wages, benefits, and working conditions in order to gain an upper
hand against each other.
Local newspapers and other booster voices perpetuated this
urban ethos through published reports celebrating city growth
while also preaching peace and harmony. Throughout the first
several decades of the century, the Miami City Directory, Miami
Metrqolir and Miami H e r a M described the city's population
growth, building construction, development of infrastructure,
and other pertinent information illustrating Miami's drive to
become a "big city." Other boosters selling Miami included several improvement associations in the city (Southside, North
Miami, etc.), the Chamber of Commerce, and individuals such as
E.G. Sewell, William Jennings Bryan, Carl Fisher, and George
Merrick. Shaping boosting efforts were ubiquitous slogans:
"Magic City" and "Miami Spirit." The former identified Miami as
a heroic city experiencing enormous growth in a short time in a
sub-tropical area, while the latter referred to the social bond that
kept Miami moving forward despite adversity. Both terms pointed to an optimistic faith in the future while attending to the
greater good. This often meant conformity to the culture of segregation.22 In any case, labor and business sought to highlight
how either disrupted the city's social equilibrium as they struggled over the fair distribution of power in the workplace. The
urban ethos thus defined the nature of public discourse between
the two groups.
Of first concern to skilled workers, however, was strengthening their position within the labor market. The skilled handicraft nature of construction work provided building trade
workers with more control at the work site. They maintained
control over the production process by setting work standards.

22. Grace Elizabeth Hale, Making Whiteness: The Culture of Segregation in the South,
I8W1940 (New York, 1998), 121-97. For an introduction to boosterism in
Miami, see Sessa, "'The Real Estate Expansionn;George, "Passage to the New
Eden,"440-63; idem, "Broken,Binders, and Builders,"27-51. For specific references to boosterism in Miami, see Miami Metropolis, 16 October 1915; "That
'Miami Spirit,'" Miami Metropolis, 27 January 191'7; "Miami, the Magic City,"
Miami Metropolis, 1 July 1920; "Impressed with Wonderful Growth of Magic
City and Business Men," Miami Herald, 18 August 19 15. Also noteworthy are
booster histories of Miami: Ethan V. Blackman, Miami and Dude County,
kbridu: Its Setthent, Propess, Achievement (Washington, D.C., 1921), 11-87;
Isidor Cohen, Histmica1 Sketches and Sidelights of Miami, Florida (Miami, 1925),
6.3-66.
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Technological advances both in structural changes such as the
use of steel and steel frames, elevators, and reinforced concrete,
and tools such as the hydraulic or pneumatic riveter, rock drills,
electrical welding, and power saw changed the nature of work
but still required mastery from craftsmen. Technology affected
large labor operations (such as mixing concrete or lifting heavy
loads) and facilitated some smaller tasks, but much still depended on hand operations. Economist William Haber noted with
frustration how the building industry remained under-industrialized because "a number of important building operations"
continued to lag "behind in mechanization." Guided by his faith
in efficiency and scientific management, Haber seemed to have
a difficult time understanding the persistence of handwork.
Carpenters, in any case, pointed to how the product of their
labor represented superior work and skill, despite Haber's evaluations. Their trade journal regularly contained articles regarding the high quality and longevity of union construction. On
one occasion The Carpenter published a photograph showing a
collapsed roof in Memphis, Tennessee, blaming "scab labor" for
the house's poor c o n s t r ~ c t i o n . ~ ~
In addition to maintaining control over the production
process, carpenters protected their work from both changes in
technology and the growth of smaller adaptive crafts. Part of the
reason for the rise of national building craft unions was to protect workers' interests in jurisdictional issues. The UBCJA's success in jurisdiction battles with the wood workers and sheet metal
workers owed largely to their enormous membership and aggressive actions. Smaller unions such as the Shinglers, deemed by carpenters as practicing "contiguous crafts," succumbed to the
pressure of the UBCJA's opposition. In Miami, Local 993 reached
agreement with the sheet metal workers in 1916, and members
were fined for interfering with the work of sheet metal workers.
Sometimes jurisdiction lines were flexible. Local 993 sought
permission from the Lathers union to put up plasterboard
because lathers were unable to supply workers at a job site. At
other times lines were rigid, as with the work rule that disallowed
carpenters from pouring concrete. Though difficult to evaluate
because of the day-to-day nature of construction and incomplete

23. Haber, Industrial Relations, 2434; The Cnqknter, December 1920.
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records, carpenters appeared largely successful in controlling the
boundaries of their craft.24
The Carpenters Union also bolstered its strength against
employers by serving as an employment center. Business agents, as
well as other officers, kept an eye out for building contractors'
demands for labor. Their successful existence depended on the
delivery of workers at job sites. Local 993, for example, furnished
carpenters to the Cornwall Construction Company in May 1917. A
billboard announced a call for workers and the union conducted
a concerted search for carpenters. The union also adjusted its standards according to the need of building contractors. On several
occasions, union carpenters worked on Saturday afternoons
(though at times the request was denied) and agreed to double
shifts when needed, as occurred in February 1918 during an apparent labor shortage.25
Workers benefited as well from the union's function as an
employment agency, which carpenters used in their drive to
unionize. In a growing city with rapid development, the union
facilitated the search for work. Members deposited their clearance
cards at Carpenters Hall and proceeded to obtain employment. In
early September 1919, carpenters entering Miami during a period
of labor tensions were, according to the local papers, "reporting to
headquarters" and "none of them" were working "on any unfair
building operation." Making sure to enlighten all newcomers, the
business agent traveled through the city making it known to
incoming unionists that Miami was a union town. Local 993 called
a special meeting in early 191'7 to expedite the initiation of six carpenters found at a small constructionjob. Union minutes reveal a
steady weekly flow of workers either being initiated into the union
or depositing their traveling cards at Carpenters Hall. However,
Carpenters Hall not only functioned as a center for carpenters.

24. Galenson, The Unhd Brotherhood, 112-22, 173-81, 20615; Christie, Empire in
Wood, chs. 8, 12; Haber, Industrial Relations, 3640. On Miami sheet metal
workers, Minutes of the UBCJA, 3 September 1915, 25 February, 10 March
1916, 1 June 1917; on lathers union, ibid., 11 October 1918; on concrete, 5
June 1914, 27 February 1917. On workers' control, see David Montgomery,
Workers Control in Anrennrenca:
Studies in the Histog of Work, Technology, and Labor
Struggles (Cambridge, Eng., 1979), 113-38; idem, The Fall of the House of labor:
The Workplace, the State and American Labor Activism, 1865-1925 (Cambridge,
Eng., 1987), 22-44.
25. Minutes of the UBCJA, 11 May 1917,28 February 1918.
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Several of the other city unions used its premises for their meetings. One can only imagine the extent of the hustle and bustle
that surrounded this building during Miami's early history.26
Carpenters, in any case, attempted to keep a favorable balance
of union workers in cities and towns through notices published in
The Ca@mter,letters between union locals, and by word of mouth,
suggesting how the building trades in general operated as national employment networks. The system offered union strength
against employers and their attempts to undermine union organization. Carpenters worked to preempt the importation of nonunion labor by meeting local demands for labor. Craft unionists
traveled to locales where work could be found. For example,
northern workers traveled southward during the winter months
when the building season ended. The rate of in- and out-migration by workers is difficult to determine, however. Laborers probably moved when jobs were scarce and when other social factors,
such as home ownership and family size, did not hold them to a
particular place. Workers, nonetheless, eventually settled and
made homes where employment was fairly consistent. Miami's real
estate and construction boom between 1919 and 1926 thus contributed to this phenomenon.27
Though Local 993 facilitated the unionization of both the permanent and transitory workforce, enormous growth in population
threatened solidarity. The Cawterhad frequent discussions about
"card carrying members" hiding their union identity in order to
obtain employment. Also undermining trust in the union was the
dubiousness of the "stay away notices" published by union locals in
The Carpenter. Stay away notices and, after 1916, reports on local
26. Miami Herald, 4 September 1919; Minutes of the UBCJA, 12 January, 29
January, and 2 February 1917. Each union meeting opened with the initiation and clearance of new members to the local. The local papers and the
Minutes of the UBCJA highlight examples of the wide use of Carpenters Hall.
27. Jules Tygiel, "Tramping Artisam: The Case of the Carpenters in Industrial
America," Labor History 22 (summer 1981): 34876; Galenson, The United
Bmtherhuod, 13536,162-65;Haber, Industrid Rehtbm, 9G126. The growth of
working-class suburbs in Dade County and its connection to working-class life
and culture has not been studied. The federal government reported a steady
growth of one-family dwelling homes in Miami in the early 1920s; see
"Building Permits in the Principal Cities of the United States in 1926,"Bulktin
ofthe Unik-d States Bureau ofLa.borStatistiw,No. 449 (Washington, D.C., 1927),
29-30.36. For a comparativeframework and the potential of such a study, see
Becky M. Nicolaides, My Blue Heaven: Lije and Politics in the Working-Suburbsof
Los Angeles, 192@1%5 (Chicago, 2002), chaps 14.
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labor conditions, functioned to keep carpenters from flooding
labor markets. Miami seems to have largely avoided subterfuge by
UBCJA members. In August 1 9 1 5 , Local 993 reluctantly published
an apparently genuine stay away notice: the union issued the
notice, including the number of unemployed, in the local papers.
According to union records, this strategy worked since few union
carpenters who applied for jobs were rejected, reinforcing the
need for incoming workers to affiliate with the local. Miami Local
993 consequently avoided the pitfalls of carpenters hiding union
membership and working as non-union laborers as a result of not
being cleared to work in their jurisdiction, a problem faced by
other locals around the c o ~ n t r y . ~ "
Local 993 promoted solidarity and union identity by engaging
in citywide social activities, particularly in Labor Day events. With
the exception of labor troubles dampening the day in 1919 and
ominous weather preventing celebration in 1 9 2 0 , Miami unionists
annually paraded on Labor Day. Unionists viewed the event as an
opportunity to advertise the benefits of organized labor and bolster community standing as builders of the city, and thus as partners of the New South city-building project and followers of the
urban ethos. Indeed, local papers announced how Miami was
"one of the most completely unionized cities in the south" and that
"its building progress has been the marvel of the country." Union
minutes also reveal wide acceptance of the tradition of parading
on Labor Day. The CLU, for instance, played an active role in
organizing and coordinating the city's unions. And though for the
most part slim in description, local papers reported consistent participation on Labor Day by organized labor.2g
Floats, banners, and attire announced the union conscious
ness of members and their craft pride. Leading the parade in 1915
was the Ladies CLU Auxiliary followed by the building trades "in
line according to the order in which they begin work on a building." Carpenters marched first, followed by plumbers, wire men,
plasterers, lathers and painters, and then the rest of the city's

28. The Carpenw, August 1915; Minutes of the UBCJA, 2 July 1915; Galenson, The
Unatpd Brotherhood, 135-36, 162-63.
29. Minutes of the UBCJA, 10 September 1915, 25 August 1916. Michael Kazin
and Steven J. Ross, "America's Labor Day: The Dilemma of a Workers'
Celebration,"Journal of Ammican History 78 (March 1992): 1294-1323. For
quote, Miami Metropolis, 2 September 1919.
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unions. Though the carpenters' appearance was not described,
the Miami Metropolis noted how the engineers paraded with their
overalls "signifylng their trade" and making "a striking impres
sion." Carpenters, along with members of the other craft unions,
must have also donned their attire and union badges. The largest
parade occurred in 1925, at the height of the building boom. Ten
thousand unionists marched, with carpenters representing the
largest contingent of over 3,500 from four locals.30
Ready to advertise their presence and demonstrate their values, unions also participated in the citywide, week-long boosting
festival held January 11 to 16, 1915. The Magic Knights of Dade, a
booster club formed in 1913, coordinated the affair. By participating in this parade and Labor Day celebrations, union labor symbolically etched their place in the image of New South city
building. Opening ceremonies saw the coronation of a Miami
king and queen honored on a yacht; the second day celebrated
south Florida's history with a parade; the following day included a
visit from the governor and an automobile parade; January 14 was
labeled "Industrial Day" in which the city and surrounding towns
in south Florida advertised through parades their economic
growth and potential. The parades included floats from organized
labor, again representing another public moment in which to
demonstrate labor's adherence to the urban ethos. The final two
days of the festival week featured a speedboat race. Local 993 of
the carpenters won first prize for "best Industrial prize float for
organized labor" in the industrial parade. Their float illustrated
demands for high living standards in support of family life.
Carpenters worked on a little home atop the float "while Mr. and
Mrs. C.C. Maxwell stood on the little porch with their suitcases in
the front ready to move in the moment the carpenters were
through." The union existed, the float suggested, as an organization serving workers concerned with family life-that is, carpenters
contributed to the well-being of society by doing the essential task
of building homes for families. Speaking to the centrality and
value of organized labor in society, M.E. Fiddler of the CLU commented that "raw material is worthless until labor takes hold of it

30. Miami Metropolis, 3 September, 7 September 1915,8 September 1925; Minutes
of UBCJA, 11 August 1916 (which recorded the purchase of one hundred
badges from union headquarters in Indianapolis prior to Labor Day); Miami
Herald, 7 September 1925.
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and gives it its value. You cannot ignore labor and must give it a
living wage." Unions used public spaces like parades to strengthen their position in the labor market and their standing within the
larger c ~ r n m u n i t y . ~ ~
The carpenters union also offered a sense of fraternity and
community to its members through voluntary work and donations
to various social causes. In 1915, they helped build a home for the
Boy Scouts and a shelter for the Knights of Dade, and in 1927, they
built nine cabins which led to "much favorable comment by the citizens of Miami." Local 993 donated money to several community
services including the YMCA, the Dade Fair Association (which
boosted farming in South Florida), and on one occasion, for the
entertainment of soldiers and sailors.32 Carpenters and their families also received help when needed. In addition to death benefits and sick pay, the union offered financial help and voluntary
work when tragedy hit, as when money was donated to aid reconstruction of a firedamaged house.33 Finally, the union revealed a
deep sense of community in announcing deaths of members and
offering proper respects, usually in the minutes and in either the
local papers or The Carpenter. Additionally, they would put the
union hall's flag at half-mast. Extant minutes reveal a consistent
pattern of benevolence and support over the years. Such acts of
compassion contributed to tighter bonds and a keener sense of solidarity.%
On a lighter note, the Ladies Auxiliary organized dances, and
the carpenters themselves revealed a merry side when they organized a chorus that performed in Carpenters Hall. Other social
activities helped build bonds and solidarity among workers despite
the fluidity of Miami's population. The Ladies Auxiliary appointed sick and flower committees, extending hospitality to old and
new members. Mrs. John Klaus, member of Auxiliary 94, reported
31. Arva Moore Parks, Miami: The Magic City (Miami, 1991) ,95; Miami Metropolis,
7 January, 15 January 1915; Miami Herald, 15 January 1915; Minutes of the
UBCJA, 22 January 1915. On Fiddler's comment, see Miami Heralrl, 29 August
1915. For an interesting discussion of the role of community in shaping labor
relations for an earlier period, see David Grimsted, "Antebellum Labor:
Violence, Strike, and Communal Arbitration,"Journal of Social Histoy, 19 (fall
1985): 5-28.
32. Minutes of the LTBCJA, 23 April, 20 August 1915, 12January, 25 February, 5
May 1916,15January, 16 April 1917; The Carpenter, May 1927.
33. Minutes of the UBCJA, 21 January 1916 , 3 August 1917.
34. Ibid., 15June 1917; The Ca$wn&?r,September 1917.
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on an event in 1927: "Recently we gave a social to the members of
L. U. No. 993. About 500 guests were present and a varied musical and speaking program was enjoyed. The Auxiliary presented
the Local with a flag, which is the largest flag in Miami." Unionists
also showed at times a concern for the history of carpenters in
South Florida. In 1926, George Wright of Local 993 gave a history of regional carpenter locals to members of Local 1149 of
Coconut Grove during "social night for carpenters and their families." This sense of tradition manifested again when Local 993 celebrated the UBCJA's fiftieth anniversary in 1931. Members were
treated to a recounting of the local's history and a guest appearance from J.A. Robbins, first president of Local 993, L.A. Osborne,
first recording secretary, and W.G. Coats, first financial secretary.35
Miami's unions also attempted to build solidarity in the "union
label movement." In 1918, the carpenters donated a onecent
union assessment to the Women's Union Label League; and they
supported engineers in the fight with a city ice company that apparently was not using union operating engineers. Some businesses
quickly learned that profit could be made by luring union consumers with advertising that they sold union label goods and/or
hired union labor. The Hippodrome Theatre extended free admis
sion for card carrying members in October 1917. For the most part,
however, the evidence is thin on the consumer label movement.
Local 993 supported the label movement more aggressively when it
applied to building materials. In the summer of 1917, the union
voted that all stewards were to make sure "all material shipped in
must be union label." Businesses purchasing non-union materials
were placed on an "unfair" list and risked a skilled workers strike.36
The extent of the union's success in consistently preventing unfair
materials from reaching job sites requires a much fuller historical
record than now exists. Striking, or the threat of a strike, for the
35. Minutes of the UBCJA, 12 May, 21 July, 22 December, 29 December 1916; The
Carpento, April 1926, February 1926, March 1927, October 1931.
36. Proceedings of the Fzjleenth Annual Convention, 33; Proceedings of the Nineteenlh
Annuul Convention ofthe M d a State Federation ofLabw held at Pensacola, Florida
1919, 17. Some stores catered to union labor: W.L. Douglas Shoes (Miami
Metropolis, 16 September 1915), the Miami Cycle Go. (Miami Metropolis, 4
August 1915). La Salle Printing Co. (Miami Metropolis, 5 September 1919),
and Billy's Mens Shoe Shop (Miami Herald, 11 April 1920); also see Minutes
of the UBCJA, 26 May 1916 (Crosslands Ice Factory problem), 15 June 191 7
(order for stewards), 12 October 191 7 (Hippodrome Theatre), and 19 July
19 18 (Women's Label League).
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use of non-union materials, nonetheless, carried much symbolic
meaning. Union labor sought to defend the family and the living
wage. When employers used unfair material they in effect challenged the decent standard of living that organized labor purportedly existed to ensure and protect.
Despite various elements contributing to solidarity, skilled
union labor suffered from centrifugal forces greater than what
brought them together. Members of the working class in the
United States-male or female, black, white, Hispanic, Asian, in
every occupation-confronted the problem of fragmentation.
Ultimately, conceptions of identity had as great a power to divide
as they had to unite groups. Skilled unionists in the building
trades attained a sense of identity that differentiated them from
each other and from unskilled construction workers. A carpenter,
plumber, painter, stonemason, bricklayer, or other craftsman was
defined by his skill to engage in the craft. Built on the tradition of
the craft guilds, building trade workers believed in hierarchy. One
became a carpenter by learning the craft as an apprentice. Each
national union stipulated minimum standards and rules regulating
advancement from apprentice to journeyman; however, local variations seem common. That, combined with different levels of
skills and talents between craftsmen, complicated relations among
workers. Nonetheless, the high rate of carpenter mobility through
the country helped to establish more nearly-national norms.
Skilled workers in the building crafts aided solidarity by relying
heavily on sympathetic strikes for power in the labor market. The
UBCJA supported such action and the extant records of the carpenters in Miami concur. Divisions between the crafts, however,
continued to be a problem, particularly when jurisdictional issues
arose. Solidarity among building craft workers remained tenuous,
exacerbated by self-interest and
Racial antagonisms also divided workers. Segregation of
minorities was an important value in Miami as it was in most of the
nation in the early twentieth century. Government, city landscape,
37. Galenson, United Brotherhood, 96330; Haber, Indwtial Relations, chap. 2;
Christie, Empire in Wood, chaps. 8, 12; Brooks, 1X.e head to Dignily, chaps. 4 7 .
Several examples are mentioned of Local 993's support of striking unions
either in the minutes or newspapers; see for instance their support of striking
musicians and moving picture operators in 1915, Minutes of the UBCJA, 3
September 1915; musicians in 1917, Minutes of the UBCJA, 24 August 1917;
and linemen in 1918, Minutes of the UBCJA, 29 November 1918.
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churches, clubs, and public forums were all segregated to some
degree. The craft unionism of American workers perpetuated
racial separation, which ultimately weakened the possibility of a
stronger class movement. In Miami, unions functioned to keep
blacks out of skilled positions. In 1904, Local 993 rejected the black
carpenters' attempt to organize a separate local. As reported in
minutes, the white local in 1914 explained "matters" to the black
carpenters and established what became the segregation practice
for the entire building trades for the next forty years: blacks would
only be allowed to work in black sections of Miami. This policy
seems to have influenced other skilled workers as well. In
December 1914, when union leaders learned that employers hired
black musicians instead of white union musicians, the CLU called a
general strike at the Collin's pavilion, a casino on developing Miami
Beach. "Organized labor," announced Miami's CLU, "must maintain the barrier between white and black in Miami," and Local 993's
minutes demonstrate a commitment to this o b j e c t i ~ e . ~ ~
In other areas of the country, white labor unions occasionally crossed the color line in the interest of building local labor
movements. Miners in Alabama, for example, demonstrated
much collusion despite maintaining elements of segregation in
biracial unions. Economic self-interest shaped the actions of
white unionists, but bonds made during the hardship of strikes
and examples of heroic unionism of black unionists such as
Richard L. Davis, were significant. But in Miami, economic selfinterest guided white workers into maintaining the racial status
quo with even greater sharpness. Workers trickling into the city
met a well-organized union base that decided to remain conservative. Since the majority of people arriving in Miami were
white, skilled workers pushed for and maintained a rigid color
line in the job market. Unlike miners in Alabama who faced
competition from increasing numbers of black miners, white

38. Minutes of the UBCJA, 31 July, 7 August, 4 September 1914; Howard Dixon
and Herbert Hill, "Union Integration" 1954, Part 13: NAACP and Labor,
1940-1955, Subject Files o n Labor Conditions and Employment
Discrimination, NAACP 1940-55, General Office File: Labor-Florida, 1954
55 (Frederick, Md., 1991),microfilm;Eric Tscheschlok, "'SoGoes the Negro':
Race and Labor in Miami, 1940-1963,"M d a Histmica1 Qumterly 76 (summer
1997) : 59-62; Miami Metropolis, 22 December 191 5.
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skilled workers in Miami never dealt with such a challenge.59 In
the minds of white skilled workers, keeping "the barrier between
white and black" bolstered the moral position of unions and,
consequently, placed them in a favorable light with the white
public.
White workers, in any case, endured little economic or emotional strain in keeping black workers out of skilled jobs. The
quantity and quality of interaction between whites and blacks is
unquantifiable but appears to have been infrequent and superficial. Workers in the building industry worked at different job
sites and for varying durations, making it difficult for strong
bonds to emerge. Added to this was the inherent hierarchical
nature of the building trades. Acquiring skills required close
contact and interaction. Social norms instilled ambivalence
about racial interaction and thus discouraged entrance into the
craft, reinforcing white workers' skepticism of black workers'
skills. The relatively negative attribution assigned "unskilled,"
menial labor hurt black workers and their aspirations of climbing the socioeconomic ladder through the building trades. A.C.
Proudfoot, owner of a construction company, complained that
white workers refused to do menial labor. Even when he gave
the "easiest" menial assignments to white labor, such as transporting sand on a wheelbarrow, they would quit after three
hours. He commented, "that kind of work is for negroes,
negroes are employed on those jobs in the north even [when]
the sun is too hot." Blacks had to surmount the double challenge of learning skills in the various building crafts and the
racist tendency to deem black workers' skills as inferior. Racial

39. Alex Lichtenstein,"RacialConflict and Racial Solidarity in the Alabama Coal
Strike of 1894: New Evidence for the Gutman-Hill Debate," Labm History 36
(winter 1995): 63-76; Herbert Gutman, "The Negro and United Mine
Workers of America: The Career and Letters of Richard L. Davis and
Something of their Meaning: 1890-1900," in Wmk, Culture, &9 Society in
IndwtrializingAma'ca (NewYork, 1976), 121-208;Herbert Hill, "Myth Making
as Labor History: Herbert Guunan and the United Mine Workers of
America,"Inhational Journal of Politics, Culture, and Society 2 (fall 1988):132200; Henry M. McKiven Jr., Iron and Steeelt Class, Racey and Community in
Birmingham, Alabama, 1875-1 920 (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1995); Daniel Letwin, The
Challenge of Interracial Unionism: Alabama Coal Miner.., 1878-1921 (Chapel Hill,
N.C., 1998); Brian Kelly, Race, Class Power in the Alabama CoaljiwIds, 11908-1921
(Urbana, Ill., 2001 ).
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segregation in the city's landscape insured white and black alienation and fueled white criticism of black labor even further.40
Racial homogeneity in the white population facilitated segregation. Miami's population, at least in the first several decades of
the century, remained homogenous. White southerners enjoyed a
plurality, while the rest of the population consisted of northeasterners and midwesterners. Few foreigners resided in the city.
Combined, native and foreign-born whites constituted in 1920
over 68 percent of the total population of 29,571; blacks made up
a little over 31 percent, 52 percent of whom were Bahamians. This
distribution paled in comparison to Jacksonville's population of
91,588, where over 54 percent were white and over 45 percent
were African ~ m e r i c a n .While
~ ~ comparison between Jacksonville
and Miami's labor movement and race relations is beyond the
scope of this article, a short discussion of the 1920 State Federation
of Labor Convention offers insight into these numbers. At the
convention in St. Augustine, all of Miami's union delegates (twenty-four) and some from West Palm Beach, Lake Worth, St.
Augustine, and St. Petersburg threatened to leave when two black
Jacksonville delegates (one from a carpenters union and the other
a delegate from the Building Trades Council) took their seats.
Calling for respect of the color line while nodding to "our colored
Brothers" need for "an industrial security as firm as we desire ourselves," they succeeded in ousting the black delegates, determining
that the color line "has been found vital to the welfare of the
Southern country."42
Interestingly, no Jacksonville delegates joined this insurgency.
F.J. Dye of Jacksonville's District Carpenters Council argued the
40. Miami Metropolis, 27 May 1915; Hale, Making Whiteness, 151-68; Gavin Wright,

Old South, New South: Revolutions in the S o u t h Econmny Since the Civil War
(New York, 1986), 177-97; William A. Sundstrom, "The Color Line: Racial
Norms and Discrimination in Urban Labor Markets, 1910-1950,"Journal of
Economic Histmy 54 (June 1994): 382-96.
41. Mayo, The Fifth Census of the State of Florida, 1925, 74, 115; Fourteenth Census of
the United States, 1920, Volume III, Pupulation, 195; Mohl, "Black Immigrants,"
271-72.
42. Proceedings of the Nineteenth Annual Convention of the Florida State Feahation of
Labor held at St. Augustine, Florida, April 1920 (privately held), 1624, 29-30;
Miami Metropolis, 8 April, 10 April 1920; Miami Herald, 8 April 1920. The
Miami Metropolis incorrectly reported that Miami sent thirty-six delegates
instead of the actual twenty-four stated in the convention record. The author
would like to thank Eric Arnesen for providing a copy of the annual convention proceedings.
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essential need to organize "colored workers in order to protect
organized labor against them." He added that not to seat uniontaxed black delegates would violate the American principle of no
"taxation without representation." G.P. Hall of Jacksonville's
painters union concurred. Both Hall and Dye argued that solidarity with black delegates did not translate into acceptance of
racial equality. Rather, they pointed to the pragmatic nature of
the union movement. Unseating of the black delegates, Dye
warned, "would disrupt organized labor in the city of Jacksonville."
Delegates' reactions illustrate the different political economic conditions confronted by organized labor in Miami and Jacksonville.
The 1920 population numbers relate that Jacksonville workers
faced a larger pool of skilled black labor than did their Miami
counterparts. Lack of cooperation between black hod carriers and
white building trade workers, therefore, highlight the overall
antipathy of Miami's white unionists toward black labor. White
unions consistently ignored black unionists and used the race card
to turn public opinion against business when they used black labor
against the interest of white labor. White carpenters thus maintained racial dominance in Miami with their segregation policy. In
1930, for instance, out of 2,105 total carpenters, only 147 were
black, representing only 7 percent, far below proportions in
Jacksonville (33 percent; 399 of 1,191) and Tampa (13 percent;
106 of 816). White unionization succeeded in keeping Miami a
white man's town.*?'
White skilled labor power over the workplace and the power of
the urban ethos discourse intersected in 1919 as tensions between
43. Proceedings of the Nineteenth Annuul Convention, 1624, 29-30; Miami Metropolis,
26 September, 6 October, 7 October, 6 December 1904; Minutes of the
UBCJA, 31 July 1914; Fzjkenth Census of the United States, 1930: Occupations by
States, 356, 359,361. The number of union carpenters in 1930 is not known,
The last Trustees Report for Local 993 provided an estimate of 821 union carpenters for the first six months of 1929; UBCJA Trustees Report. A rigid color
line in the building trades was not unusual to Miami or the South; see
Lorenzo J. Greene and Carter G. Woodson, The Negro Wage Earner
(Washington,D.C., 1930), 178-85, 31627; F. Ray Marshall, Labor in the South
(Cambridge, Mass., 1967), 45-49; Herbert Northup, Organized Labor and the
Negro (1944; reprint, New York, 1971), 17-47; Herbert Hill, "The Racial
Practices of Organized Labor-the Age of Gompers and After," in Arthur M.
Ross and Herbert Hill, eds., Employnaent, Race, and Povert~(New York, 1967),
305-402. For an excellent general overview on white and black labor, see
Jacqueline Jones, American Work: Four Centuries of Bhck and White Labor (New
York, 1998),esp. ch. 10.
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building crafts unionists and business increased, particularly over
wages and workers' control issues. The high cost of living, stemming from the war economy, increasingly concerned workers.44
Anxiety over labor problems emerged in early May 1919 with
rumors that constmction workers might push for wage hikes. C.D.
Mackey, president of the Building Trades Council (BTC), claimed
no wage demands would be made in "the near future." Architects,
contractors, and builders, having hoped for a definite date regarding any push for higher wages, expressed disappointment with
Mackey's vague prognosis. In addition, J.T. Blackman, president
of the City Council and member of the UBCJA, addressed the
architects and builders' concern over labor shortages: "We want to
avoid the bad business, especially for the skilled workmen, of having men come here with their families, probably without the
prospect of a job, only the prospect of the big volume of work
going on in Miami, and have to bear the heavy expense of waiting
for a job to turn up." He also championed workers' need for
steady work and protection of the union standard that kept the
halfday on Saturdays. Housewives in Miami, organized in the
Women's Club, took a leading role in the late summer, appointing
committees to investigate the city's cost of living as compared to
others. They also organized meetings with city officials, business
interests, and unionists to resolve the problem of rising prices.
The issue remained a concern for several months to come.
Employers realized early increasing frustration about the high cost
of living and consequently anticipated agitation from workers over
wages.45
Labor conflicts in 1919 stemmed from white skilled workers'
strength and businesses' desire to disempower them. In midAugust, first painters and then chauffeurs and teamsters demanded higher wages, triggering labor troubles into the fall. Employers
particularly protested the immediate demand made by painters for
wage increases. Painters went on a short strike before builders bitterly made wage adjustments. (The city would twice escape widescale strikes.) The first was precipitated by the hiring of black

44. Kazin, Barons of Labw, ch. 8; "Retail Prices, 1913 to December, 1923,"Bulletin
of the United States Bureau of Labm Statistics, N o . 366 (Washington,D.C., 1925),
h

1.

45. Miami Metropolis, 1 May, 3 May, 14 August, 18 August, 22 August, 25 August,
26 August 1919; Miami Herald, I June 1919.
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teamsters in late August. White chauffeurs refused to unload
materials from trucks on grounds of both the union shop and
color line. Businessmen declared that labor's practice of using
only union label materials and advocacy of the closed shop represented a threat to their freedom. They attacked unions as being
inefficient and advancing unfair labor conditions. Business particularly wanted to institute the open shop described by them as
the principle of "equal rights for all." This precipitated the eventual publication of The S t q ofthe Opa Shop in 1 9 2 0 . ~ ~
Organized labor countered with declarations of their
Arnericanness ("no trace of bolshevik tactics," as reported in the
Miami Metrqbolis), solidarity for the union shop, and support of segregation at the workplace. However, the historical record does not
indicate that communism or socialism ever became issues in Miami
during and immediately after WWI. The business unionist style of
Miami's craft unions suggests the hyperbolic nature of business's
claim. The maneuver, in any case, demonstrated the local union's
awareness of national concerns and its attempt to squash any hint
of association. More specifically, business (with collusion of the
local papers) attempted to associate violence and intimidation tactics to union activism and recalcitrance to the non-union shop.
The Red Scare, thus, did shape in a minor way the analysis of
unionism in Miami. With few exceptions of minor alleged union
intimidation, charges of radicalism linked to the work of "unthinking agitators" (a clear reference to the power of business agents or
walking delegates) never stuck despite the efforts of busine~s.~'
In addition to their business unionist style and little or questionable use of violence, the BTC and CLU used the race card and
adhered to the urban ethos to shield them further from charges of
radicalism. The BTC, representing the building trade unions in
the city, turned the rhetoric of business against them by stating
that "equal rights for all" meant a desire to place white skilled
labor on the same plane as blacks and, therefore, threatened
Miami's status as a white man's town. In the first strike, business
conceded to the union workers' demands for better wages and the

46. See 25 August-10 September 1919 in the Miami Metropolis and Miami Herald
for coverage of the labor strike; see 13 October-10 November 1919 in the
Miami Metropolis for the conflict's second phase. The Miami Herald is not
extant for these later dates.
47. Miami Metropolis, 21 October, 23 October, 10 November 1919.
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removal of the black chauffeur replacements. The same businessmen, however, created the Greater Miami Employers Association.
From 1919 onward, unions struggled to keep Miami a union town,
at least in the building trades.48 The BTC backed down from a
city-wide strike in early November in the interests of protecting the
upcoming tourist season. Though they acquiesced to business, the
BTC realized that keeping the best interests of Miami foremost
served their own interests in the short term (keep workers earning
a living) and the long term (maintain positive public relations).
The story of the open shop was not linear nor as neat as the
Greater Miami Employers Association wanted to present. The historical record is not clear on what developed in the 1920s regarding the open shop. Carpenters maintained high union numbers,
and one would suspect that the same remained true for the other
building trades. Miami's local market economy empowered workers to some extent, but unionization would not have fostered if a
longer tradition had not existed. The establishment of Local 993
early in the city's history seems to have played an important part.
However, the specific leadership styles and the union decisions are
not as clear. From the rate of unionization and labor activities
such as Labor Day parades, one can deduce that workers continued to organize into unions. It is unlikely that businesses were able
to win against unionization. Some work sites remained union shop
while others experimented with open shop conditions-hiring
union and non-union labor.
Though business attempted to change labor market conditions in the fall of 1919 and after, organized labor remained a
dominant force in the city. In April of 1919, local unions started
publication of a weekly labor newspaper, The Miami News. The
paper would change its name over the years, but it remained in
publication until at least 1965. Future work on Miami's and Dade
County's social history will have to account more carefully for the
role the city's active union movement played in the development
of South ~ l o r i d a . * ~

48. Ibid., 28-30 October, 8 November 1919; The Carpenter,June 1921; Story of the

shop.

49. J. R Livingston, "Twenty-FiveYears of Service to Labor and our Community,"
Miami Citizen, 15 April 1943. The paper changed its name from the Miami
Naus in 1937 to the Miami Citizen then later in the 1940s to the Miami Labor
Citizen, and finally to the South Flon'da Labor Tribune by the 1960s.
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The Integration of Stetson University
by Jason Blake

H

enry A. DeLand and John B. Stetson founded a school in
1883, and even at that early date, both men considered
the possibility of a biracial institution. They opted against
it for various reasons, not the least of which was the school's geographical location. Upon establishing DeLand Academy strictly as
an all-white institution, however, DeLand and Stetson institutionalized their vision by deciding against any rules in the charter that
would specifically forbid integrati0n.l Nearly seventy years later,
Stetson University struggled with the issue that its founders had left
unresolved. Consequently, by the early 1960s, Stetson became the
first private university in Florida to integrate.
Stetson University's integration occurred in three distinct
phases. From 1951 until 1957, students and faculty debated the
issue: the former largely opposed desegregation, as evidenced by a
campus-wide vote in 1955; the latter tended to favor integration.
In 1957, the Faculty Senate formed, and a second phase of integration began as the university endured a series of crises and
Jason Blake is an intelligence officer in the United States Army and a graduate of
Stetson University. He thanks Eric Kurlander, Margaret Venzke, Gail Grieb, and
his wife Natalie for their assistance and support. This essay won the Florida
Historical Society's Carolyn Mays Brevard Prize for Best Undergraduate Essay in
Florida History in 2003.
1. Gary Meadows, interview by author, DeLand, Fla., 27 October 2002. To dispel a common myth, the man who shares the university's namesake did not
found Stetson University. Henry A. DeLand was the actual founder of the
university and originaIly it was named DeLand Academy. However, the name
was changed to Stetson University in 1887 to honor the time and resources
that John B. Stetson invested in the school.
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reforms, culminating in integration in 1962. Once integrated, the
university faced the issue of promoting diversity. However, the
institution's complacency frustrated African Americans who challenged Stetson University's commitment to diversity issues. In
1970, members of a black student organization presented university president John E. Johns with a list of twelve demands, sparking
campus-wide reaction and Stetson's recommitment to diversity.
For a large part of the 1950s and in some ways even later,
Stetson was cemented in southern peculiarities and traditions dating back to the antebellum era. Dr. Malcolm Wynn, a professor of
history who began working at Stetson in 1952, related his first
impressions of the university: "What amazed me was that Stetson's
football team played University of Florida, Florida State, and
Miami and we had a marching band and the band played Dixie at
all the halves." The school's southern qualities came as a shock to
the Ohio native. Particularly striking to Wynn was the realization
that African Americans on campus served in positions of menial
labor: "they were custodians and maids. . . . It was disconcerting."*
As early as 1951, faculty members pushed for a more racially
heterogeneous student body. Twelve professors were selected to
develop a statement on the university's mission. After half a year
of meetings, the committee finally generated "What is a Christian
College?" Section I of the document reaffirmed the university's
dedication to combating "un-Christian beliefs" and "the totalitarian political structures so often erected upon them."3 In the first
paragraph of Section 11, the faculty proposed that "Prospective students should be admitted to a college on the basis of academic and
personal qualifications. No concession in admission and no suspension should be based on religious ground; neither should
applicants be declared ineligible on racial grounds. Indeed,
church-related schools are under particular obligation to speed
the admission of Negroes as an act of Christian br~therhood."~
Two years before Brown v. Board of Education thrust civil rights into
the national arena, Stetson's faculty pushed for integration within
the context of the school's charter.

2.
3.
4.

Malcolm Wynn, interview by author, DeLand, Ha., 7 November 2001.
"What is a Christian College?"A Final Report from Stetson University, 20 July
1951, University Archives and Special Collection, duPont-Ball Library, Stetson
University, DeLand, Fla. [hereafter cited as UASC].
Ibid.
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Then, in October of 1954, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in
Brown v. Board of Education, overturning the "separate but equal"
doctrine. In response, on November 4, 1955, Stetson's Baptist
Student Union, a student-run organization comprised of nearly
three hundred members, proposed that the student body officially support integration within the next two yearsB5
When the B.S.U. representative presented the motion to the
Student Government Association, he was "reportedly greeted by a
mixture of applause, catcalls, boos, and h i ~ s e s . " ~By midNovember, the S.G.A. had planned a campus-wide vote to determine, in effect, the exact percentages of "applausen and "hisses"
among their fellow students. The vote did not take place until
December, allowing time for private discussion and debate among
the student body.' On the morning of December 2, the S.G.A.
held its own debate. The students sat quietly and listened respectfully to speakers as Confederate flags waved in the b a ~ k ~ r o u nIt
d.~
was an ominous sign of student conservatism.
On the day of the voting, nearly 1100 of Stetson's 1300 students flocked to the booths. While the exact tallies remained confidential, the campus newspaper reported that "students voted
that they did not favor the proposal to admit Negro students to
Stetson University in 195'7."9 Regardless of the outcome, integration remained a foremost campus issues. The Stetson lL$~mterand
the DeLand Sun News evidenced continued debates, much of
which occurred during private S.G.A. meetings. The DeLand Sun
News reported a specific meeting when S.G.A. members voted the
local press out.1° Discussion on integration could not forever
remain clandestine, however, as conversation, debate, and ideas
began shaping campus life, quickly moving from a privatized

This would mean that Stetson University would have integrated in 1957, nearly five years before the actual integration eventually took place. Integration
by 1957 at any university in the South would have been nothing short of
miraculous.
6. "IntegrationAt Stetson Is Urged," The (DeLand, Ha.) News-Journal Bureau, 4
November 1955.
7. "Integration Motion Defeated Students Uphold Segregation," The Stetson
R p p w h , 16 December 1955.
8. "Stetson Group Bars Press from Session on Integration Issue," DeLand Sun
News, 2 December 1955.
9. "Students Vote Down Proposal on Integration," The Stetson Rqborter, 5
December 1955.
10. "Stetson Group Bars Press from Session on Integration Issue."
5.
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industry among students to a campus-wide and very public phenomenon.
On November 22, 1955, seventy students met in Emily Hall to
discuss integration. The gathering was essentially the genesis of
public debate at Stetson University. Mediated by Dean Hugh
McEniry, the debate featured two opposing sides. Segregationists
suggested that because of perceived lower standards among
Afi-ican Americans, integration would lower academic standards at
the university. Integrationists countered that principles of democracy compelled Stetson to accept black students regardless of personal agenda. Still, even proponents of desegregation argued
blacks should be kept at a distance socially. "Associate with the
Negro publicly but stay away from him privately," one student
explained, "let him into your school but keep him out of your fraternity."" Even social liberals did not condone cultural miscegenation, demonstrating how thoroughly traditional southern
conservative attitudes permeated Stetson's culture. McEniry concluded the meeting by reminding that the final decision would rest
with the Board of Trustees, "but they will want to know how the students and faculty feel about the question."12
There was external pressure as well. Bethune-Cookman
College, an all-black college in nearby Daytona Beach, kept issues
germane to Afiican Americans in the public dialogue, furthered
desegregation by providing opportunities for blacks and whites to
come together and discuss the challenges that they faced.13 But
the crumbling institution of segregation still had some life. The
student poll of 1955 demonstrated that a majority of students did
not favor an immediate end to segregation; and a survey concluded that students opposed integration four to one, despite the
B.S.U. and other student groups that lobbied for admission of
African Americans14
Additionally, the Board of Trustees simply did not support
Stetson University's desegregation. In 1954, a member of the
11. "Student Panel Discusses Integration at University," DeLand Sun Nms, 22
November 1955.
12. This statement by McEniry is exceedingly ironic. It was McEniry and
President Edmunds who eventually admitted the first black students without
first conferring with the Board of Trustees, essentially going against his own
statement in 1955.
13. James W. Button, Blacks and Social Change: Impact of the Civil Rtghts Movement in
Southm Communities (Princeton,N.J., 1989), 83-90.
14. "StudentPanel Discusses Integration at University."
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Southern Baptist Convention asked University President J. Ollie
Edmunds to admit a black student "who had made a fine record at
a Baptist Missionary school in Nigeria." Because of the trustees'
sensitivity to the issue, "the letter was marked 'written in deep
secrecy.'" l5 Edmunds, despite his desire to end segregation, hesitated to act given the possible hostilities it might generate between
the faculty and the trustees.
Even student groups that supported integration did so halfheartedly. During the student-run public forum of November
1955, integrationists differentiated public integration of the university from private association with African Americans. The
B.S.U., which had magnanimously proposed an end to segregation, was divided over the very issue even as they presented to the
S.C.A.'~There also existed a strain of vehemently racist opposition. The night after the B.S.U. proposed a campus-wide vote,
unknown individuals burned a cross on campus.17 Clearly, integration presented challenges on many levels.
Stetson's 75th anniversary arrived in 1958, at the beginning of
a dynamic but troubled time for the university. President
Edmunds received news that residency halls overflowed with students and that there was no conceivable way that the university
could accommodate all enrolled students. He summoned the
deans and heads of various departments to an emergency meeting.
"Now," he said, "I don't mean to sound cantankerous but what the
hell happened"?18 It was indicative of the disorder that began to
affect administrative offices at Stetson. Over the next few years,
Edmunds and myriad committees and subcommittees looked to
restore order, including addressing desegregation.
Development of the faculty senate was an important step,
providing new authority to address integration, finances, admissions, and other pressing issues. It signified two things. Most
obviously, the senate represented a power shift from the Board of
Trustees to the suddenly vocal professors. A cohesive faculty consciousness was evolving, facilitated by the senate. For example,
15. Gilbert L. Lycan, Stetson University: 7'h First 100 Years (Tallahassee, Fla., 1983),
412.
16. "Integrationat Stetson is Urged,"DeLand Sun News, 4 November 1955.
17. This was, of course, an exceptional episode. Indeed, one of the very foundations of my argument relies on the lukewarm and conflicted student reaction
towards the issue of integration.
18. John Hague, interview by author, DeLand, Fla., 5 November 2001.
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when Edmunds spoke to the senate, he acknowledged their collective status and "inspired the faculty to selfevaluation and
renewed dedication to the purpose for which Stetson University
stands."lg
The chairman of the Faculty Senate in 1960, professor of geography and geology Robert Chauvin, asked "whether or not if faculty writes policy should they also implement it." A senate vote
It
determined that they indeed did plan to implement
was a direct example of the growing empowerment of the faculty,
capable of not only voicing opinion but also acting as the executor
of agendas. Additionally, the Faculty Senate became a conduit
between the faculty and the trustees. Essentially, the once ignored
dialogues of the faculty were thrust into the open realm of public
debate.
On December 2, 1957, the senate hired a consultant to help
Stetson "reexamine our relationship to the total picture of higher
education," culminating the following year in a university-wide selfe~aluation.'~The self3tudy was intended to assist the Southern
Association of Colleges and Secondaly Schools in accrediting the
university as an institution of learning. Within the evaluation, the
faculty identified several problems that affected the overall curBy the
riculum, admissions process, and Baptist invol~ement.~~
time the study completed in September of 1960, there was little
opportunity to redress problems before the S.A.C.S.S. committee
arrived.
The S.A.C.S.S. committee reported its findings to the university in February 1961 and was harsher on Stetson than the self-study
had been. The university's commitment to recruiting Baptist students was flagging, and Stetson's admissions policies appeared in
direct conflict with improving the overall caliber of students.
S.A.C.S.S. also concluded that the university offered too many
majors, posing too large a burden on such a small institution. The
visiting committee, moreover, remarked that "The physical plant
at Stetson University would give a visiting committee opportunity

19. Faculty Senate Minutes, 17 December 1957, UASC.
20. Ibid., 1 November 1960, UASC.
21. Executive Committee Meeting of the Faculty Senate, 2 December 1957,
UASC.
22. Stetson University Preliminary Self-Study Report, September 1958-September
1960, 18-112, UASC.
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for many comments."23 Neither the candidness of the comment
nor the committee's numerous grievances was lost on the faculty.
It could not be denied that the university had made drastic
improvements over the last twelve years, but there was still much to
be done.24
In early January 1962, Senate Chairman Chauvin posed three
questions to the committee on admissions: Is there an admissions
policy? What is it? Is it i m ~ l e m e n t e d ? ~The
~ committee's
responses to these questions were kept confidential, but the problems of admissions and recruitment remained a distinct dilemma.
The Faculty Senate began a campaign to revise curriculum in
1962. There arose a multi-milliondollar plan for the renovation
and reconstruction of the campus, including new dorms, athletic
facilities, and educational buildings. While new policies regarding
admissions, curriculum revision, and ethics were discussed at
length in faculty senate meetings and among members of the
Stetson community, there is almost no evidence regarding the university's stance on integration from 1957 until the actual event in
1962. Apparently, integration at Stetson occurred with absolutely
no initiative from external sources, such as the visiting S.A.C.S.S.
committee. Yet, it does not seem to have arisen from institutional
initiative either. As if the S.A.C.S.S. report were not enough to
throw the university into disarray, President Edmunds also had to
deal with allegations that the university had solicited funds from a
corporation that generated revenue through gambling.26 The
issue of integration had taken a back seat to numerous crises that
developed in the late 1950s and early 1960s.
Despite these setbacks, the years leading up to integration evidenced a distinct stiffening of reformist overtures. "Most of us
thought that Stetson was a pretty interesting place to be in the

23. The Report of the Visiting Committee to Stetson University, 19-22 February
1961, Southern Association of Colleges & Secondary Schools, Commission on
Colleges & Unviersities Institutional Self-study & Periodic Visitation Program,
7, UASC.
24. The S.A.C.S.S.committee reviewed Stetson's activities since 1948. No assessment of the university before that time was included in the report.
25. Faculty Senate Minutes, 9 January 1962.
26. Annual of the Florida Baptist State Baptist Convention, 151th Annual Session,
Daytona Beach, Fla., 1315 November 1962. This was a very serious indictment for a university that was closely associated with the Florida Baptist
Convention.
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60s," recalled John Hague, professor of American studies in the
1950s and 1960s.~' That Stetson was becoming more liberal is
undeniable. Hague's own encounters reflect a policy of reform
that had been going on since the late 1940s. Edmunds shared
Hague's sentiments and admitted that he was proud of the
changes that Stetson had undergone during his twenty years as
president.28 As if in preparation for the climatic moment when the
university would leap into racial heterogeneity, the years leading
up to 1963 were brimming with a true "renaissance."
Oddly enough, integration at Stetson came quietly. The first
attempt occurred in January 1962 when Ruby Nell Burrows, a black
woman from Lake Wales, Florida, applied for admission to
Stetson's College of Law in St. Petersburg. The college was a member of the Association of American Law Schools, and the organization's guidelines required admission of applicants regardless of
race or color. Failure to admit a black student might result in censure by the A.A.L.S. and possibly exclusion by a majority of member schools.29 When the College of Law received Burrows's
application, Dean Harold L. Sebring immediately sent a letter to
President Edmunds. Sebring was "not aware that the Board of
Trustees of Stetson University has ever definitely formulated a policy concerning the admission of Negro students," and he asked the
president to bring it up at the next meeting of the trustee^.^
The meeting occurred a few weeks later on February 16th.
Yet, no mention of Burrows or the Sebring letter appeared in the
minutes. It is unlikely that President Edmunds skirted an issue to
which he was so thoroughly committed. Of course, he may have
felt that the time was not yet right to force integration upon the
trustees and, in weighing the consequences, decided against raising the issue in the meeting. The more probable explanation for
the absence of any dialogue in the minutes is that the trustees simply did not want a record of the discussion. Indeed, throughout
the corpus of trustee minutes, the issue of integration never
appears. From the official perspective of Stetson's trustees, discussions of integration need not spoil the university's historical
record.
27. Hague interview.
28. Lycan, Stetson University, 41 7.
29. Harold L. Sebring to J. Ollie Edmunds, 24 January 1962, J. Ollie Edmunds
Files, UASC.
30. Ibid.
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However, the Sebring letter inspired administrative action.
Some may dismiss his desire to keep the college of law out of trouble with the A.A.L.S., but it should be noted that Section 6-5 of the
A.A.L.S. standards states that only someone from inside the institution in question may report a violation of admissions policy.31
With the trustees silent on the issue and President Edmunds hesitant to raise the question, Sebring could have simply refused
admission to Burrows and kept his office quiet.
Coincidently, Stetson also offered a summer program for high
school teachers. Hague was responsible for receiving applications,
and in February 1962, he received one from a black teacher from
Jacksonville. Immediately, Hague took the matter to McEniry and
inquired, "What do I do with this?" to which the dean replied,
"Nothing, you give it to me."32 McEniry took it directly to the
trustees who approved the application. Hague curiously asked
McEniry what he would have done had it gone the other way. "I
would no longer be your dean" was McEniry's response.33
Commitment by individuals in critical positions of power greatly
eased Stetson's official integration when nine African Americans
registered for and attended summer classes in 1962.34
Stetson officially announced that it was "neither the first nor
the last university" to allow qualified blacks to enroll at a previously all-white i n ~ t i t u t i o n .In
~ ~fact, however, Stetson was among one
of the first in the state to open its doors to African Americans,
admitting blacks a full two years before state law mandated an end
~ ~ this certainly was a landmark
to public school ~ e g r e g a t i o n .While
in the university's history, it was not the type of integration that
Edmunds and McEniry had envisioned. To fully integrate the university, African Americans needed to be admitted as full-time
undergraduate students, a slim prospect according to the local
newspaper which reported "there will be no applications by
Negroes for the regular 1962-63 year."37
But the 1962 fall semester brought a surprise, or rather two,
as Cornelius Hunter and Herdie Baisden, both African
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

Ibid,
Hague interview.
Ibid.
"StetsonClasses are Integrated,"DeLand Sun News, 19 June 1962.
Ibid.
Meadows interview.
"Stetson Classes are Integrated."
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Americans, were admitted as freshmen.38 McEniry and Edmunds,
acting without approval from the Board of Trustees, ended segregation on campus by administrative fiat.39 Without the decade of
pro-integration discourse, debate, publication, and the faculty's
public commitment to desegregation leading up to 1962,
Edmunds and McEniry could never have moved forward on the
issue. Indeed, it was the pervasiveness of campus-wide sentiments
that dispatched Jim Crow. McEniry and Edmunds merely put the
nail in the coffin.
Still, one of the unique circumstances of Hunter's and
Baisden's admissions was the corresponding secrecy. DeLand Sun
News had announced that no black students would be admitted for
the fall 1962 semester, and both students' names were omitted
from the admissions committee's roster of entering freshman.40
Dr. Gary Meadows, who worked in the Office of Admissions from
1959 to 1989, remembered that Hunter and Baisden surprised the
office.41 How then, did Edmunds take this critical step towards
integration? Gilbert Lycan, long-time professor of history at
Stetson, asserted that Edmunds had taken the liberty to bypass the
admissions process and admit one competent black student into
the university, without conferring with the trustees. When they
became aware of the situation, the board somewhat begrudgingly
consented to Edmunds who considered it "one of the greatest triumphs of his life.n42
Although barriers against African Americans had been dismantled, the university simply did not receive a large number of
applications from African Americans. During the early 1960s, the
number of blacks on campus remained nominal. The reason for
this is something of a mystery. Stetson was slightly parochial but
not overtly racist. For the most part, students at the university were
apathetic towards integration, and although there were a few localized instances of racism by students, there simply "was a difference

38. Hunter was admitted on a full-time basis, while Baisden was a part-time commuter.
39. Gilbert Lycan, "Dr. William Hugh McEniry," unpublished manuscript, n.d.,
uASC.
40. Joe-3: Committee on Admksions, Papers of J. Ollie Edrnunds, President 19471967, UASC.
41. Meadows interview.
42. Lycan, Sktson University, 4 12-13.
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between what one felt and what one did."43 It was not necessarily
a fear of discrimination that kept African Americans from applying
but rather a perception of the university's integration policy.
Many blacks thought that the university was recruiting what Hague
called "elevator blacks."44
The campus was integrated, there was no denying that, but it
seemed that admission of a small number of African Americans
was simply for the sake of integration. The situation was complicated by deficiencies in the general recruitment policy of the university. A 1962 study conducted by the Faculty Senate's education
policies committee found that "Stetson had no recruitment policy
. . . and that only 15%of those admitted" had actually had any contact with the Office of admission^.'^ Applicants to the university,
more often than not, heard of Stetson by word of mouth. In order
to enroll more African Americans, the Admissions Office needed
to more actively recruit black students. This, of course, was more
difficult in practice than in theory. The Admissions Office "had no
funds to recruit black students," and there was still "the matter of
making sure the entire constituency was informed and if all the
Trustees were behind it."46
Aside from internal struggles that stunted the university's
desire and ability to enroll African Americans, other factors limited recruitment. The majority of high schools were still segregated,
and in order to attract black students, admissions personnel had to
request permission to recruit at black high schools to recruit on
campus. While few refused the request, some were hesitant. First,
the idea of integration was still new, raising suspicion among some
black educators. Second, Stetson had no historical connection to
the African American community and was virtually an unknown
entity. Third, when black educators inquired about the number of
African Americans already enrolled at Stetson, they found that it
was too few to consider the university a serious proponent of integration.47 To escape this catch-22, university officials visited
schools often three times before they were taken seriously.48

43.
44.
45.
46.

Gary Maris, interview by author, Deland, Fla., 8 November 2001.
Hague interview.
Faculty Senate Minutes, 9 October 1962, UASC.
Meadows interview.
47. Ibid.
48. Hague interview.
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The problems that the university faced in recruiting black students were mirrored by African Americans' experiences when they
came to the campus. The university often lacked sufficient programs and activities with which blacks could identifjr. Stetson
implemented several programs aimed at increasing diversity on
campus while at the same time promoting cooperation among
blacks and whites. The university's most earnest attempt was the
Community and Culture Institute, begun in 1965, which strove "to
provide a sense of common community and cultural unity" based
on education rather than race or religion. The program involved
an exchange of 128 participants from Stetson University and nearby ~ e t h u n e - ~ o o k m a nStudents
.~~
interacted with one another
and with the professors "without recourse to racially loaded terms
and attitude^."^^ Unfortunately, like so many others, the program
was limited by lack of funding.51
Stetson found it very difficult to resolve the problems associated with integration. In the early years, there were still some
trustees who harbored misgivings toward the clandestine integration launched by McEniry and Edmunds. Weaknesses that the
S.A.C.S.S. committee had pointed out in 1961 concerning admissions and recruitment were only magnified when the university
tried to target a completely different demography. There was also
a small but, nevertheless, present group of individuals on campus
who were actively racist. Gary Maris, who attended Stetson from
1958 to 1962, remembered a conversation with a black custodian.
During the course of the conversation, the custodian asked Maris
a few questions to which he politely responded, "Yes ma'am, No
ma'am." When the custodian left, a student from across the hall
could not believe that Maris had called her "ma'am."52
Maris's experience was not unique. African American alumnus Robert Montgomery, who attended the university between
1966 and 1970, remembered his years at Stetson without a great
deal of fondness. There were isolated incidents of discrimination
by professors, and Montgomery claimed that there were at least
five faculty members "who were openly hostile" to African

49. James D. Shumaker, "Community and Culture Institute," 5 August 1965,
UASC.
50. Ibid.
51. Lycan, "McEniry,"41.
52. Mans interview.
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American students, and that his grades did not honestly reflect his
efforts because of that hostility.53 Although the university recruited blacks, Stetson demonstrated "no responsibility to make him
feel ~ o m f o r t a b l e . " ~ Even
~
in student-to-student relations,
Montgomery feared that Stetson was "raising another generation
of hostile whites."55 Ultimately, African Americans "were not treated equally by the white students on campus."56 Often, this led to
African Americans questioning the relevance of their education at
Stetson, and according to one poll, if afforded the opportunity to
attend the university all over again, most would have de~lined.~'
Even as late as 1968, the university was still unsure as to how to
handle racial integration. President Paul F. Geren, immediate successor to Edmunds, wrote a letter to one black student explaining
that the school was simply not ready for a black residential advis ~ r Then
. ~ in
~ 1970, when Volusia County experienced racial violence and school boycotts for the very first time, black students
primary funcformed Stetson's African American S~ciety.~"he
tion of this group was to provide a forum for blacks on campus to
express dissatisfaction with both the university's commitment to
creating curriculum germane to the African American population
and with the lack of black faculty on campus.60
The formation of S.A.A.S. marked a new era for African
Americans at Stetson. Not since the 1950s had students come
together on such a level to discuss issues pertinent to university life.
Their discontent with Stetson manifested in the spring of 1970 when
forty members of S.A.A.S. presented PresidentJohn E. Johns with a
list of twelve demands. As a further indication of their intentions,
the students also requested that their transcripts be sent to other
schools. But it was the list of demands that stirred controversy:

Robert Montgome~y,interview by author, DeLand, Fla., 6 November 2002.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Richard F. Reitff, "The Negro Undergraduate Student At Stetson University
from 1962 to 1969" (M.Ed.thesis, Stetson University, 1971),82, UASC.
Ibid.
Montgomery interview. Geren was accused of making numerous errors in
managing the university. His term at Stetson lasted only two years before he
was tragically killed in a car accident in 1970. Ironically, the accident
occurred the day before his official resignation to the university was to take
affect.
Button, Blacks and Social Change, 90.
Patricia C. Hams, interview by author, DeLand, Fla., 10 November 2002.
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a comprehensive course of Black studies to be initiated into the curriculum of the university.
qualified Black professors, administrators, and counselors hired to help us and to give us someone to
whom we can relate.
the university to require a Black experience course to
dispel the myths about the Black man; that are prevalent
on this campus and throughout the state of Florida, for
all students to be taught by a qualified Black professor.
a winter term program offered that deals with the
Black experience in the ghetto and/or a Black school.
This would be offered in conjunction with a cultural
exchange program set up with an African University
to study the history of the Black man and its relationship to the contemporary Black man in America.
the Black student population to be increased until it is
proportional to the Black-white ratio of the United
States.
a government subsidized program at Stetson which
will recruit the Black students from economically
deprived neighborhoods.
an annual Black scholarship fund established to
attract academically talented Black students who need
financial aid.
qualified Black people from Deland community to be
used as judges of student activities on campus.
more Black entertainment on campus.
Black Emphasis Week to be made a permanent item
on the academic calendar with S.A.A.S in complete
control of the week.
a permanent house for S.A.A.S. to be made available
for immediate occupancy.
the university to use all of its facilities to be made as a
weapon against discrimination in the DeLand community. The Executive Committee of S.A.A.S. shall be
given membership on the Community Relations Board
along with concerned Black people on the community. An apparatus must be set up within this committee
to get information back to the student body. 61
61. Faculty Senate Minutes, 19 May 1970, UASC.
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The general student body was divided on the issues presented by the S.A.A.S. There were, of course, African Americans
who firmly supported the demands, but by 1970, only seventy
blacks had attended Stetson and the number currently enrolled
was much less-approximately
two percent of the student
body.62
A more accurate assessment of students' opinions may be
extrapolated from the S.G.A.'s Senate Resolution 70-3, decided
on May 14, 1970. The student population, or at least those
members representing it, agreed to the S.A.A.S.'s demands that
the university recruit and "employ representatives of the minority races in faculty and administrative position^."^^ The resolution more specifically requested that the said "faculty and
administrative positions* be integrated "by the fall semester of
1971."64 The resolution was not quite as effective as many members of the S.A.A.S. would have preferred. Resolution 70-3 only
addressed one of the twelve, neglecting most of what the
S.A.A.S. sought.
Soon after the S.G.A. resolution, the Faculty Senate developed
its own position. As stated in Resolution 111, "We affirm our conviction that Stetson University be a campus open to people of all
races."65 This ultimately meant very little. The S.A.A.S. was not
asking for a reaffirmation of the university's "conviction." Policies
created to defeat segregation were no longer sufficient. Numerical
integration alone did not cultivate diversity, which, in the opinion
of African Americans, should have been the ultimate goal of the

62. ReiH, "Negro Undergraduate Student," 40. While the data does not give an
exact number of students who were at Stetson in 1970, one can make a rough
estimate from the numbers provided. Approximately nineteen of the seventy African Americans came to Stetson before 1966 and therefore most would
have graduated by 1969. Then one has to consider rates of attrition among
college students to determine how many African Americans were on campus.
Let us suppose that transfer students balanced out the dropouts (and this is a
conservative estimation), that leaves thirty-four black students on campus in
1970. At most, there could have been fgty-one students, had no freshmen
originally enrolled left Stetson before graduation. On the other hand, perhaps half as many actually attended. However, the general consensus among
alumni interviewed indicates that the first estimation of thirty-four students is
a fairly accurate number. In consideration of the 1636 students attending
Stetson at this time, this is a very small proportion.
63. Senate Resolution 70-3, 14 May 1970, UASC.
64. hid.
65. Faculty Senate Minutes, 19 May 1970, UASC.
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university.
Moreover, while passively supporting S.A.A.S.
demands, the resolution failed to effect the very policy change that
the twelve demands required. The Faculty Senate resolution also
admonished the S.A.A.S for their methods in pushing their views
to the forefront and failing "to use regular channels of communication . . . without setting special limits or non-negotiable deadl i n e ~ . "President
~~
Johns thought that the twelve demands of the
S.A.A.S. "would have been better settled within the academic community" and regretted "this having been taken to a public
forum."67
Regardless of Johns's wishes, the demands had been catapulted to the forefront of the university and with seemingly good
results. In September of 1970,Johns informed the Faculty Senate
"that a meeting place for S.AA.S. had been securedn and that the
university "was seeking a black counselor" as a full time employee.68 This was a small but fleeting victory for minority students at
Stetson. The "meeting place" turned out to be an upstairs apartment "above a garage behind the brick palace.n69 Furthermore,
while the hiring of a black counselor would be a step, albeit a small
one, towards racial equality, it was not the same as hiring a professor. In fact, a trustee policy specifically forbade blacks from teaching at Stetson, allowing only Caucasian or Eurasian evangelical
Christians to be hired as full time professors.70 In some aspects,
Johns was all but blind to the legitimate needs of minorities on
campus, failing to recognize the connection between "Stetson's
goal of a quality education" and "the establishment of a high-powered black studies program."71
While not "high-powered," early 1971 saw the catalyst for a
"black studies program" take shape as five students from Stetson
used the winter term to visit and do research at black schools in
~t1ant.a.~
Another
~
victory was scored for the S.A.A.S. later that
year when the Faculty Senate and the administration agreed to
fund an African American scholarship. Although meager (the

66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.

Ibid.
"Black Students List Demands,"DeLand Sun News,21 May 1970, 1-2.
Faculty Senate Minutes, 3 September 1970, UASC.
Ibid.
Ibid., 5 May 1971, UASC.
Ibid., 3 September 1970, UASC.
"Atlanta Black Schools Studied,"Stetson R.pmter, 19 February 1971.
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scholarship ranged from $300 to $500), it was evidence that the
administration had recognized an existing disparity between
whites and blacks at ~ t e t s o n .Also,
~ ~ African American lecturers
and entertainers where invited to Stetson during Black Emphasis
Week, which became an annual function at the university every
February.
All told, President Johns addressed nearly half of the S.A.A.S.
demands within a few months of their distribution. While many of
his efforts were partial solutions to legitimate issues, one thing had
been accomplished: the university once again immersed itself in
diversity issues. Dialogue, the great instrument of social change,
once again filled the sails of campus life at Stetson.
The same cannot be said of the S.A.A.S. In 1970, they had
stirred things up with their demands, standing public opinion and
policy on its head. However, by 1977, the S.A.A.S. had been
removed from the Student Affairs Committee, thus stripping the
organization of a critical voice on campus.74 By the end of the
1980s, no longer the powerful and active force it had been in the
early 1970s, the S.A.A.S. disappeared from Stetson altogether.
Looking back, the twelve demands proved to be the organization's
watermark. It very well may have also been its epithet. If so, then
it is carved into the history of the university as an indelible
reminder of integration's legacy at Stetson, of how far it has come
and of how far it has yet to go.
In a 1985 article, the Dehnd Sun News looked back on the university's history and, specifically, its record of diversity. One event
stood out as the singular moment when the tide of racism, antagonism, and hate began to turn. It was not Brown u. Board of
Education. It certainly was not the myriad civil rights laws passed
throughout the 1950s and 1960s. Nor was it when the first African
Americans were surreptitiously admitted to Stetson. It was the
twelve demands which, fifteen years after the event still affected
campus life, particularly through the dynamic and robust develop
ment of Black Emphasis
Without succumbing too much
to the temptations of poor teleology, it can be said that the twelve
demands proved to be the catalyst in Stetson's reaction to diversi-

73. Faculty Senate Minutes, 18 May 1971, UASC.
74. "SAAS Protests SAC Restructure,"Stetson R$mfm, 7 April 1977.
75. "Stetsonhad a Key Role in Transition,"DeI,and Sun News, 12 February 1985.
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ty. The amount of public debate generated by the S.A.A.S. in 1970
easily substantiates how truly seminal the event was.
The demands themselves were inspired by a lack of institutional programs dedicated to the new needs of a diverse campus.
Stetson's method of reform, too moderate and much too complacent, failed to challenge the status quo and affect any substantial
change on the question of integration. By 1970, it took unprecedented student activism for diversity to regain the focus of campus
debate. If 1962 was the year the university admitted the first
African American students, then 1970 was when they were finally
welcomed.
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Book Reviews
Money, Tmde, and Powm The Evolution of C o h i u l South Carolina's
Plantation Society. Edited by Jack P. Greene, Rosemary BranaShute, and Randy J. Sparks. (Columbia: University of South
Carolina Press, 2001. xiii, 480 pp. Introduction, List of contributors, index. $49.95 cloth.)

This collection brings together fifteen original essays, principally derived from the College of Charleston's Program in the
Carolina Lowcountry and the Atlantic World, that recognize the
strong influence of Jack P. Greene, who has argued for years on
the need to enlarge the compass of inquiry about British North
American colonial societies to include the Caribbean and Atlantic
world. In order to understand that multiple patterns of colonial
societies developed under the British flag, Greene also has insisted
that students of colonial societies explore the linkages among
economy, society, culture, and politics, and to appreciate both the
accretive processes of change and the importance of critical
moments that redirected development. The essays published
herein honor Greene's insistence on combining the panoramic
with the microscopic in viewing the planting and growth of colonial societies. They provide, collectively, both surveys of trade and
demographic patterns in the Atlantic world as they affected the
Carolina region and close examinations of particular social, political, and economic interests within the region. Although none of
the essays by themselves force any fundamental rethinking of other
recent work on plantation societies, the essays collectively invite
new readings of the interplay of markets, migration, religion, and
culture in shaping the lower South.
The authors examine proprietary land policies and efforts to
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transplant a European social landscape, the role of the market
economy, transatlantic trade and finance, the rice industry in the
Atlantic economy, Indian traders and the penetration of the backcountry, the migration and adaptation of Huguenots, Indian and
Afiican slavery, the emergence of plantation elites, law and public
policy, the ways natural disasters affected master and slave relationships, social and cultural developments (especially the place of
women as investors and agents of lowcountry social power), and
the rise of evangelicalism. The topics stretch in time from the
founding of South Carolina through the first rumblings of the
Revolutionary age.
Of special interest are studies of the internal developments in
law and custom that gave the lower South its peculiar stamp.
Several essays probe the means whereby an emerging planter elite
seated itself in power. Gary Hewitt, for example, shows how rice
planters manipulated government policy in matters of currency,
credit, and commerce to ensure that plantation interests were the
public's interest. One effect of such collusion was the declining
importance of the Indian trade in the South Carolina economy
which, as Eirlys Barker demonstrates, planters regarded as a barrier to their expansion into the interior. Hewitt's approach dovetails with that of Robert Olwell, who tracks the ways South Carolina
public officials transformed the office of justice of the peace into
the primary instrument for maintaining control over slaves, in law,
and asserting the social power of emerging plantation elites. Also
insightful is Edward Pearson's look at the planters' adoption of
English gentry manners and styles, in dress and architecture, in
their efforts to claim social and cultural dominance in a still roughhewn society.
G. Winston Lane and Elizabeth Pruden take different routes
in assaying the depth and range of women's economic investments
but agree that mid-eighteenth-century women, even widows, were
less independent in entering the economy and among elites more
incorporated into gentry behavior in culture and consumption.
Planters might have designed mastery in all aspects of life but did
not achieve such. Matthew Mulcahy's morphology of the responses to the great Charleston fire of 1740 and the hurricane of 1'752,
for example, highlights how much the two events forced masters to
rely on slaves for relief amid fears of slave uprisings while also
revealing to slaves the limits of the masters' rule in the face of
nature. In that regard, Max Edelson points to a curious symbiotic
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relationship that evolved between skilled slaves and their masters,
with the former giving the latter greater economic power in South
Carolina while also gaining greater autonomy from their masters
as the price of their service. Thomas Little's essay further complicates the story of any unified planter dominance. He follows the
preachers of the Great Awakening and the years following who
converted many Anglican and unchurched people to a more vigorous and ascetic evangelicalism that challenged gentry culture
and morality, in part by encouraging a religious diversity that
undercut Anglican gentry authority.
These and other essays derive from careful, and often tedious,
readings of land warrants, bonds, court reports, petitions, newspaper advertisements and announcements, business accounts, and
other often incomplete and intransigent sources. The digging
pays off in the analysis. Still, for all their diligence and imagination, the authors stop short of informing us how the processes of
trade, investments, migration, planter dominance, and slave control in the South Carolina lowcountry informed succeeding generations or compared with developments elsewhere. That said, the
sum of the work commands attention, for it marks not only the
coming of age of Carolina studies but also the coming out of a fine
set of young historians likely to guide our inquiries for some time.
All that is a happy prospect.
Randall M. Miller

Saint Joseph 5 University

Early American Indian Documents: Treaties & Laws, 1607-1789,
Volume XII: Georgia and Florida Treaties, 1763-1776. Edited by
John T. Juricek. General editor Alden T. Vaughan. (Bethesda,
Md.: University Publications of America, 2002. xxx, 581 pp. List
of illustrations, abbreviations, preface, foreward, notes, selected
bibliography. $220.00 leather.)
Few eras in American history caused as much disruption for
Indian peoples living east of the Mississippi River than did the second half of the eighteenth century. France lost to Britain in the
Seven Years War that ended officially in 1'763 and relinquished its
land claims in North America to Britain and Spain. Presentday
Florida transferred from Spanish to British control and became
East Florida, while France's gulf coast claims from Mobile to the
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Mississippi River became British West Florida. France's numerous
Native allies in the Great Lakes, Ohio Valley, and Mississippi Valley
confronted a new world of British supremacy. One reaction in the
north was the multi-tribal rebellion against Britain called Pontiac's
War (1763-1766) that saw British forts fall to Indian forces and
frontier violence carried to new heights. In the South, conflicts
between Georgia colonists and Creek Indians increased, and the
Choctaws and Creeks initiated a war against each other that lasted
from 1765 to 1777, sometimes resulting in the killings of British fur
traders and travelers. British government officials and Indian
agents in the South found the large Indian nations difficult to
appease, and they worried constantly that the Indians may unite
and attack the thinlydefended British settlements. The American
Revolution pushed aside many of these concerns and once again
rewrote the map of the Deep South, as Spain recaptured and
diplomatically acquired East and West Florida.
Secondary sources on this era and its impact on
Indian-European relations are significant and growing in number.
The primary source material upon which those books relied are
more scattered and often difficult to locate. This is especially the
case for resources on the Deep South and on the inter-war,
pre-United States period. Published documents dealing with the
Georgia to Mississippi River region are far outpaced by those that
highlight the northeast; for example, there is no published collection of John Stuart's papers, the British Superintendent of Indian
Affairs in the South in the 1760s and 1770s, to match the fourteenvolume Papers of Sir William Johnson, who served as the British
Superintendent of Indian Affairs in the North and was Stuart's
contemporary. The publication of volume 12 of the Early Ammican
Indian Documents: Treaties &f Laws, 1607-1789 series goes far in rectifylng this discrepancy.
Following up on his capable work as editor of volume 11 in this
series, Georgia Treaties, 1733-1763 (1989), Emory University associate professor John Juricek has compiled an essential collection of
documents for understanding the post-Seven Years War period in
southern history, particularly as it relates to Indian affairs.
Documents are organized by colony-Georgia, West Florida, and
East Florida-and follow a chronological format within each heading. Though logical, this structure can be frustrating if a reader
seeks to inspect all documents from a given year and must turn to
three separate sections. Such criticism is minor compared with the
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value of the book as a source of primary documentary material.
Juricek uses documents from published and archival sourcesespecially pertinent are an assortment of papers from the Jeffrey
Amherst, Henry Clinton, General Thomas Gage, George Gerrnain,
William Henry Lyttelton, and Earl of Shelburne collections at the
William L. Clements Library, University of Michigan. Other
sources of relevant eighteenth-century documents in the book
include previously-published government documents, early twentieth-century historical works, and colonial newspapers.
Indian voices emerge boldly from these pages and serve as a
constant reminder of Native power in the eighteenth-century
South and of the multi-cultural roots of southern and Florida history. Transcribed talks from numerous Indians, primarily male
chiefs, are presented, as is the rich correspondence between
British officials such as John Stuart and various Indian groups.
There is no comparable single volume in print that illustrates as
well as this one the intricate realities of British-Indian relations at
a crucial moment in southern history. Researchers will find the
book invaluable and should start their investigations of southern
history from 1763 to 1776 here.
Greg O'Brien

University of Southern. M i s s i s s i ~ i

South Camlinu and the American Reuolutim A Battlefield History. By

John W. Gordon. (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press,
2003. xx, 238 pp. List of illustrations, list of maps, foreword,
preface, acknowledgments, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95
hardback.)
South Carolina was the major battleground of the American
Revolution. The war in that state included sieges and battles following eighteenthcentury conventions, and skirmishes involving
regular troops, militia, and guerrilla bands. The British captured
Charleston and won major battles but failed to overcome an
American regular army augmented by militia, and the hit-and-run
tactics of guerrilla bands operating in lowcountry swamps and
upcountry forests. The British ultimately lost the American
colonies when they failed to subjugate and pacify South Carolina.
John W. Gordon's book examines the battles fought in South
Carolina. Based largely on secondary literature, the book appar-
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ently is aimed at a general audience interested in military history.
Gordon, a United States Marine Corps officer and current professor of national security affairs at the United States Marine Corps
Command and Staff College, incorporates much of the recent
scholarship on the Revolution in the South and clearly conveys to
the reader his own mastery of military strategy and tactics. Though
the book is a narrative linking major battles and smaller skinnishes, he is careful to connect these actions to their larger strategic
context.
When revolution began, South Carolina's lowcountry elite successfully forged a common cause with backcountry leaders.
Together they temporarily quieted the substantial number of loyalists in the backcountry. These loyalists were left largely isolated
after the British assault on Charleston harbor failed in late June
1776. The British also tried to utilize their Cherokee allies, but this
tactic played into the hands of the revolutionary government,
which won the allegiance of white settlers who feared Indian
attacks. For nearly three years, South Carolina faced no more
major threats. After the French entered the war in 1778, the
British strategy shifted to the South, a region that supposedly contained a large loyalist population. Using its vaunted navy as a
springboard, the British hoped to capture the coast and then
employ a combination of regular troops and loyalist auxiliaries to
subdue the hinterlands. This strategy began to take shape after
the British captured Charleston in May 1780 and routed an
American army at Camden three months later.
As Gordon observes, "South Carolina was an easy country to
invade but a hard one to occupy." In one of the book's most cogent
passages, he compares the British defeat of the Highland Scots in
1745 with their failure to conquer South Carolina. Geographic,
logistical, and demographic factors made the subjugation of South
Carolina far more difficult. Britain could bring its sea power to bear
on the coast, but the inland had to be conquered by an army far
from its base of supply. South Carolinians, moreover, could draw
upon reinforcements from contiguous states. Indeed, the
Continental army under the wily general Nathaniel Greene fled to
North Carolina in early 1781, luring British general Charles Earl
Cornwallis on a fruitless chase that culminated in the battle of
Guilford Courthouse, where he lost one-fourth of his army. Whereas
Greene drew on temporary militia reinforcements, Cornwallis and
other British officers never could rely on a comparable supply of
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loyalists. South Carolina, moreover, produced partisan leaders like
Francis Marion, Andrew Pickens, and Thomas Sumter who harassed
British supply lines and initiated raids that weakened loyalist s u p
port. The conflict between rebel and loyalist, Gordon notes, was
more a civil war than the struggle initiated by South Carolina's secession in 1861. Unlike the Civil War, where Carolinians fought
Americans from other sections of the country, the Revolution divided Carolina communities and neighbors in a brutal conflict replete
with atrocities committed by both sides.
Gordon succeeds in producing a survey that examines the
major battles in South Carolina and most of the skirmishes and
raids as well. He is less successful in producing a narrative that
communicates the drama of the war in South Carolina. Readers
interested in a more spirited and detailed account of some of these
same events may wish to consult John Buchanan's The R w d to
Guilfal Courthouse: The American Revolution in the Carolinas (New
York, 1997). Those wanting a briefer overview, which follows the
story through the British evacuation of Charleston in December
1782, will find Gordon's study helpful and instructive.
Gregory D. Massey

Freed-Hardeman University

Choctaws in a R e u o l u ~ r yAge, 1750.1830. By Greg O'Brien.
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2002. xxvii, 158 pp.
Series Editors' Introduction, preface, acknowledgements, introduction, selected bibliography, map, index. $45 cloth.)
Before contact, then through centuries of interaction with
non-natives, and indeed, .well into the eighteenth century,
Choctaw leaders gained rank based on spiritual power "demonstrated through activities such as war." Even those who inherited
status needed to prove their religious bona fides. Contact with
Europeans and Africans did not sever religion and politics. Greg
O'Brien stresses how Choctaws handled new peoples, new pressures, and new forms of trade without losing their religion. Access
to trade goods reinforced the spiritual power of the Choctaw leaders who brought them: "Choctaws merely incorporated new technology, the gun, into a preexisting system of chiefly control over
resources acquired in hunting and war." Similarly, in their diplomacy with Europeans, Choctaws employed ritual and symbolic geshttps://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol82/iss4/1
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tures to "create a religious atmosphere in which spiritual sanction
was asked for and received."
As was the case throughout much of the interior of eastern
North America, 1763 marked a tipping point in Choctaw country.
"Violence, raids on cattle belonging to whites, and general social
upheaval resulted from Britain's expansion of an unregulated
trade": the story is one familiar to any reader of the many works of
ethnohistory focused on the Southeast published in the last two
decades, including some in the very series that contains this one.
O'Brien's book builds on those by Gregory Dowd and myself,
works that showed the rich connections of Native American religion, history, and politics. Its chief contribution (no pun intended) is in pointing out how the secularization of trade goods
decoupled trade from spirituality and thus opened up a secular
route to power. With so many goods coming in from so many
directions, these goods lost their "supernatural aura." Superior
access to goods, however, still mattered and could provide a path
to power, a path that even a person lacking spiritual power could
master.
The author does not document how this played out in the first
decades of the nineteenth century. We do not learn, for example,
what proportion of chiefs gained power through longstanding traditional routes and how they interacted, clashed, and compromised with the nouveau chiefs. We do not learn how this nascent
differentiation of religion and politics affected state formation (in
much the way that Duane Champagne did in Social Order and
Political Change). This short book needs another chapter; the argument demands it. Its absence, unfortunately, leaves things somewhat confused.
The author compounds this by occasionally overstating the
scope of secularization among the Choctaws, asserting a more
widespread decline in religion than the very narrow one he has
demonstrated: "The last years of the eighteenth century marked a
transition . . from an older, mystically informed world to one concerned with the developing market economy of the United States."
Such a conclusion is contradicted by the very sources the author
uses to reconstruct the Choctaw religious worldview. Many of
them date from the nineteenth century (for example, those discussed on pages 42 and 43) and thus would not have existed if
widespread secularization had occurred. Even though the author
explicitly states that "the concept of spiritual power" continued

.
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among the Choctaws, readers could leave the book thinking they
have found additional confirmation of the stale and lazy idea that
"advancing capitalism" renders religion "residual."
This would be ironic, especially considering how recent historical scholarship has shown that religion increased in influence
among non-natives fully enmeshed in the market during this very
period. Scholars such as Gordon Wood, Jon Butler, and Dee
Andrews perceive no unilinear trend toward secularization and
many of the best historians now argue that religion's power
increased after-and
in part because of-the
American
Revolution. The failure to consult this literature, like the lack of
sharp theoretical engagement with sociology, is not fatal to this
book, but it does deprive this book of potential richness and significance.
Joel Martin

University of Califmia at Riverside

The Birth of the Grand Old P a q : The Republicans' First Generation.
Edited by Robert F. Engs and Randall Miller. (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2002. x, 224 pp. Preface,
introduction, afterword, notes, select bibliography, list of contributors, index. $46.50 cloth.)
Although countless works chronicling the life of the
Republican Party have seen the light of day since the party's origin,
editors Robert Engs and Randall Miller have assembled six of the
profession's finest historians and have given nineteenth-century
political history another day. In this well-conceptualized volume,
Eric Foner, Michael Holt, Phillip Shaw Paludan, Mark Neely, Jean
Baker, and Brooks Simpson provide some interesting essays as well
as some points of departure for studying the genesis, growth, and
contradictions of the Republican Party.
The framework that serves as the backdrop to these essays is
the transformation of an agrarian republic into an industrial
republic during the mid-nineteenth century, and how the Civil
War played such a vital role in that transition. Eric Foner's "The
Ideology of the Republican Party" locates much of the party's unifying principle in its opposition to slavery's expansion and its
notion of free labor, which party members came to believe was
essential to realizing civil equality. Although the war highlighted
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these new dimensions in the American political republic,
Reconstruction emerges as the pivotal era in preserving the laws
and amendments developed to sustain fundamental civil rights in
a war-torn economic and social landscape. Michael Holt advances
the ideological underpinnings of the party in his examination of
its identity and mobilization in the pre-Civil War years. He chronicles Republican mobilization arguing that while the Republican
party may have won the 1860 presidency, "it still seemed an
ephemeral coalition, not a permanent major party." Thus, as Holt
observes, survival of the party relied heavily on the party's ability to
consistentlyjustify its existence.
Phillip Shaw Paludan's "War Is the Health of the Party" analyzes the Republican party during the Civil War. To be sure, as
Paludan argues, "this was the Republican's war." They dominated
Congress and the gubernatorial ranks, and held wide currency in
urban economic circles. The war linked the party with major c a p
italists and moved the party from "its small-producer, middle-class
origins toward becoming the party of big business," even though it
witnessed considerable urban working protest and loss of independence for urban workers. In the end, Republicans looked to
the benefits of their past in the war to realize the fruits of their
labors.
In the middle of the volume, Engs and Miller provide a transitional essay entitled the "The Genesis and Growth of the
Republican Party," which highlights the culture of the party and its
departure from war-related issues to embrace the issues of a modern, more cosmopolitan America. Mark Neely's essay, entitled
"Politics Purified: Religion and the Growth of Antislavery Idealism
in Republican Ideology During the Civil War," describes how, by
linking God's mission to the war as well as to reform, the antislavery advocates had a new weapon to draw recruits. Jean Baker
explores postwar Republicanism, arguing that the 'opportunity
and the necessity of renegotiating the basic legal, constitutional,
and political principles of American society" were defined after the
Civil War. Her essay examines the Republican boundaries of citizenship in the postwar period and contends that while
Congressional Republicans had expanded the liberties of black
males, they fell short in providing the same equality to females.
Brooks Simpson provides the final essay, "The Reforging of a
Republican Majority," in which he examines the revisualization of
the party by its congressional members and how the realignment
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with postwar issues gave it a new identity that really did not come
into being until after Reconstruction.
In its scope, this book is all about how issues and ideology
formed political identity during the nineteenth century and how
that identity came to form the Republican Party. For such a young
party, as James McPherson points out in his afterward, its initial
reform significance quickly characterized it as the Grand Old Party
of radical reform. For a great starting point on the party of the
American Republic of the nineteenth century, this volume is a
must read.
Stephen D. Engle

Florida Atlantic University

The Shi?nundoah Valley Campaign of 1862. Edited by Gary W.
Gallagher. (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
2003. xxii, 255 pp. Introduction, bibliographic essay, contributors, index. $34.95 cloth.)
The eighth volume in the Militaly Campaigns of the Civil War
series covers the campaign that made "Stonewall"Jackson famous.
Gary W. Gallagher has put together an impressive group of essays
that describe many different aspects of the 1862 Shenandoah
Valley Campaign, ranging from President Lincoln's reaction to the
invasion to General Jackson's predilection for arresting officers to
how Valley civilians survived in the midst of warfare. The editor
reminds readers that the series is not intended to provide comprehensive tactical or strategic narratives of the campaigns.
Gary Gallagher's essay, which addresses President Lincoln's
actions during the campaign, may be the most significant in the
volume. The literature on the 1862 Valley Campaign has portrayed a nervous Lincoln whose primary concern was the defenses
of Washington. Jackson's and, surprisingly enough, Lincoln's
biographers agree that the president was unnerved by the
Confederate general's campaign in the Valley. Gallagher reviews
the evidence and draws a completely different conclusion. The
crucial document in evaluating Lincoln's behavior is a letter the
president wrote to General George B. McClellan on May 25,1862.
While that document has always been interpreted as depicting a
panicky Lincoln, Gallagher uses the letter to destroy this portrayal.
Instead, the correspondence should be interpreted as an attempt
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to prod McClellan to take the offensive at Richmond. Gallagher
convincingly demonstrates that Lincoln was not panicking in May
and June 1862, revising the standard interpretation of the president.
President Lincoln is not the only person put under the microscope in this volume as well-known Civil War writer Robert K. Krick
examines Jackson's image. Prior to the Valley Campaign, Jackson
had "no significant popular cachet," but his successful campaign
changed that. In the span of a couple of weeks, his image transformed from "Tom Fool" Jackson to "Mighty Stonewall." There
are two aspects of the new Jackson image that are important to
understand: it was a wartime phenomenon, not a postwar Lost
Cause effort; and Jackson's image was so strong that it survived his
disappointing and costly efforts during the Seven Days Battles
around Richmond.
William J. Miller examines Union Generals Banks, Shields,
and Fremont and demonstrates that on occasion they fared well
against Jackson. The standard interpretation is that Jackson ran
roughshod over inferior Federal generals to win his spectacular
victories. According to Miller this portrayal begs the question, "If
Nathaniel P. Banks, John C. Fremont, and James Shields were
utterly without military capacity, does that not denigrate Jackson's
military achievements against them?" On several occasions, Miller
demonstrates that Federal setbacks were the result of War
Department orders, not bumbling on the part of Banks, Fremont,
and Shields. At times, Miller succeeds in making his point, but he
ultimately concludes, "Federal command in the Valley was, in the
most important sense, nonexistent."
One aspect of war that often gets overlooked is how civilians
survived in the midst of the conflict, and Jonathan M. Berkey
explains how they fared in the Valley. Civilians learned first hand
the toughest lesson of living in a war zone-proximity to either
army led to property loss. Part of that lost property was in the form
of slave labor as the conflict in the Valley weakened the very foundations of the master-slave relationship. And if the loss of property was not enough, Valley men faced arrest for disloyalty and many
in the upper Valley fled their homes to avoid impressments into
military service. In the end, the Valley Campaign created a large
number of refugees.
Other essays in this volume discuss Confederate Generals
Richard Garnett, Charles Winder, and Ashby Turner, in addition
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to an analysis of the 12th Georgia Infantry Regiment's service in
the campaign. The essays are well written, and the research is
excellent. The only drawback is the imbalance between Union
and Confederate topics-of the eight essays in the book only two
are on Union subjects. This is the only real flaw of an otherwise
terrific book.
Christopher C. Meyers

Valdosta State University

T;he Scalawags=Southern Dissentas in the Civil War and R e c m c t i o n ,

By James Alex Baggett. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
University Press, 2003. xvi, 323 pp. Preface, acknowledgments,
abbreviations, introduction, appendix, bibliography, index.
$55.00 cloth.)
In this book,James A. Baggett examines Southern scalawags, the
men who joined the Republican parties in the former Confederate
states after the Civil War. For years, these men were reviled as p r o p
ertyless opportunists who betrayed the South by aligning themselves
with Congressional Republicans and accepting black suffrage in
1867. Since the 1950s, historians have revised this image of
scalawags, portraying them as courageous men who sought to produce a South that differed from that of 1860. Local studies have
found that a variety of issues attracted these men to the Republican
Party. Baggett seeks, with his general study, to determine the relative importance of these forces in creating scalawags and provides
the first book-length study of this historically important group.
The author approaches his problem through the method of
collective biography, basing his study on the lives of 742 scalawag
leaders, including men who held the highest-ranking and most
prestigious offices (elected and appointed) and also those nominated to such positions. Baggett collected information on their
economic, educational, occupational, political, and wartime backgrounds and examined this data seeking common characteristics.
To test the idea that these men differed considerably from their
political opponents, he also compares and contrasts their attributes with those of 666 political leaders from the Democratic
Redeemer governments that took power at the end of
Reconstruction. The result is the most systematic analysis of
scalawag origins to date.
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Baggett recognizes that scalawags differed in origin from state
to state but concludes, nonetheless, that they had much in common and shared a background that differed from their political
opponents. Generally, in 1860, they possessed less wealth than the
Redeemers. By 1865, the gap between the scalawags and
Redeemers had been reduced, although the latter still possessed
greater assets. One half of scalawag leaders owned slaves, while
two-thirds of Redeemer leaders were slaveholders, but that fact did
not produce different views on slavery. Virtually all of the men
who became Republicans were proslavery before the war.
Scalawags generally had less education than their opponents, but
some 40 percent had attended college. Many were professionals
and businessmen. Scalawags did not have the office-holding experience of the Redeemers, but Baggett attributes this to the fact that
many had been part of political minorities before the war. In
short, the scalawags differed from their political opponents but
were not members of a propertyless lower class.
If not that dissimilar from their opponents in economic and
social background, what then distinguished scalawags from
Redeemers? Ultimately, political background marked the difference. Unionists who opposed secession and refused to support the
Confederate war effort provided the core of the group.
Opposition to the war included simply retiring from politics, active
encouragement of peace movements, leaving their homes, and in
some casesjoining the Union Army to suppress secession. Baggett
notes that the more actively engaged an individual was in opposition the more likely he would become Republican in 1867.
Baggett gives extensive coverage to scalawags in Florida, and
his study shows interesting differences between these local
scalawags and those in the other southeastern states. Florida's
scalawags tended to be less wealthy than scalawags elsewhere in the
southeast states in 1860 and also possessed fewer slaves. Notably, a
far greater percentage came from business backgrounds, and the
evidence certainly shows chief leaders of this group as businessmen in the coastal cities. Paradoxically, more were Democrats in
1860 than the Redeemers who followed. Finally, a larger proportion served in the Union forces during the war, although this may
have been made possible by the early occupation of the Florida
coast by federal forces.
This book provides a clear picture of the social, economic, and
political origins of scalawag leadership during Reconstruction.
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What about this background motivated them to join the
Republican Party and incur the charge of social and race treason
is less apparent. As Baggett recognizes, knowing who the scalawags
were does not necessarily tell us why they wanted power or what
they hoped to do with it. Those questions remain unanswered
here. Nonetheless, this book is an important contribution to our
understanding of Southern scalawags that has settled many questions concerning the origins of this distinctive set of men.
Carl H. Moneyhon

University of Arkansas at Little Rock

Wrapped In Rainbows: The Life of Zora Neale Hurston. By Valerie
Boyd. (New York: Scribner, 20!3.
528 pp. Notes, published
works by Zora Neale Hurston, selected bibliography, acknowledgments, index. $30.00 cloth.)
"Biographies," Mark Twain once observed, "are but the clothes
and buttons of the man-the biography of the man himself cannot
be written." Twain's dictum is especially apt for the complex and
contradictory, endearing and exasperating, enormously creative
Florida phenomenon Zora Neale Hurston. For this reason alone,
the publication of Valerie Boyd's Wrapped In Rainbows: The Life of
Zora Neale Hurston is an important moment in Hurston and Florida
studies. WraMed In Rainbows is the first biography of Hurston to
appear since the 19'7'7 publication of Robert E. Hemenway's
ground-breaking Zma Neale Hurston: A Literaly Biography. Boyd, the
arts editor at the AtlantaJournal-Constitution,has produced an energetic, exuberant, and regrettably, flawed portrait. Nevertheless,
Boyd deserves credit for significantly enhancing our appreciation
of the curious assemblage of "clothes and buttons" that suggest
Hurston's unique genius.
Born in 1891 in Nostasulga, Alabama, Hurston was raised in
the African American community of Eatonville, Florida. Her
mother's death was the first in a series of events that forced her to
"re-invent herself." If there is a single underlying theme in Boyd's
narrative, it is her contention that Hurston's life was a process of
continuous "self invention." Boyd is at her best in describing
Hurston's life in the 1920s and 1930s. The book's thirty-four short
chapters (none longer than twenty pages and most six to ten pages
in length) present a fast-paced, evocative account of Hurston's life.
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Wrapped In Rainbows, however, possesses significant flaws.
First, Boyd bases her account on a largely uncritical reading of
Hurston's autobiographical h t Tracks on a Road. Hurston's autobiography has been controversial since its publication in 1942.
Scholars such as Robert Hemenway and Carla Kaplan have noted
that Dust Tracks contains numerous half-truths and outright falsehoods. Hurston misrepresented the year of her birth and birthplace to name two of the most simple. Despite this, Boyd cites Dust
Tracks more than seventy times in her first four chapters.
This is perplexing because Boyd acknowledges that Dust Tracks
should not be read at face value. 'The 'truth' Hurston presents in
Dust Tracks,"Boyd writes, "is inseparable from the 'dream.' That is
to say, the vision-the selective remembrance--of what her life
should have been, even if that remembrance is occasionally contrary to what was." At best, Boyd continues, Hurston's autobiography is a "kind of featherbed subterfuge" in which Hurston is
"daring her readers (and future biographers) to see between the
lines." This being the case, it is troubling that Boyd largely ignores
the substantial body of scholarly work examining the details of
Hurston's life.
What is most disappointing in Wrapped In Rainbows, however, is
Boyd's brief and inadequate discussion of Hurston's life in the
1940s and 1950s. Boyd gives nearly 350 pages of her narrative to
Hurston's life between 1891 and 1940. Granted, Hurston produced her most important works in this period. Her Jonah's Gourd
Vine (1934), Muks and Men ( 1935)' Their Eyes were Watching God
( 1937), Tell My Horse (1938), and Moses Man ofthe Mountain ( 1939)
all appeared in the 1930s. She produced only two books, Dust
Tracks (1942) and Seraph on the Suwanee (1948), in the 1940s and
nothing in the 1950s. The final two decades of Hurston's life were,
however, a tremendously important period.
Boyd gives scant attention to three events that are essential for
understanding Hurston's attitude towards race, society, and culture. She devotes two pages to Hurston's support of George
Smathers's 1950 red-baiting senatorial campaign against Claude
Pepper. Even more surprising is her short description of
Hurston's newspaper account of the Ruby McCollum murder trial.
McCollum, a thirty-seven year old black woman, was tried and convicted of murdering her lover, a white Live Oak physician named
C. Leroy Adams. Finally, Boyd gives only two pages to Hurston's
controversial 1955 letter to the Orlando Sentinel condemning the
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Supreme Court's Brown versus Board of Education ruling. Boyd
claims that Hurston was "astonished by the nationwide debate her
letter incited" and adds (without citing any source) "from a certain
contemporary perspective, Hurston's views don't seem so shocking. . . . In fact, some contemporary black intellectuals go so far as
to say integration was one of the biggest tactical mistakes in
African-American history." This is an intriguing and potentially
insightful observation. It demands more than a brief gloss.
Wrapped In Rainbows is an important book. Alice Walker
judged it "breathtaking." Edwidge Danicat, author of Breath, Eyes,
and Memory,declared that Boyd's biography is "gorgeous, epic, and
larger than life." Certainly, Boyd's Wrapped In Rainbows is a must
read for those involved in Hurston and Florida studies. Despite its
weaknesses, Boyd has written a book, which will exercise considerable influence on future discussions of Hurston's life. Twain, however, is right. Biographies inevitably only reveal the "clothes and
buttons." The real Hurston, the "genius of the South" resides in
her work.
Gordon Patterson

Florida Institute of Technology

Hearts of Darkness: Wellspings of a Southern Literary Tradition. By
Bertram Wyatt-Brown. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University
Press, 2003. xxiii, 235 pp. Preface, acknowledgments, index.
$59.95 cloth, $24.95 paper.)
Writers tend to be a melancholy lot. They are often alienated
from families, surrounded by death and defeat, prone to heavy
drinking. Dostoevski, Dylan Thomas, and William Styron, to name
only a few, have fought their private demons through words; their
gloom is arguably the root of their art. Southern writers, argues
Bertram Wyatt-Brown, are particularly prone to depression, and
their melancholy takes uniquely Southern forms. It is an issue that
he developed brilliantly in his study of the Percy family. His new
book, Hearts ofDarkness, reaches out to a broad range of poets, novelist, humorists, and polemicists of the nineteenth-century
American South. At issue is a central question: Can depression
itself be culturally conditioned to take certain forms and seek certain expressions? Granted that writers are often moody and
self-absorbed, was there something unique about the South that
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bred such gloomy personalities as Poe? Or that stunted such enormous, yet ultimately lost, talents as Simms? Or that drove genuinely innovative writers such as Kate Chopin into exile?
Any answer must necessarily be speculative, given the limits of
psychological interpretation. Wyatt-Brown's response comes
squarely from his own work in Southern honor, which has set the
foundation for much of our appreciation of Southern ethics and
behavior in recent years. Honor, he argues, does "not mean
upright behavior, moral worth, and refinement of manners."
Rather, it was a Southerner's means of assessing one's worth "by
the reputation he held or gained among his betters, his fellows,
and those beneath him." For people who lived in the public eye
all the time, reputation and the rituals of public esteem were basic
to mental health. Sometimes health broke down, and the authors
whom Wyatt-Brown examines appear to have suffered acutely.
They seemed incapable of tolerating solitude, yet they were lonely
people all the same. Familial breakdowns compounded their pain;
death surrounded them. Many, such as Poe, Twain, and Simms,
had distant or missing fathers. (Indeed, dead, alcoholic, and abusive fathers wander these pages like Marley's ghost, all testifying to
a patriarchy gone bad.) Where a planter might take his resentments out through physical violence, a writer turned inward.
Often the protests lay hidden behind authorial cloaks.
Southern fiction was and is marked by a tremendous amount of
deception, as if the author were afraid or incapable of forthright
rage. Poe split his characters into hopeless conflicts of abuser and
abused. Many wrote under pseudonyms, like Mark Twain or
William Sydney Porter's 0 . Henry. Harris's Uncle Remus stories
are provocative because he used double-talking tricksters to such
great effect. This "literary bifurcation . . ," writes Wyatt-Brown,
"was connected with Harris's profound dismay about the society he
lived in but steadfastly refused publicly to denounce." The same
sentiment applies in various forms to most of the authors in this
book.
Wyatt-Brown's best chapters center on the most conflicted
authors. Poe, Simms, and Porter demonstrate the connection
between honor and depression in various ways. Poe was the prototype: a displaced child with a foster father who rejected him. He,
in turn, violated most everyone's expectations. Yet, he was acutely
conscious that he had not lived up to his foster father's expectations, nor to society's. Measured against the demands of Southern

.
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honor, his behaviors were a disgrace to the family name, and he
suffered. The ambivalence transferred to his art, where Poe dwells
"on the delights of vengeance for the sake of personal gratification
and honor, but almost always shame for his own misdeeds overwhelms the narrator." Simms was less neurotic, but no less divided. His father headed for the frontier when Simm's own mother
died, leaving the boy in the care of a grandmother. Simms never
fully reconciled the romantic image of his wandering, impulsive
father and the propriety and sense of place that Charleston epitomized and demanded. His many novels display a similar ambivalence. Porter suffered not only his father's shame (he had been a
surgeon in the war who took to opium to forget the past) but the
even deeper gloom of prison, where Porter spent three years for
embezzlement. His ironic fiction "observed a world of pain and
sorrow but colored it all in palatable, risible surprise," as if the
author himself could not confront emotions directly. Yet Porter,
like so many others from his region, never really moved beyond
the romantic and the sentimental.
That failure raises a larger issue that haunts much of this fine
book. Why were so many of these writers second-rate? Apart from
Poe, Twain, and Harris, most readers would be at a loss to name a
list of nineteenth-century Southern writers. Simms, for example,
is customarily regarded as a near-great, one who could have been
right up there with Cooper but for the fact that he wrote feverishly, without revision, and usually in defense of the planter's realm.
The poets Wyatt-Brown discusses are interesting mainly to specialists. If depression and alienation help generate creativity, then the
South should have been awash in original works.
Wyatt-Brown is aware of the problem, and he adopts a variation of Lewis Simpson's perspective: the South had no intellectual
community whose job was to play social critic. All art was politicized to the defense of a pre-modern order, and the alienation
from modernity that allowed Melville or Thoreau to distance himself from authority was not there. Wyatt-Brown adds the dimension of honor to this perspective, but the conclusions are much the
same. Southerners could not embarrass the social order. The
worst examples of this stifling defensiveness were Edmund Ruffin
and Nathaniel Beverly Tucker, who subordinated everything to
polemics and wrote dreadful novels in the process. More subtle
failures were Southern poets such as Henry Timrod or Sydney
Lanier, whose verses contained the germ of greatness, but only the
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germ, smothered under obedience to accepted conventions of sentiment. Only women writers, and only those at the close of the
nineteenth century such as Kate Chopin or Ellen Glasgow, were
sufficiently independent to begin challenging the prescribed
order.
It is a fine book, and like other fine books it raises as many
questions as it answers. As Wyatt-Brown points out, depression is
not exclusively Southern, and a repressive or marginalized place
such as Russia or Ireland still produced much better literature
than did the equally repressive and marginalized South. Honor
certainly made its demands on those cultures too. Other factors
may have been at play. While Wyatt-Brown recognizes the importance of fathers in his writers' development, the mothers are largely missing. Irish literature suggests that women play definitive
roles even in patriarchies-perhaps especially in them. Moreover,
the anti-intellectualism that characterizes Southern evangelism,
for example, may have tortured the Southern intellectual as much
as patriarchal honor. In short, we need comparative studies, some
literary equivalent of Peter Kolchin's imaginative book on Russian
serfdom and American slavery. Until then, Bertram Wyatt-Brown's
Hearts of Darkness will be the fullest, most satisfying consideration of
the melancholy Southern mind we have.
John Mayfield

Samford University

Sluart on the St. Luck: A Pictorial Histoy. By Sandra Henderson
Thurlow. (Stuart, Fla.: Sewall's Point Company, 2001. x, 198
pp. Preface, endnotes, appendix, index. $39.95 cloth.)

Stuart on the St. Lucie is subtitled A Pictorial History, perhaps a
slight misnomer given Sandra Thurlow's vast written expression of
pioneer life in Stuart, Florida. From Seminole Indians to rum-runners, incorporating a fine collection of early photos, the author
takes us back to a time before Henry M. Flagler's railway, when
travel was done primarily by boat, and shipwrecked sailors found
safe haven at Gilbert's Bar in one of ten Houses of Refuge commissioned by the U.S. Government in 1875 along the east coast of
Florida.
In 1879, Thomas E. Richards settled in the area reintroducing
the pineapple growing industry originally discovered by the Indian
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River Armed Occupation Colonists in the 1840s. Pineapple growers along the St. Lucie River included most every pioneer family,
and out-of-state "pinery" investors hired locals to manage operations. Pineapple production reached a peak in the early 1900s,
and Stuart's pineapple heyday eventually ended due to severe
blight coupled with high freight rates and competition from Cuba.
Formerly named Potsdam, by German settler Otto Stypmann
when applying for the area's first post office, Stuart became a thriving commercial and sport fishing hot spot in the early 1900s.
President Grover Cleveland was a regular along with well-known
actor Joe Jefferson. Their names were used in literature promoting
Stuart's fishing industry for many years. The St. Lucie River was
promoted as the "Fishing Ground of the Presidents" and eventually the "Sailfish Capital of the World." Impressed with the fishing,
President and Mrs. Cleveland returned to Stuart numerous times
over the years and developed a lasting relationship with Susan and
Hubert Bessey, early keepers at Gilbert's Bar House of Refuge.
In this welldocumented journey through time, Thurlow
includes photos of local lawmen destroying bootleg liquor stills
during the time of Prohibition when rum-running became a
source of income for Stuart's fisherman, the most famous being
Captain Bill McCoy. The McCoy brothers, Bill and Ben, owned the
property on Hutchinson Island now known as Sailfish Point. The
temptation of easy money piqued Bill's interest, and he became,
possibly, the most successful rum-runner of his day, known as the
"honest rum-runner" whose whiskey was pure and undiluted. The
expression "The Real McCoy" became synonymous with genuine
product.
Stuart officially became a county seat when Martin County was
created in 1925. Until then, the town sat neglected at the north
end of Palm Beach County. A county division committee was
appointed and chaired by Edwin Menninger, son of Dr. Charles F.
Menninger, founder of the Menninger Clinic in Topeka, Kansas.
This prominent group traveled to Tallahassee to lobby for a new
county. Although many names were proposed, the suggestion of
using the name of incumbent GovernorJohn Wellborn Martin was
taken most seriously. Martin was instrumental in the legislative
process that created the new county. Photos depicting celebrations of the signing of the legislative bill as well as the county's first
birthday celebration confirm Governor Martin's personal involvement and support of the county that bears his name.
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Thurlow recognizes each pioneer family and recounts their significance in Stuart history through photos and recollections by their
families. This very complete tribute includes copies of official documents, personal correspondence, and excerpts from letters written
soon after settlers reached the shoreline of the St. Lucie River. Map
overlays outline government land grants awarded to those qualifying
under the Homestead Act of 1820. The gradual introduction of
lodging, churches, businesses, and schools is well documented, and
an editorial piece written by Edwin Menninger humorously illustrates the relationships of Stuart's earliest residents.
This reflection of early life in what is now Martin County,
Florida, is too valuable a resource to have sitting on the coffee
table. For anyone interested in the evolution of Stuart, southeast
Florida, and the St. Lucie River region, this should be considered
their primary resource. Stuart on the St. Lucie is fully indexed, and
Thurlow painstakingly credited each photograph to its owner. She
also includes references in five pages of endnotes. Thurlow has
made a significant contribution through this worthy tribute to her
community.
Renee Booth

Historical Society of Martin County

The Death Penalty: An American Histoy. By Stuart Banner
(Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 2002. ix, 385 pp.
Abbreviations, introduction, epilogue, appendix, notes,
acknowledgements, index. $29.95cloth).
The death penalty issue is certain to provoke strong reactions
from readers regardless of personal viewpoints. In The Death
Penalty: An American History, law professor Stuart Banner has
detailed a history of capital punishment in the United States that is
as measured and objective as possible with this topic. Banner provides an interesting account of how the United States moved from
being one of the mildest punitive systems in the world to being one
of the harshest. The Death Penalty presents legal, philosophical, religious, and criminal justice perspectives on capital punishment in
addition to the roles of class, race, and gender differences.
Banner begins with criminal justice in colonial America, seeking the goals of retribution, deterrence, and penitence. Executions
were held in public, with religious solemnity, for crimes ranging
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from stealing cattle to murder. Laws were applied disproportionately against African Americans (a practice that continues), and
punishments included dismembering, burning, and gibbeting.
Banner then highlights Italian philosopher Cesare Beccaria's
attacks on the efficacy and legitimacy of the death penalty and the
influence his commentary had on the founding generation. In his
Essay on Crimes and Punishment, Beccaria wrote that laws "which are
intended to moderate the ferocity of mankind, should not increase
it by examples of more barbarity." Such criticism was adopted by
Thomas Jefferson, George Washington, and John Adams, and
resulted in the origins of opposition to the death penalty in the
United States. This opposition was fueled by some American opinions that capital punishment was a derivative of traditional English
monarchies, and that America was a more progressive nation. As
biological and sociological theories of crime emerged, many
reformers viewed the abolition of capital punishment as progress.
The historical viewpoints of death penalty supporters are also
expressed throughout the book. Early retentionists argued that
capital punishment was the law of God and opposition was the act
of "obstinate heathens." Banner states that proponents would find
the death penalty to be part of innate "human nature" and the "law
of civilized communities" that was accepted for four thousand years.
Southern historians may be most interested in the chapter,
"Northern Reform, Southern Retention," which details capital
punishment in the mid-nineteenth century. Here, Banner contrasts the reduction of capital crimes for murder and treason
found in many northern states with the rejection of any policy
changes in the southern states. Banner holds the economic importance of slavery and a southern penchant for public violence
responsible for the South's reluctance to modify legislation.
The actual practice of execution dramatically changed over
the course of American history. Banner describes how a process
that initially was held in public and administered by local, often illprepared officials, evolved into lethal injection administered by
specialists and viewed by few. Experiments with electrocution, gas
chambers, and firing squads are described as technological
advancements embraced by officials to reduce pain and disorder
in the execution.
The concluding chapters of the book lead the reader to recent
developments in death penalty law. According to Banner, executions (per capita) had been declining since the 1880s culminating
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in zero executions in 1968. The constitutionality of the death
penalty was challenged by the ACLU and NAACP, resulting in
Fuman u. Gemgia (1972) which ruled the "death penalty unconstitutional, as cruel and unusual punishment in violation of the 8th
and 14th Amendments."
Banner is perhaps most complex and challenging when he
details the legal ramifications of Supreme Court cases and decisions
during the 1960s and 1970s. He concludes that the United States
is currently experiencing a resurrection in the use of capital punishment. Opposing the death penalty has become political suicide,
prisoners continue to be executed each year, and public opinion
continues to support its use. The resurrection of the death penalty in the United States has also reinitiated international criticism of
a practice that many countries have long abandoned.
Despite the book's strengths, readers seeking a clear answer to
the issue of the death penalty or reinforcement of personal beliefs
may be disappointed. In fact, this book raises questions about religion, government, public opinion, race, class, gender, and the
criminal justice system. The Death Penalty: An Ameri'can Histoty prm
vides a historical analysis of a phenomenon that will continue to
simultaneously divide and fascinate Americans.
Hayden Smith and Robert Bohm

University of Central Florida

Mary McLeod Bethune & Blhck Women's Political Activism By Joyce
A. Hanson. (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 2003. xxi,
250 pp. Acknowledgments, abbreviations, introduction, conclusion, bibliography, index. $32.50 cloth.)
In 1926, a New York Times reporter referred to Mary McLeod
Bethune as a female Booker T. Washington. Bethune and
Washington indeed had much in common. Both were college
presidents, both were race leaders, and both had the ear of influential whites, including presidents. Mary McLeod Bethune, however, had a vision for black Americans that was grander and more
inclusive than Washington's. Joyce Hanson discusses this vision
and outlines Bethune's plan to make it a reality in Mary McLeod
Bethune & Black Women's Political Activism.
The founder of what is today Bethune-Cookman College in
Daytona Beach, Florida, Mary McLeod Bethune recognized the
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importance of education for black Americans in general and for
black women in particular. Shaped by strong women during her
formative years, Bethune understood the role women should play
in racial uplift and bringing about meaningful racial change in the
nation at large. Using the Daytona Educational and Industrial
Institute for Negro Girls as a launching pad, Bethune became active
in the black women's club movement and sought to bring about
"systemic change" in the United States. According to Hanson,
Bethune "began to focus on ways to put more African American
women in decision-making positions in government. Bethune
believed that black women had a right and responsibility to participate in mainstream politics and to play a substantive role."
Bethune had faith in the potential of African Americans, and
she used her position in the New Deal as director of Minority
Affairs in the National Youth Administration (NYA) to empower
blacks. She learned how the political process worked, established
political connections, and cultivated a personal friendship with
Franklin and Eleanor Roosevelt. Through these means, she
brought national attention to minority concerns, ensured that
blacks benefited from New Deal programs, and made sure that
black men and women were appointed as state administrators in
the NYA as well as to federal positions. Bethune worked to develop a national black political power base. She lobbied Aubrey
Williams, executive director of the NYA, and used her friendship
with Eleanor Roosevelt to secure government appointments for
qualified blacks, including federal judgeships for William Hastie
and Hubert Delaney.
Bethune was "dominating, stubborn, and strong-willed" and
was accused by some of "wielding an iron fist in a velvet glove." But
while she craved power, her agenda was never a personal one. Her
primary goal was to widen women's spheres beyond the confining
boundaries of family, home, and church. Bethune sought to do
first through the National Association of Colored Women and
then, when its leadership resisted shifting focus, through creating
the National Council of Negro Women in 1935 to harness the
power of black women and bring about political, social, and economic change. The goal was to place "black women in positions of
influence that would affect policy-making and political agendas
and lead to racial advancement."
Mary McLeod Bethune is often overlooked when discussing
black leadership during the twentieth century. Yet, she was as
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effective as contemporaries Walter White and A. Philip Randolph;
and she, like them, became a power broker. Bethune was a part of
the New Deal administration and used her position to advance the
cause of African Americans. Sometimes forced to compromise,
Bethune did not accommodate. Hanson's study makes this clear.
Using the Records of the National Council of Negro Women, the
Papers of the National Association of Colored Women's Clubs, the
Mary McLeod Bethune Papers, and the National Youth
Administration Papers, Hanson places Bethune center stage in the
national struggle for black equality and women's rights during the
New Deal and beyond.
Hanson adds to existing scholarship by examining Bethune's
role as a female activist in a nation shaped by race, class, and gender. Her belief in the unlimited potential of black women allowed
her to create the NCNW and to develop it into a powerful interest
group that would attract the attention of Washington bureaucrats.
Much remains to be done in drawing a complete picture of this
complicated visionary and understanding her place in United
States, African American, and women's history. Joyce A. Hanson
has added a crucial piece to the puzzle.
Maxine D. Jones

M d a State University

Dixie Looks Abroad: The South and U.S.Foreign R e l a k , 1789-1973.
By Joseph A. Fry. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University
Press, 2002. xii, 334 pp. Introduction, bibliographic essay,
index. $39.95 cloth.)
Historians who study American foreign policy, the individuals
who shaped it, the events, and the outcomes, traditionally have
worked from the assumption that American interests are and have
been uniform in nature. In Dixie Looks Abroad, Joseph A. Fry breaks
from this model by examining how southern interests shaped U.S.
diplomacy and, as he argues, came to dominate America's international action concerning =etnam, the Cold War, and more so
now in the post-September 1 1 th world. The work is an attempt to
broaden the understanding of American foreign policy by emphasizing the sectional differences that have lacked specific scrutiny by
students of American diplomacy or the South. Fry examines southern influences on diplomacy from the inception of the country in
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1789 to the end of America's involvement in Vietnam by analyzing
the vast historiography of both southern history and American foreign policy. In doing so, Fry produces an overview of American
foreign relations from a southern guise that is both comprehensive
and historiographic.
Fry divides his study into logical sections including the early
national period through 1815, the antebellum era, foreign policy
under the Confederacy, Reconstruction through the election of
Woodrow Wilson, World War I and Wilson's liberal internationalism, the 1920s through World War 11, the Cold War, and concludes
with a separate chapter on Vietnam. Throughout, Fry argues that
the South experienced periods of dominance such as the territorial expansions of James K. Polk, Wilson and World War I, and
Vietnam, while similarly undergoing periods of opposition such as
under the Federalists in the 1790s, Republican ascendancy during
the post-Civil War era, and most notably the Civil War.
The early national period, although dominated by southern
presidents, compelled southerners to harbor fears of dependence
to northern interests. Fry argues that this was caused less by the
institution of slavery and more by the South's ideological understandings of liberty and a distrust of Great Britain, especially
British economic control and influence over the American economy. The South's political and economic uniqueness from New
England forced southern politicians to seek diplomatic goals far
different from their northern counterparts. Southern attitudes
then permeated American diplomacy as southerners sought to
avoid becoming a minority voice in shaping both domestic and foreign policy. The existence of slavery and the perceived need to
expand slavery into the western territories only served to further
aggravate southern fears of inferiority and economic dependence,
all the while demanding a doggedly expansive foreign policy during the antebellum period.
Fry then argues that southern reliance on King Cotton and the
slave labor that fueled the South's agrarian economy doomed the
Confederacy's need for international recognition as Europe's distaste for southern slavery grew and new markets for cotton, particularly that of India, stymied the southern economy. Still, it was the
military defeat during the American Civil War that served to solidify southern resolve against economic dependence through
Reconstruction as a result of the sectional adherence to the Lost
Cause. Although southerners remained highly suspect of northern
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and Republican control of American diplomatic and domestic policy during last decades of the nineteenth-century, southerners
sought to demonstrate national patriotism while supporting expansionism in the search for foreign markets. These two ideas dictated
southern support for military action against Spain in 1898, an
unbridled endorsement of Woodrow Wilson's intervention in 191'7,
a championing of Wilson's international initiatives including the
League of Nations, and support for Franklin Delano Roosevelt, a
second Democratic president to lead the nation to war, in 1941.
The onset of the Cold War served to further galvanize southern views as southerners took a leading role in influencing
American attitudes on Containment policies, the waning support
for the United Nations which hindered independent American
action, and most notably the necessity for intervention in Vietnam.
Fry maintains that a traditional sectional ideology steeped in the
dichotomy between being good Americans while remaining true to
their Confederate ancestry dictated southern conceptions of U.S.
foreign policy as yet another southern Democrat led the charge in
Vietnam and southerners responded with a patriotism unmatched
by their northern kin. In Dixie Looks Abroad, Fry provides a thorough overview of the history of American foreign policy that is brilliantly written and well organized. The work depends entirely on
the established historiography of American diplomacy and southern history. The arguments, therefore, in most cases are not new.
But, the organization of the major concepts of the book-that
being the domestic sectional influences on American foreign relations from the country's inception through modern times-' lnto a
single work is groundbreaking in nature. The book invites further
study of domestic influences on American diplomatic policy and is
a welcome addition to a growing historiography.
Scott Eidson

University of Kentucky

Amaican Childhoods. By Joseph E. Illick. (Philadelphia: University
of Pennsylvania Press, 2002. xi, 240 pp. Preface, notes, sources,
index, acknowledgments. $49.59 cloth.)
Teachers and students of childhood in the United States will
appreciate this brief overview of the subject by San Francisco State
University historian Joseph E. Illick. The work, which addresses the
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diversity of childhood experiences from the time of European settlement to the present, begins in early America with chapters devoted to Native, European, and African Americans. In later chapters,
the author distinguishes between the experiences of native-born
and immigrant children; rural, suburban, and urban children; and
children born to rich and poor families. Gender also receives attention. This is the book's greatest strength-its attention to the diversity of American childhoods. Pennsylvania Moravians and Quakers
each receive separate attention, for example.
Although the work is organized chronologically, the periodization of the various chapters is not uniform and sometimes
overlaps. Hence the book is not so much a chronology as a set of
topical essays. Early America is defined broadly to cover, in the
case of African Americans, enslavement through the desegregation movement of the mid-twentieth century. Topics range from
the limited time enslaved parents spent with children to the effects
of racism on childrearing to the tendency of whites to regard all
blacks as childlike.
The thematic approach works well in a volume that attempts
to address briefly a range of issues over a long period of time without being comprehensive.
The first chapter on Native
Amerindians is most informative about Eastern Woodland Indians,
although the author gives some attention to Indians of the
American Southwest and the Dakota Sioux. Indians of the
Chesapeake region stand in for the various Indian groups of the
Southeast, as do the Hurons for northern tribes. No Florida tribes
are mentioned. The limited scope allows the author to compare
and contrast patterns of childrearing without overwhelming the
reader with details about the various Indian peoples-particularly
important for beginning students.
After addressing early America, Illick moves on to industrializing America and modern America (the period following World
War 11). As the narrative moves forward in time, the author focuses more on public policy regarding children and less on the cultural practices that constituted childrearing.
Children are not as evident in the story as the adults who
raised them, studied them, and devised policies affecting them.
Perhaps to compensate, each chapter begins with a brief vignette
involving a child. All but one of the featured children is a boy,
which is somewhat surprising given the author's attention to gender throughout the work. Illick makes the unusual choice to interhttps://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol82/iss4/1
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ject his own family's story into the narrative as a part of a chapter
on suburban childhood in the modem period.
The author inserts himself in the narrative elsewhere as well,
albeit in a different manner. Particularly in the last chapters, he
becomes a children's advocate as much as a storyteller. The
approach works. This is a book that establishes an historical context for understanding "modem dilemmas" in childrearing from
the crisis in funding for education to poverty and child abuse, even
the disappearance of the family farm from the rural landscape.
For Illick, the historical force shaping American childhoods has
been economic. Children may have been buffeted by war and
injured by racism, sexism, and even ageism, but in the end the
often-flawed economic decisions of adults have been most responsible for shaping childhood for better and worse.
Amem'can Childhoods is a synthesis of much of the literature on
childhood that has appeared in recent decades. The text together with the endnotes can serve as an introduction to a wealth of
ideas and scholarship touching upon the subject, including matters in dispute among historians. Given his acknowledgement that
historians do not always agree and Illick's strong opinion about
what has gone wrong with American childhoods, the book is likely
to kindle lively classroom discussions.
Scholars of childhood will find little new here, however. The
exception is that Illick makes some attempt to employ psychological literature to understand the historical works of others, at times
making more out of them than perhaps the original author intended. This is Illick's contribution, together with having pulled
together an extensive literature in a concise and readable fashion.
Marie Jenkins Schwartz

University of Rhode Is'sland

Hope and Danger in the New South City: WOrkingclass Women and
Urban Deuelopment in Atlanta, 1890-1WO. By Georgina Hickey.
(Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2003. x, 297 pp.
Acknowledgments, introduction, photographs, index. $39.95
cloth.)
Georgina Hickey examines Atlanta through the intersection of
race, class, and gender. Although many other historians have
studied New South Atlanta through more narrow interpretive
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frameworks, her work straddles labor, women's, urban, and
Progressive Era histories. As such, scholars interested in one or
more of these fields of research would find something valuable in
this book.
Hickey evaluates the impact working-class women, both black
and white, had on urban growth and civic culture in postReconstruction Atlanta. Numerous studies have surfaced about
Atlanta during this period, but none introduce readers to the
social complexity of Atlanta as well as this study. Hickey argues
that as Atlanta's population grew, women, especially working-class
women, became more central to that growth. Additionally, this
migration caused notions of gender to enter into a state of flux. In
response to the fluid perception of gender roles, city leaders
actively tried to control the lives and images of working-class
women in an attempt to recast womanhood in a safer and more
submissive form. Using many events previously researched by
other historians, Hickey illuminates how different segments of
society tried to manipulate the image of womanhood and motherhood in an attempt to control the lives of working women.
The author presents readers with a methodically researched
and compelling history. Yet, the most fascinating contribution is
the way this book addresses larger themes in historical literature.
The greatest break with previous historians is the author's challenge to the idea of South exceptionalism. Hickey makes it clear
that the events and social dynamics that enveloped urban Atlanta
were at best subtly different from similar cities outside the South.
It is refreshing to see a scholar unburdening herself from the
dogma of the C. Vann Woodward school of Southern history.
Additionally, Hickey breaks away from previous women's studies
scholars who have examined the intersections of race and class.
Angela Y. Davis and Paula Giddings have portrayed women of
color as consciously opting for racial progress over gender or class
gain. Here, Hickey introduces the idea that women's identities are
more complex. She provides evidence that women did not fixate
on one overall identity, but instead shifted between primary and
secondary identities as circumstances and issues influenced them.
For these women it is too simplistic to argue that they gravitated
toward racial affirmations of self, but instead constantly shifted
between racial, class, and gender identities, all of which were being
recast and redefined throughout the era. Also, women in Hickey's
work are not necessarily just reacting to men; they are agents in
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creating their own world in Atlanta. Finally, while this is partly a
study of gender, it is not exclusively about women. The author primarily examines working-class women; however, she uses this study
to interpret how men also recast images of masculinity during this
same time.
Although this book adds an important contribution to our
understanding of the past, the author could have strengthened
this work by broadening the scope. Her conclusions about the
South being less exceptional than most scholars would have been
strengthened by more direct comparisons to national events or
cities outside the South. For example there is only a brief mention
of the Muller v. Oregon Supreme Court decision that recognized
government's authority over the working hours and conditions of
women. This would have been a good opportunity to introduce a
comparison to Atlanta with what was happening in Oregon and
the rest of the nation. Another way to provide more of a comparison to other parts of the county would have been to flesh out
working women in between black and white, those who originated
in Eastern or Southern Europe in addition to women of the Jewish
faith.
These minor criticisms do not distract from the book, and the
powerful arguments will provide new historical frameworks for
women's and urban scholars. Overall this book represents an
exciting new dimension to the study of the post-Civil War South,
inspiring future scholars to rise to the challenge of this work and
throw off the comfort of traditional Southern interpretations.
Robert Cassanello

University of Central M d a

The New Deal and Beyond: Social Weyare in the South since 1930.
Edited by Elna C. Green. (Athens: University of Georgia Press,
2003. xx, 275 pp. Introduction, selected bibliography, contributors, index. $49.95 cloth, $19.95 paper.)
The N m Deal and Beyond: Social Welfare in the South since 1930 is
a collection of nine essays and an introduction that assess how
social welfare policy has been received, instituted, and transformed
in the American South. The book discusses how the New Deal and
the Great Society affected certain southern communities and
groups as well as how struggles for societal change and equality in
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the South have been historically linked to the implementation of
social welfare policy. The New Deal and Beyond examines the ongoing conflicts between federal and state authorities concerning who
and/or what governing body should administer and control the
South's social welfare systems.
The book provides information about a wide-range of southern
state and regional social welfare programs, from Florida to
Kentucky and from Appalachia to urban New Orleans. Through a
case study of the Florida state transient program, for instance, one
contributor discovered that the emergency nature of the New
Deal's transient aid programs temporarily trumped concerns about
segregation in some locations. The author also concludes that the
New Deal's transient relief programs were generally well accepted
throughout Florida because townsfolk believed that such programs
reduced local crime, panhandling, and begging, while most importantly, keeping transients away from localities' relief monies.
In another interesting chapter, the author examined the intersection between Black Power, poverty, and the Great Society, noting
that the Great Society politically empowered the poor. At the same
time, however, the author contends that the "politics of despair"
continued to define impoverished citizens as somehow "damaged"
and thus attached a negative stigma to welfare and the identity of the
poor thereafter. In fact, as the collection's editor argues, the institutionalization of the federal welfare state in the South, which
allowed racialized conditions for relief qualification to persist, unfortunately led to "the nationalization of racism in welfare." Still, two
other authors investigated how the adoption of the Medicare system
profoundly changed the South's racially segregated healthcare system through the scattered adoption of desegregation policies.
While issues concerning class and race are well addressed in
The New Deal and Beyond, the book also allots space to considering
the gendered nature of southern welfare policy. In one such c h a p
ter, the author discusses the New Deal's work relief programs for
women in Georgia, namely the creation of female sewing rooms.
New Dealers sought to create work relief programs for women that
conformed to the female domestic ideal; yet ironically, as the
author points out, even female sewing-room workers were wage
laborers working within the masculinized industrial system.
The New Deal and Beyond does not romanticize southern history because the individual essays maintain an academic tone despite
the book's explicit attempt to decipher if public and private wel-
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fare in the South should be categorized as "regionally distinctive."
The book's narrative gaps, such as those relating to the impact of
the Social Security Act on local southern welfare policy, demonstrate that a coherent "southern" regional analysis of social welfare
policy does not exist to date. The book's individual chapters, while
generally intriguing on their own, do not flow together in a
smooth fashion, so the book itself lacks an overall, comfortable
continuity. This being said, anyone interested in the history of
modern social welfare policy in the South should read The New Deal
and Beyond as it offers provocative analyses of how race, gender,
class, and region influence relationships between the citizenry and
the state.
Brooke Speer Orr

George Washington University

Gdtz'ng Right W& God: Southern Baptists and Desemarion, 19451995. By Mark Newman.(Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama
Press, 2002. xii, 292 pp. Preface, acknowledgements,appendix,
notes, bibliography, index. $39.95 cloth.)
The Southern Baptist Convention (SBC) began in 1845 as a
direct result of disputes over race, particularly the issue of slavery
and the appointment of a slave-holding missionary by the Baptist
Home Mission Society. From that time to the present, race has
been a defining issue in the life of America's largest Protestant
denomination. In this study, Mark Newman, Senior Lecturer in
History at the University of Derby, U.K., traces racial issues in the
SBC through the Civil Rights Movement to the denomination's
official apology for its support for slavery made in the 1990s.
Regarding desegregation, Newman documents three responses
made by various subgroups and individuals within the denomination. He notes that "until the mid-1960s a majority of. . . Southern
Baptists favored segregation" and opposed any effort to integrate
southern society. Another group that he labels "moderates" s u p
ported segregation but not when it threatened community peace
and social stability. A third smaller segment was composed of "progressives" who opposed segregation and pressed their denomination and region to accept racial equality. Like all good Baptists,
each group went looking for biblical mandates to support their
views and actions.
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Newman documents the positions of these Baptist groups in
ways that are at once painful and affirming to specific churches
and individuals who supported or opposed segregation. Some
pastors and editors of Baptist periodicals were adamant segregationists, displaying rhetoric that is disgusting then and now. The
reader is struck by the way in which many Baptists who sought to
be "against culture" in their opposition to "worldliness," liberalism, and secularism promoted an uncritical defense of Jim Crow
culture to the bitter end. At the same time, there were heroic
responses, many from SBC educators, which reflected a concern
for genuine change in southern churches and communities. T.B.
Maston at Southwestern Baptist Seminary, Fort Worth, and
Henlee Barnette at Southern Baptist Seminary, Louisville, were
two of the many professors who called students and denominational leaders to stand against racist practices. Denominational
agencies, particularly the Home Mission Board, made valiant
efforts to educate the constituency in ways that challenged prevailing racial stereotypes, not without controversy. Indeed, one of
the book's important contributions is the documentation of the
work of the Home Mission Board in attempting to change opinions on race.
Newman notes that one of the major arguments for desegregation was connected to Southern Baptist evangelism at home and
abroad. Several Southern Baptist universities and colleges initially
integrated, in response to the admission of African students who
had been converted on the "mission fields." This then facilitated
the admission of African Americans. Mercer University in Macon,
Georgia, admitted Sam Oni, a native of Ghana, and two black
Americans in 1963. Supporters of Oni's admission insisted that
Baptists could not convert blacks in one country and then refuse
them admission to Baptist schools in the U.S. without underrnining their mission imperative all together.
Progressives also encouraged the denomination to take public
stands in favor of racial harmony and reconciliation. Newman
traces the evolution of these statements from cautious to strong
affirmations of equality and openness in the church and the world.
Concluding chapters detail changing/unchanging attitudes
among SBC members. On one hand, the SBC has expanded its
African American membership, with an increasing number of
black churches relating to the denomination. On the other, the
SBC remains overwhelmingly white, with only a statistically negli-
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gible number of integrated churches. In a 1995 resolution, the
denomination officially apologized "for condoning and/or perpetuating individual and systematic racism in our lifetime," and
appealed for forgiveness from African Americans.
This is a fine study that provides an excellent survey of SBC
racial attitudes in the latter half of the twentieth century. The documentation is superb and provides source information for others
who continue to study this important topic. And there is much
more to be done. Newrnan's conclusions imply that the racial
struggles of the SBC were not unrelated to the developing theological controversy that continues to divide the denomination in
the twenty-first century. The relationship between social and theological liberalism/conservatism in the SBC needs further exploration. Newrnan's work is an important contribution to a field that
needs continued investigation.
Bill J. Leonard

Wake Forest University

Pioneer in Space and Time: John Mann Goggin and the Deuelupment of
E b d u Archaeobgy. By Brent Richards Weisman. (Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 2002. xxi, 208 pp. List of illustrations, foreword, preface, acknowledgements, a note on sources,
references cite, index. $49.95 cloth.)
As the title of Brent Weisman's study indicates, this work is in
part a biography of John Mann Goggin and in part a discussion of
the development of Florida archaeology. On balance, he gave considerably more attention to the latter topic than to the biographical element, even though substantial biographical information is
provided. The author's approach is particularly apt in view of
Goggin's unique position as the first archaeologist hired by the
University of Florida's Sociology Department. Up to that time,
anthropology courses had been presented by members of that
department not specifically trained in the discipline.
The book's seven chapters begin with a short introductory one
entitled, "An Everglade Boyhood." It is followed by a considerably
longer one: "Prelude: Florida Archaeology in the 1930s and
Earlier." That chapter has little to do with Goggin beyond describing the status of archaeological research in Florida from the postCivil War era until Goggin's arrival on the scene in the 1940s. The
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next two chapters return in part to the biographical approach in
focusing largely on Goggin's undergraduate and graduate-level
education as an anthropologist-archaeologist at the University of
New Mexico after a disastrous freshman start at the University of
Florida. He completed his graduate work ultimately at Yale
University. In the process, the author devotes considerable attention to the intellectual influences that shaped Goggin's thinking,
particularly those to which he was exposed during his many years
at Albuquerque. Ultimately, he departed the New Mexico program after four years of graduate work without having received a
graduate degree.
Goggin then did surveying work as a rodman and served as a
curator of the Coronado State Monument and explored the Keys
for several years before heading to Yale in 1944. In 1943, he p u b
lished an article in the prestigious journal Amoican Antiquity on
survey work he had done in Mexico. During the time that he spent
in south Florida, he also developed his earlier interest in the
Seminoles. Weisman gives scant attention to Goggin's years at Yale
beyond noting his completion of his dissertation in 1948, "Culture
and Geography in Florida Prehistory." Weisman observed that it
"was the first major study to attempt a synthesis of Florida archaeology in its entirety."
At this point, Weisman also gives attention to another major
figure in the development of Florida archaeology who emerged at
this time through his work for the Florida Park Service-John
Wallace Griffin. The author notes that Griffin's major contribution was to call attention to the need for a systematic survey guided by a standard format of recording and observation.
The book's last three chapters represent its heart, detailing
Goggin's achievements during his years as an archaeology professor at the University of Florida and the contributions that he
made to the development of the historical archaeology of Latin
America and Florida. The last chapter focuses specifically on
Goggin's legacy to that development. Weisman observes that
"Without question, Goggin's space-time-tradition framework still
is the most powerful concept in Florida archaeology," commenting that even though it has seen many significant changes, "it continues to provide the blueprint for the conduct of archaeology
across the state."
Weisman has produced a very readable and informative book
while covering his dual topics of the life of John Mann Goggin and
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the rapid development of Florida archaeology during Goggin's all
too brief professional life. The volume will be of interest to many
readers in general beyond the ranks of anthropology, archaeology,
and history. On the matter of objectivity, the author has achieved
a recommendable balance between recognition of Goggin's
achievements and the shortcomings in his work and personal life.
He has done an admirable job on the whole of weaving his dual
topics together seamlessly. One of his most trenchant criticisms,
perhaps, is his remark: "Although Goggin very early recognized
that classification and interpretation were causally linked, he often
acted as if classification were an end in itself." But the author then
balanced that criticism with the remark that the observation was in
part "an artifact of Goggin's early death" that prevented his
advancing "beyond the state of initial classification" on a number
of occasions.
John Hann

San Luis Archaeological and Historic Site

Let the BasEarcls Go: From Cuba to Fmedom on "God's Mercy." By Joe
Morris Doss. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press,
2003. xx, 285 pp. Foreword, preface, prologue, appendix, list
of passengers. $34.95 cloth).
On April, 1, 1980, a bus carrying twenty-five Cubans dissatisfied with the lack of political freedom and the austere economic
conditions on the island, crashed the gates of the Peruvian
Embassy in Havana seeking asylum. Angered at the Peruvians for
granting them diplomatic protection, Cuban dictator Fidel
Castro removed Cuban soldiers guarding the embassy and
announced that those wishing to leave Cuba should go there.
Within three days, nearly 11,000 Cubans reached the embassy
compound.
The Peruvian diplomats' problem soon became an American
problem. Castro, embarrassed by his miscalculation, took advantage
of President Jimmy Carter's human rights policy and announced the
opening of the port of Mariel to anyone wishing to leave Cuba for
the United States. Castro's announcement unleashed the Marie1
Boatlift. From April 21 until September 26, 1980, 124,779 Cubans
arrived in the United States via the boatlift as the United States
appeared to lose control of its immigration policy.
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Of the many tales concerning the Marie1 Boatlift, there are few
that can compare for pure courage, persistence, and deterrnination than the story of two New Orleans Episcopal priests, Father
Joe Morris Doss and Father Leo Frade, in their quest to bring 280
relatives of their Cuban parishioners and 108 former political prisoners and their families to the United States. Written in 1984 by
Father Morris Doss, but not published until 2003, this book is a
most fascinating account of an unprecedented event in American
immigration history. Divided into two parts, Father Morris Doss's
memoir allows the reader to hear the voices of those involved in
the saga of the liberator priests.
The first part recounts the genesis of their mission, the innumerable obstacles they had to face with both Cuban and American
bureaucrats, and their search in obtaining an adequate vessel. It
culminates with the purchase of a World War I1 vintage submarine
chaser which they renamed God's Mercy.
The second part narrates the God's Mercy's departure for
Cuba in defiance of President Carter's order to the Coast Guard
to intercept vessels bound for Cuba, and the vessel's running of
the American blockade. It also describes the priests' interminable negotiations in Cuba with Jorge Gallardo, the Cuban
official in charge of the boatlift. The book ends with the arrival
of the God's Mercy in Key West on June 12, 1980, carrying 402
refugees. Ironically, the two priests were arrested on changes of
smuggling and breaking the American embargo on Cuba.
However, they were unanimously acquitted by a federal appeals
court.
Father Morris Doss adds vigor to this well-balanced and explicitly detailed account by interspersing poignant vignettes of the
would-be passengers in Cuba. This salient feature allows the reader to empathize with their quest to reach freedom. Not only did
they have to endure the perennial chanting of ''iQuk se Vayan!"
("Let the Bastards Go"), but also the bodily punishment inflicted
upon them by the Castroite mobs.
An interesting aspect of the book is the portrait of key figures
during the boatlift. President Carter appears to be an undecided and contradictory leader, completely outmaneuvered by the
calculating Fidel Castro. Miles Frechette, the official in charge of
the Cuban Desk at the State Department is characterized as an
aloof, uncooperative, and unsympathetic figure. His Cuban
counterpart, Jorge Gallardo, is depicted as an adept negotiator,
524
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devoid of compassion, yet true to his word of meeting the priests'
demands.
As it often happens with memoirs, Father Morris Doss's
account is not exempt from inaccuracies. The author, for example, refers to the sinking of a Bermudan fishing vessel by Cuban jet
fighters during the boatlift. The event happened, but it was a
Bahamian Defense Force cutter, the FZamingo, rather than a
Bermudan fishing vessel that was sunk. Another flaw is that of taking at face value a statement made by one of the God's Mercy's crewmen indicating that prior to the Castro regime, the Cuban navy
consisted of only one gunboat. The Cuban navy, while small, consisted of the aging cruiser Cuba, three frigates, and a series of gunboats, cutters, and auxiliary vessels.
In spite of these lapses, as well as the lack of an index, the book
is a must read for anyone interested in the Marie1 Boatlift, as well
as students of United States-Cuba relations.
University of Central Florida

A Histoly of V~sualArt in Samsota By Pat Ringling Buck, Marcia
Corbino, and Kevin Dean. (Gainesville: University Press of
Florida, 2003. xvi, 125 pp. List of figures, list of color plates,
preface, index. $29.95 cloth.)
It seems remarkable that Sarasota has come to be known as the
"arts center of Florida" given its humble beginnings. Normally you
might think that the larger cities and centers of commerce like
Tampa, Miami, or Jacksonville would gain the title. The authors
have noted that it was, at least in part, "extraordinary good fortune
for Sarasota to achieve this status," and their book explains why
that is so.
It is also remarkable that the book was written at all, given the
lack of attention paid to Florida's contemporary art tradition until
very recently. Just a few years ago, only a handful of collectors
would have even suggested that such a tradition existed. In fact, I
was fond of saying that if such a thing as a contemporary art tradition existed in Florida you would need a sonogram to see it
because it hadn't been born yet. That is no longer true: it has been
born and is healthy and growing. A History of Visual Art in Sarasota
and other recent books about Florida art are testimony to the fact
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that Floridians, both natural and naturalized, have come to recognize the importance of art as a graphic historic record. This book,
accurately researched and presented, has joined the ever-growing
collection of publications that document the art scene in midtwentiethcentury Florida. When future generations of Floridians
look back to discover their artistic heritage, it will be a valuable
resource.
The literary journey begins with an overview of Sarasota's history and moves directly to the early movers and shakers, Northern
transplants who desired a dollop of culture with their Florida sunshine. Their philanthropy resulted in the John and Mable
Ringling Museum of Art, the Ringling School of Art and Design,
the Marie Selby Botanical Gardens, and numerous other cultural
institutions. The Ringling Museum is now the State Art Museum
of Florida.
Perhaps not quite as well remembered as the philanthropists
but equally as important to the development of Sarasota as an art
center were the artists, art teachers, and patrons who contributed
their own particular talents to the cause. The Sarasota Art
Association, founded in 1926, was responsible, along with an
agreeable climate, for bringing artists of renown to the area.
Hilton Leech, Helen Sawyer and Jerry Farnsworth were among
some of the first to add credibility to the association.
Leech came to art via an unusual route. Influenced no doubt
by his mother's French ancestry and a family patriarch's involvement with the Hudson Bay Company in Canada, he became a very
successful fur trapper. Motivated by a desire to learn to paint, he was
mentored by the artist George Ennis and became an accomplished
and award-winning painter who later founded his own art school in
Sarasota. It is still in operation today. Helen Sawyer and her husband Jerry Farnsworth, both well-known artists with strong roots in
Florida, were daughter and son-in-law of Wells Sawyer, the artist who
is often referred to as the Dean of Sarasota's Art Colony. He also
gained recognition as the artist who accompanied Frank Cushing on
one of the first and most important wet site archaeological investigations in America, the Key Marco site. Sawyer's drawings are priceless graphic records of the art of Florida's prehistoric Calusa
Indians. Another artist of note that found Sarasota was Ben Stahl,
recognized as one of the most famous illustraton in America. His
daughter, Regina Stahl Briskey, carries on the tradition by painting
historic scenes of Florida from her rural home near Ocala.
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The book provides an interesting and informative look at
Sarasota's art involvement from the earliest beginnings to the present. It names names and offers biographies of artists whose work
will undoubtedly become more valuable to the growing group of
collectors, dealers, and institutions who rightly recognize the
importance of contemporary Florida art and the richness of
Florida's art tradition. It is a book for historians, scholars, and art
lovers.
Jim Fitch
South Flarida Community College Museum of Flarida Art and Culture
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Book Notes
by Charles E. Crosby
M a l i o n in Florida. By Kevin M. McCarthy. Illustrations by William
L. Trotter. (Sarasota, Fla.: Pineapple Press, 2003. x, 182 pp.
Acknowledgments, introduction, index. $18.95 cloth.)
In Aviation in M d a , Kevin McCarthy takes a comprehensive
look at the state's fascination with flight. Broken down into pioneering airlines, notable operations, famous Floridian pilots, and
cities, the book examines the ins and ou-r
perhaps, the ups and
downs-of Florida's aeronautics industry. It offers a diverse range
of topics, from the first scheduled flights of the early twentieth century to the massive scope of the twenty-first-century space program.
Historians and researchers might be frustrated by the absence of
citations, but few will fault McCarthy, an English professor at the
University of Florida, for the breadth of information and his eloquent style. With anecdotes about naval blimp patrols along
Florida's coast during World War 11, glimpses at important male
and female aviators, and examinations of various corporate giants
in the industry, Aviation in F h i d a offers something for everyone.

A Corfiedaate Yankee: TheJountal of Edward HGllium L h u m d , A
Co$echm& Soldier jknn Maine. Edited by Roger S. Durham.
(Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 2004. xliii, 160 pp.
Foreword, preface, acknowledgments, editorial statement, introduction, afterword, notes, bibliography, index. $30.00 cloth.)
More than simply adding another edited journal to the scores
of history texts covering the Civil War, Roger S. Durham has found
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a peculiar story to tell. A Confederate Yankee: TheJournal of Edward
William Drummond, A Confederate Soldier $+om Maine reveals the
thoughts and beliefs of a Confederate soldier who was born and
raised behind enemy lines. But this modified version of the brother-fighting-brother tale adds a new element, as Drummond and his
family came not from a border state where divided loyalties were
common, but rather from a Yankee stronghold. Edward William
Drummond moved to Savannah in 1859, and by the time the U.S.
Navy made its way to northern Georgia's shore, he had firmly
rejected Union rhetoric and enlisted in the Confederate Army.
His Southern sympathies carried him through the battle for Fort
Pulaski, Georgia, where he was stationed and eventually captured,
through prison camps in NewYork and Ohio, and, following a prisoner exchange, right back to serving the Southern cause.
Editor Durham presents the journal in a clear and readable
fashion, but Drummond's narrative provides the passion for the
story. After reading it, one wonders whether Drummond might
have taken offense to being called a "Confederate Yankee." It is
clear that he envisioned himself a Confederate above all else, and
only incidentally was he from the North. Despite this quibble, this
book is an interesting contribution to Civil War literature.
Z7t.e Cra_fts of Florida's First Pe+Ze.

By Robin C. Brown. (Sarasota,
Fla.: Pineapple Press, 2003. 64 pp. Note to parents and teachers, introduction, suggested readings. $9.95 paper.)

This clever "how-to" book offers children a glimpse at the daily
activities of prehistoric Floridians (suggested for those ages ten
and up). Author Robin C. Brown, a doctor whose interest in preColumbian Florida gave rise to two previous books, offers introductions to nine everyday items of Florida's early populations and
step-by-step instructions for creating them. Included are illustrations for each activity, alternate supplies for hard-to-find requisites,
and a brief archaeological and historical context for the items
under focus. A word of caution: some of the projects-namely creating traps, constructing atlatls (spear-throwing instruments), firing pottery, and making fire-involve items or require activities
that are best undertaken with adult supervision and guidance.
Still, this is a useful starting place for "hands-on" learning about
the crafts of Florida's first people.
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nte Myth of Repmsentation and the Florida Legislature: A House of
Competing Loyalties, 1927-2000. By Eric Prier. (Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 2003. xiv, 357 pp. List of tables, list
of figures, acknowledgments, notes, bibliography, index.
$59.95 cloth.)

Measuring the success of democratic representation in the U.S.
is a subjective enterprise, entirely dependent upon an individual's
conception of the representative's obligation as a servant of the people. By understanding this transient quality, political represen tation
as an abstract ideal amounts to little more than myth. Or so says Eric
Prier, professor of political science at Florida Atlantic University, in
The Myth of Rep-sentation and the liEon'da LRgklature: A House of
Competing Lqyalties, 1927-2000. Digging at the roots of political theory, he casts a shadow over the notion of popular sovereignty by
demonstrating that consent of the governed is often overwhelmed
by "the legal formulations of governance." That is, reconciling the
wishes of the individual voter with the duties of office, as defined by
both the popular majority and by the traditions and standards set
forth by an official's predecessors, is unrealistic at best.
In an attempt to offer empirical evidence in support of his thesis, Prier evaluates the Florida House of Representatives, the political institution often identified as most representative of and
closest to Floridians. The myth of representation essentially is
promulgated by several smaller social illusions, including but not
limited to "the contractarian myths of Hobbes, Locke, and
Rousseau," "the aggregation of individual preferences into rational collective outcomes," the equality of opportunity to influence
political outcomes, and a knowledgeable and informed citizenry.
In each circumstance, Prier offers his evaluation in the hopes of
creating a wider "appreciation for the nuances of 'representative
democracy."' The information and analysis presented in this work
will certainly leave the reader more aware, if not skeptical, of those
nuances.

The A . e M Companion= Readings on the First Ladies. Edited by
Robert P. Watson and Anthony J. Eksterowicz. (Columbia:
University of South Carolina Press, 2003. xvi, 350 pp. List of
illustrations, foreword, preface, appendix, about the contributors, name index, subject index. $19.95 paper.)
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Delving into the adage that behind every good man is a good
woman, editors Robert P. Watson and Anthony J. Eksterowicz present this informative collection on the First Ladies. The Presidential
Companion: Readings on the First Ladies traces the expanding influence of the presidents' wives, from Martha Washington's decorating flair to Hillary Rodham Clinton's leadership of the President's
Task Force on National Health Care Reform. Part history, part
political science, part sociology, this volume captures not only different preferences and personalities of the women, but also the
remarkable ways that they defined and redefined the role of the
First Lady. Some served privately as trusted confidants and counselors; others ventured into more public settings as campaigners
for various causes; all had unmediated access and substantial
opportunity to bend a president's ear. If only that spoke to the
importance of these women, then readers would do well to take
note. But, The Presidential Companion demonstrates that, on the
whole, a better understanding of the men in the Oval Office can
be achieved by looking at the women upon whom they relied.

Road Trips l%rough History: A C o l l i d m of Essaysjbm L<A-esemation"
Magazine. By Dwight Young. (Washington, D.C.: National Trust
for Historic Preservation, 2003. 116 pp. Introduction. $15.95
paper.
For over a decade, Dwight Young's columns have appeared on
Preservation magazine's "Back Page," observing the vitality of historical places and the ways that they affect people today. In Road
Trips Through History, the National Trust for Historic Preservation
has compiled some of the most enjoyable and enlightening of
those pieces and reprinted them in one slim volume. Subjects that
receive Young's attention include an idyllic castle in rural Arizona,
a tribute to the achievements of blacks in early twentiethcentury
Washington, D.C., and commemoration of a little-known preservationist in Miami. Taken together, the essays help contextualize the
importance of community landmarks in teaching about the past
and laying foundations for the future. The colorful illustrations
and photographs reinforce the message that history is alive in communities across the nation; the challenge is to recognize it.
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The Florida Historical Society congratulates

Thomas A. Castillo
as winner of the
Arthur W. Thompson Award
for Best Article in the Florida Historical Quarterly,
for his essay entitled

"Miami3 Hidden Labor History"
published in volume 82 (spring 2004)

Mr. Castillojoins previous winners of the Arthur W. Thompson
Award:
Daniel Murphree, "Constructing Indians in the Colonial
Floridas: Origins of European-Floridian Iden ti ty, 15131573" 81 (fall 2002): 13354.
Randy Sanders Jr., "Rassling a Governor: Defiance,
Desegregation, Claude Kirk, and the Politics of Richard
Nixon's Southern Strategy" 80 (winter 2002): 332-59.
Lee Irby, "Taking Out the Trailer Trash: The Battle Over
Mobile Homes in St. Petersburg, Florida" 79 (fall 2000):
181-200.
Please join us in congratulating this year's recipient! For more
information about the Arthur W. Thompson Award, visit
tr/auarterlv. h 1
or con tact
h tt~://r>e~asus.cc.ucf.edu/-flhisa
Craig Thompson Friend, University of Central Florida, at
cfriend@mail.ucf.edu.
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History News
Conferences
The editors of H-Florida and the FZorida Historical Quarterly are
pleased to announce the 2004 FZorida Histoy Online Symposium.
The symposium theme is "Florida as Global History." The symposium will take place in person and online. In September 2004,
H-Florida will post the online symposium to its subscribers. The
Southern Historical Association will feature a round table of the
symposium participants at its annual meeting in Memphis, 3-6
November 2004. In a future issue of the Florida Histm'cal
Quarterb, the individual essays and other commentary will be
reproduced as a special issue. In order to subscribe to H-Florida,
For further questions,
visit http://www.h-net.org/-florida/.
please contact Daniel S. Murphree at dmurpamai1.hnet.msu.edu or Robert Cassanello at cassanelamai1.hnet.msu.edu.
Websites
Issues of the FZorida Historical @arterZy through 1996 are available online.
Visit the Florida Heritage Collection at
http://susdl.fcla.edu/fh/
and do a title search for "Florida
Historical Quarterly." While users may freely search and read
these electronic versions of the Quarterly, permission to distribute
them either in print or electronically must be received from the
Society's office. Directions are available at the website.
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534
FLORIDA
HISTORICAL
QUARTERLY
Honors and Awards
The Florida Historical Society congratulates the winners of its
2004 awards:
Hampton Dunn Award for Print Media-Charlotte Sun Newspapers,
Highlands Today, The West Orange Times, The Orlando Sentinel, The
Marco Island Sun-Times
Golden Quill Award for Best Local History in Print MediaLindsey Williams, Joy Wallace Dickinson, Jim Robison, Audrey
Vickers, Ann Quesinberry, Betsy Perdichizzi
Jillian Prescott Lifetime Achievement Award-Michael
Dorothy Dodd Award-Joe

V. Gannon

Akerman

Catherine Prescott Lecturer-Larry

E. Rivers

Inaugural Caroline P. Rossetter Award for Outstanding Woman in
Florida History-Joan Morris
Patrick D. Smith Award for Best Florida Fiction-Mary

Anna Evans

Journeys for the Junior Historian Children's Literature Award-June
Weltrnan
Peggy Latour Outstanding Archivist-Debra

T. Wynne

Marinus H. Latour Outstanding Volunteer of the Year AwardRobert Eppig
Governor LeRoy Collins Award for Best Graduate Paper-Sheila
K. Stewart and Monica Rowland
Samuel Proctor Oral History Award-Julian

W. Pleasants

Carolyn Mays Brevard Award for Best Undergraduate PaperRobert Schrider
Riley and Davida Johns

Carolyn Washbon Book Award-Nano
James J. Horgan Book Award-James

G. Cusick

Harry T. and Harriette V. Moore Award for Best Ethnographic
History of Florida-Louis Perez and Robert Ingalls
Charlton Tebeau Book Award-Daniel

L. Schafer

Rembert W. Patrick Best Book Award-John
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535
Arthur W. Thompson Award for Best Article in the Quarter4:Thomas A. Castillo
President's Prize for Ecological Awareness-Ted

Levin

Editor? Note
The production of the Flmidrr Historical Quarter4 would not be possible without the assistance of many people who do not receive sufficient recognition for their invested time and energies. Referees
read every submission, consider the quality of research and writing, and provide readers' reports to aid the editor. A panel of
judges invests time and expertise in determining the annual winner of the Arthur W. Thompson Award for the QuarterZy's best article. Other individuals volunteer their research, editorial, and
secretarial skills toward the production of the Qmrterly. In Volume
82, it was the dedication of these people-Ray Arsenault, Ed
Baptist, Canter Brown, Robert Cassanello, Spencer Downing, Paul
George, Matthew Gallman, Mark Greenberg, Paul Hoffman,
Daniel Murphree, Bob Taylor, and Irv Winsboro-that assured
quality publication and efficient operation of the Quarterly. We are
most grateful for their contributions.
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FZorida Historical
Quarterly
Index to Volume 82

Abrams, Douglas Carl, Selling the Old Time Religion: American
Fundamentalists and Mass Culture, 192G1940, reviewed, 247.
Affairs of Honm: National Politics in the New Republic, by Joanne B.
Freeman, reviewed, 101.
American Childhoods, by Joseph E. Illick, reviewed, 513.
Ancient Miamians: The Tequesta of South Florida, by William E.
McGoun, reviewed, 83.
Anthropologists and Indians in the New South, edited by Rachel A.
Bonney and J. Anthony Paredes, reviewed, 96.
Archaeology of the Everglahs, by John W. Griffin, reviewed, 370.
The Architecture of Leisure: The Florida Resort Hotels of Henry Flagler and
Henry Plant, by Susan R. Braden, reviewed, 242.
Amade, Charles W., reviews by, 93, 219.
Atkins, Annette, We Crew Up Together: Brothers and Sisters in
Nineteenth-Century America, reviewed, 103.
Aviation in Florida, by Kevin M. McCarthy, noted, 528.

Baggett, James Alex, The Scalawags: Southern Dissenters in the Civil
War and Reconstruction, reviewed, 498.
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Banner, Stuart, The Death Penalty: A n Amem'can Histmy, reviewed,

507.
Baptist, Edward E., Creating an Old South: Middle firida's Plantation
Frontier b e e the Civil War, reviewed, 227.
Barr, Juliana, review by, 8'7.
"Between Encounter and Experience: Florida in the Cuban
Imagination," by Louis A. Perez Jr., 170.
Between the Lines: Banditti of the American Revolution, by Harry M.
Ward, reviewed, 372.
Birth of the Grand Old Party: The Republicans' First Generation,
edited by Robert F. Engs and Randall M. Miller, reviewed,

494.
Black Soldiers in Blue: Afncan American Troops in the Civil War Era,
edited by John David Smith, reviewed, 380.
Blake, Jason, "The Integration of Stetson University," 468.
Blanton, DeAnne, and Lauren M. Cook, They Fought Like
Demons: Women Soldiers i n the American Civil War, reviewed,

382.
Blight, David W.,Race and Reunion: The Civil War in Amen'can
M e m q , reviewed, 238.
Bliss, Alan, review by, 256.
Boggs, Jeremy, review by, 391.
Bonner, Robert E., C o b s and Blood: Flag Passions of the Confederate
South, reviewed, 386.
Bonney, Rachel A,, and J. Anthony Paredes, eds., Anthropologists
and Indians in the New South, reviewed, 96.
Book Notes, by Charles E. Crosby, 262, 528.
Booth, Renee, review by, 505.
Boyd, Valerie, Wrapped in Rainbows: The Life of Zma Neale Hurston,
reviewed, 500.
Braden, Susan R., The Architecture of leisure: The F h i d a Resort Hotels
of Henry Flagler and Henry Plant, reviewed, 242.
Bragg, William Harris, review by, 393.
Branson, Susan, These Fiery Frenchified Dames: Women and Political
Culture in Early National Phikadelphia, reviewed, 97.
Brown, Robin C., The Crafts of Florida s' First People, noted, 529.
Browne, Blaine T.,review by, 1 13.
Buck, Pat Ringling, Marcia Corbino, and Kevin Dean, A Histmy of
Visual Art in Sarasota, reviewed, 525.
Bushnell, Amy Turner, review by, 84.
Butler,J. Michael, reviews by, 240,402.
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The Cambridge Histarical Dictionary of Disease, edited by Kenneth F.
Kiple, noted, 262.
Cardona, Cynthia, review by, 254.
Carpenter, J o h n , review by, 382.
Cassanello, Robert, "Violence, Racial Etiquette, and African
American Working-Class Infiapolitics in Jacksonville during
World War I," 155; review by, 400,515.
Castillo, Thomas A, "Miami's Hidden Labor History," 438.
Chavez, Thomas E., Spain and the Indepenhce of the United States:
A n Intrinsic Gz$, reviewed, 223.
Childers, R. Wayne, "Life in Miami and the Keys: Two Reports and
a Map from the MonacuAlaiia Mission, 1743," 59.
Choctaws i n a holutionary Age, 1750-1830, by Greg O'Brien,
reviewed, 492.
Clark, Jim, review by, 410.
Close Harmony: A Histoy of Southern Gospel, by James R. Goff Jr.,
reviewed, 240.
Cohen, Nancy, The Reconstruction of American Liberalism, 1865-1914,
reviewed, 39 1.
Colburn, David R., and Lance deHaven-Smith, Rorida's Megatrends:
Critical Issues i n Flom'da, reviewed, 121.
Coles, David, review by, 238.
Colors and Blood: f i g Passions of the Confederate South, by Robert E.
Bonner, reviewed, 386.
The Columbia Guide to American Indians of the Southeast, by Theda
Perdue and Michael Green, reviewed, 89.
The Confederate Belle, by Giselle Roberts, noted, 266.
A Confederate Y a n k : The Journal of Edward William Drummond, A
ConfederateSoldimfiom Maine, edited by Roger S. Durham, noted,
528.
The CraJs of Flmida's First People, by Robin C. Brown, noted, 529.
Creating a n Old South: Middle Florida S Plantation Frontier before the
Civil War, by Edward E. Baptist, reviewed, 227.
Crosby, Charles E., book notes by, 262,528.

Davis, Karl L., review by, 91.
de la Cova, Antonio Rafael, "Fernandina Filibuster Fiasco: Birth of
the 1895 Cuban War of Independence," 16; review by, 406.
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The Death Penalty: An American History, by Stuart Banner, reviewed,
50'7.
Denham, James M., review by, 227.
Denham, James M., and Keith L. Huneycutt, "'Everything is
Hubbub Here': Lt. James Willoughby Anderson's Second
Seminole War, 183'7-1842," 313.
Dividing Lines: Municipal Politics and the Struggle for Civil Rights in
Montgomery, Birmingham, and Selma, by J. Mills Thornton 111,
reviewed, 408.
Dixie Looh Abroad: The South and US. Foreign Relations, 1789-1973,
by Joseph A. Fry, reviewed, 5 11.
Don't Get Above Your Raisin': Country Music and the Southern Wding
Class, by Bill C. Malone, reviewed, 109.
Doss, Joe Morris, Let the Bastards Go: From Cuba to Freedom on "God's
Mercy", reviewed, 523.
Downtown: Its Rise and Fall, 1880-1950, by Robert M. Fogelsong,
reviewed, 256.
Downing, Spencer, review by, 247.
Doyle, Don H., Nations Divided: America, Italy, and the Southern
Question,reviewed, 249; Faukner's County: The Historical Roots of
Yoknapatawpha, reviewed, 397.
Duany, Jorge, The Puerto Rican Nation on the Move: Identities on the
Island and in the United States, reviewed, 254.
Durham, Roger S., ed., A Confederate Yankee: The Journal of
Edward William Drummond, A Confederate Soldier from Maine,
noted, 528.

Early American Indian Documents: Treaties &' Laws, 1607-1789,
Volume XII: Georgia and M d a Treaties, 1763-1776, reviewed,
488.
The Early History of the St. Johns River, by Ed Winn, noted, 266.
Eidson, Scott, review by, 511.
Ellenberg, George B., review by, 245.
Engle, Stephen, review by, 494.
Engs, Robert F., and Randall M. Miller, eds., The Birth of the
Grand Old Party: The Republicans' First Generation, reviewed,
494.
"Essaying Florida: 'From the Perdido . . .,"' by Lamar York, 360.
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"'Everything is Hubbub HereY:Lt. James Willoughby Anderson's
Second Seminole War, 1837-1842," by James M. Denham and
Keith L. Huneycutt, 313.

Facing East porn Indian Country: A Narrative History of Early America,
by Daniel K. Richter, reviewed, 87.
Faulkner's County: The Historical Roots of Yoknapatawpha, by Don H.
Doyle, reviewed, 397
Feldman, Glenn, Reading Southem History: Essays on Intweters and
Intvetations, reviewed, 412.
Feller, Daniel, review by, 99.
Ferniindez,Jose B., review by, 523.
"Fernandina Filibuster Fiasco: Birth of the 1895 Cuban War of
Independence," by Antonio Rafael de la Cova, 16.
Fett, Sharla M., W d i n g Cures: Healing, Health, and Power on Southern
Slave Plantations, reviewed, 376.
The Fight of the Century: Jack Johnson, Joe Louis, and the Struggle for
Racial Equality, by Thomas R. Heitala, reviewed, 395.
Fitch, Jim, review by, 525.
"Florida in Popular Magazines, 1870-1970," by Tommy R.
Thompson, 1.
f i d a 's Colonial Architectural Heritage, by Elsbeth K. Gordon,
reviewed, 219.
Florida's Great King: King Carlos of the Calusa Indians, by Ed Winn,
noted, 266.
F'lm'daS Great Ocean Railway: Building the Key West Expansion, by Dan
Gallagher, noted, 268.
Florida3 Megatrends: Critical Issues in Florida, by David R. Colburn
and Lance deHaven-Smith, reviewed, 121.
Flynn, Robert J., review by, 111.
Foglesong, Richard E., Married to the Mouse: Walt Disney World and
Orlando, reviewed, 410.
Fogelsong, Robert M., Downtown: Its Rise and Fall, 188@1950,
reviewed, 256.
Frederick, Jeff, review by, 258.
Freeman, Joanne B., Affairs of Honor: National Politics in t h New
Republic, reviewed, 101.
From Catharine Beecher to Martha Stmart: A Cultural History of Domestic
Advice, by Sarah A. Leavitt, reviewed, 115.
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Fry, Joseph A., Dixie Looks Abroad: The South and U S . Foreign
Relations, 17891973, reviewed, 511.

Gallagher, Dan, Florida's Great Ocean Railway: Building the Kqr West
Expansion, noted, 268.
Gallagher, Gary W., ed., The Shenandoah V a l 4 Campaign of 1862,
reviewed, 496.
Gallay, Alan, The Indian Slave Trade: The Rise of the English Empire in
the American South, 1670-171 7, reviewed, 91.
Garrison, Tim Alan, The Legal Ideology of Removal: The Southm
J u d i c i a ~and the Sovereignty of Native Amem'can Nations, reviewed,
230.
George, Paul S., review by, 398.
GettingRight with God: Southm Baptists and Desegregation, 1945-1995,
reviewed, 519.
Ginzl, David J., review by, 243.
Glover, Lori, review by, 103.
Goff, James R., Jr., Close Harmony: A History of Southern Gospel,
reviewed, 240.
Goldfield, David, Still Fighting the Civil War: The Amm'can South and
Southern H i s t q , reviewed, 118.
Gordon, Elsbeth K., Florida S Colonial Architectural Heritage,
reviewed, 219.
Gordon, John W., South Carolina and the American Revolution: A
Battlefzeld History, reviewed, 490.
Graham, Thomas, review by, 242.
Green, Elna C., ed., The New Deal and Beyond: State Welfare in the
South since 1930, reviewed, 517.
Greene, Jack P., Rosemary Brana-Shute, and Randy J. Sparks, eds.,
Money, Trade, and Power: The Evolution of Colonial South Carolina's
Plantation Society, reviewed, 486,
Griffin, John W., Archaeology of the Everglades, reviewed, 370.

Hann, John H., review by, 83,521.
Hanson, Joyce A*, Mary McLeod Bethune Black Women5 Political
Activism, reviewed, 509.
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Hare, Julianne, Tallahassee: A Capital City Histo?, reviewed, 120.
Harvey, Gordon E., A Question of Jutice: New South Governors and
Education, 1868-1976, reviewed, 402.
Hattaway, Herman, review by, 386.
Healy, David, James G. Blaine and Latin America, reviewed, 1 1 1.
Hearts of Darkness: Wellspzpzngsof a S o u t h Litera? Tradition, by
Bertram Wyatt-Brown, reviewed, 502.
Heitala, Thomas R., The Fight of t h Century:Jack Johnson, Joe Louis,
and the S t ~ ~ g gfor
l e Racial Equality, reviewed, 395.
Herrera, Robinson, review by, 373.
Hillsborough County Coes to War: The Home Front, 194G1950, by Gary
R. Mormino, reviewed, 1 13.
Hickey, Georgina, Hope and Danger i n the N m South City: WmkingClass Women and Urban Development in Atlanta, 189G1940,
reviewed, 515.
Historic Indian Towns in Alabama 1540-1838, by Amos J. Wright Jr.,
noted, 262.
History News, 124, 269, 416, 533.
A History of Visual Art in Sarasota, by Pat Ringling Buck, Marcia
Corbino, and Kevin Dean, reviewed, 525.
Holden, CharlesJ., In the Great Maelstrom: Consmatives in Post-Civil
War South Carolina, reviewed, 388.
Hope and Danger in the New South City: Wonking-Class Women and
Urban Deve@ment in Atlanta, 189@1940,by Georgina Hickey,
reviewed, 5 15.
Houston, Benjamin, review by, 259.
Hudson, Larry E., Jr., review by, 376.
Humphreys, James S., review by, 388.
Hunt, James L., "Who Pays for Progress? Accident Law in Florida,
1845-1886,"129.
Hyde, Samuel C., Jr., ed., Sunbelt Revolution: The Historical
Pmgression of the Civil Rights Struggle in the Guy South, 18662000,
reviewed, 400.
Hyman, Ann, and Ron Masucci, photo editor, Jacksonvilli Greets the
20th Century: The Pictorial Legacy of Leah Mary Cox, reviewed, 243.

Illick,Joseph E., American Childhoods, reviewed, 5 13.
In the Eye of Hurricane Andrew, by Eugene F. Provenzo Jr. and
Asterie Baker Provenzo, reviewed, 259.
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In the Great Maelstrom: Consmativa in Post-Civil War South Carolina,
by Charles J. Holden, reviewed, 388.
"In the Interests of Justice: T h e Burial of Pondextuer Eugene
Williams," by Robert A. Taylor, 273.
The Indian Slave Trade: The Rise of the English Empire in the American
South, 1670-1 717, by Alan Gallay, reviewed, 91.
Inside the Cuban Rarolution: Fidel Castro and the Urban Underground,
by Julia E. Sweig, reviewed, 406.
"The Integration of Stetson University," by Jason Blake, 468.

Jacksonville Greets the 20th Century: The Pictorial Legacy of Leah Mary
Cox, by Ann Hyrnan and Ron Masucci, photo editor, reviewed,

243.
James G. Blaine and Latin America, by David Healy, reviewed, 111.
Johnson, Sherry, The Social Transformation of Eighteenth-Century
Cuba, reviewed, 373.
Jones, Janna, The Southern Movie Palace: f i e , Fall, and Resurrection,
reviewed, 404.
Jones, Lu Ann, Mama Learned Us to Wmk: Farm Women in the N m
South, reviewed, 245.
Jones, Maxine, review by, 509.
Juricek, John T., ed. Early American Indian Documents: Treaties &9
Laws, 1607-1789, Volume XI I: Gemgia and Florida Treaties, 1 7631776, reviewed, 488.

Kammen, Michael, review by, 404.
Kamp, Diane D.,review by, 107.
Killinger, Charles, review by, 249.
Kiple, Kenneth F.,ed., The Cambridge Historical Dictionav of Disease,
noted, 262.
Krawczynski, Keith, William Henry Drayton: South Carolina
Revolutionary Patriot, reviewed, 225.
Krick, Robert L., The Smoothbore Volley That Doomed the Conf&acy:
The Death of StonmallJackson and Other Chapters on the Anny of
Northern. Virginia, reviewed, 384.
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Laboring in the Fie& of the Lord: Spanish Missions and Southeastern
Indians, by Jerald T. Milanich, reviewed, 84.
Laux, James M., Mount Dora, Florida: A Short Histmy, reviewed, 107.
Leavitt, Sarah A., From CatharineBeech to Martha Stewart: A Cultural
Histmy of Domestic Advice, reviewed, 115.
Leckie, Shirley A,, review by, 118.
The Legal Ideology of Rmwwal: The S o u t hJudiciary and the Sovereignty
of Native American Nations, by Tim Alan Garrison, reviewed, 230.
Lempel, Leonard, review by, 395.
Leonard, Bill J., review by, 519.
Lester, Connie L., review by, 235.
Let the Bastards Go: F r m Cuba to Freedom on "God's Mercy ", by Joe
Morris Doss, reviewed, 523.
Levin, Ted, Liquid Land: A Journey Through the Florida Everglades,
noted, 263.
"Life in Miami and the Keys: Two Reports and a Map from the
MonaceAlaiia Mission, 1743," by R. Wayne Childers, 59.
Liquid Land: AJourney Through the Florida Everglades, by Ted Levin,
noted, 263.
Listening to Nineteenth-Century America, by Mark M. Smith, reviewed,
232.
Little, Thomas J., review by, 225.

Malone, Bill C., Don't Get Above Your Raisin': Country Music and the
Southem Working Class, reviewed, 109.
Mama Learned Us to Work: Farm Women in the New South, by Lu Ann
Jones, reviewed, 245.
Manqest Destiny's Undmumld: Fzlibustm'ng in Antebellum America, by
Robert E. May, reviewed, 378.
Ma9 McLeod Bethune €9Black Women's Political Activism, by Joyce A.
Hanson, reviewed, 509.
M a h d to the Mouse: Walt Disney Wmld and Orlando, by Richard E.
Foglesong, reviewed, 410.
Martin, Joel, review by, 492.
Massey, Greg, review by, 490.
Matkov, Becky Roper, ed., Miami's Historic Neighborhoodr: A Histoly
of Community, reviewed, 398.
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May, Robert E., Manqest Destiny's Underworld: Filibustering in
Antebellum America, reviewed, 378.
Mayfield, John, review by, 502.
McCally, David, review by, 3'70.
McCarthy, Kevin M., Aviation in Florida, noted, 528.
McGoun, William E., Ancient Miamians: The Tequesta of South
Rorida, reviewed, 83.
McMahon, Sean H., review by, 121.
McMillen, Neil R., review by, 397.
McMillen, Sally G., To Raise Up the South: Sunday Schools in Black and
White Churches, 1865-1915, reviewed, 105.
Meyers, Christopher C., review by, 496.
Miami: A Backward Glance, by Muriel V. Murrell, noted, 267.
"Miami's Hidden Labor History," by Thomas A. Castillo, 438.
Miami's Historic Neighborhoods: A History of Community, edited by
Becky Roper Matkov, reviewed, 398.
Milanich,Jerald T., Laboring in the Fields ofthe Lord: Spanish Missions
and Southeastern Indians, reviewed, 84.
Miller, Patrick B., ed., The Sporting World of the Moakrn South,
reviewed, 258.
Miller, Randall, review by, 486.
"The Mix Diaries," by Gayle Penner, 191.
Money, Trade, and Power: The Evolution of Colonial South Carolina's
Plantation Society, edited by Jack P. Greene, Rosemary BranaShute, and Randy J. Sparks, reviewed, 486.
Moneyhon, Carl, review by, 498.
Mormino, Gary R., Hillsborough County Goes to War: The Home Front,
1940-1950, reviewed, 113.
Mount Dora, M d a : A Short Histmy, by James M. Laux, reviewed,

107.
Murphree, Daniel, review by, 89.
Murrell, Muriel V., Miami: A Backward Glance, noted, 267.
My Rmida Soul: Flarida History with Some Humor, by Ed Winn, noted,
266.
The Myth of Representation and the Florida Leplature: A House of
Competing Loyalties, 1927-2000, by Eric Prier, noted, 530.

Nations Divided: America, Italy, and the Southern Question, by Don H.
Doyle, reviewed, 249.
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Nelson, Lynn A,, review by, 372.
The New Deal and Beyond: Social Welfare i n the South since 1930, edited by Elna C. Green, reviewed, 517.
Newrnan, Mark, Getting Right with God: Southern Baptists and
Desegregation, 1945-1995, reviewed, 519.

O'Brien, Greg, Choctaws i n a Revolutionary Age, 1750-1830,
reviewed, 492 ; review by, 488.
Oldfather, Susan J., review by, 221.
Orlando, Flom'da, by Geraldine Fortenberry Thompson, noted, 263.
Orr, Brooke, review by, 517.

The Papers of John C. Calhoun, Vol. XXVIII: A Disquisition on
Government and A Discourse on the Constitution and Government of
the United States, edited by Clyde N. Wilson and Shirley B. Cook,
noted, 265.
Pasley, Jeffrey L., "The Tyranny of Printers": Newspaper Politics i n the
Early A m - c a n Republic, reviewed, 99.
Patterson, Gordon, review by, 500.
Penner, Gayle, "The Mix Diaries," 191.
Perdue, Theda, and Michael Green, The Columbia Guide to American
Indians of the Southeast, reviewed, 89.
Perez, Louis A,, Jr., "Between Encounter and Experience: Florida
in the Cuban Imagination," 170.
Permaloff, Anne, review by, 408.
Persons, Christine L., review by, 97.
Pioneer i n Space and Time:John Mann Goggin and the Development of
M d a Archaeology, by Brent Richards Weisman, reviewed, 521.
Porter, Tana Mosier, "Segregation and Desegregation in
Parramore: Orlando's African American Community," 289.
The Presidential Companion: Readings on the First Ladies, edited by
Robert P. Watson and Anthony J. Eksterowicz, noted, 530.
Prier, Eric, The Myth of Rqbesentation and the Florida Legislature: A
House of Competing Loyalties, 192 7-2000, noted, 530.
Provenzo, Eugene F., Jr., and Asterie Baker Provenzo, I n the Eye of
Hurricane Andrew, reviewed, 259.
Pruitt, Bernadette, review by, 412.
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The Puerto Rican Nation on the Mwe: Identities on the Island and in the
United States, by Jorge Duany, reviewed, 254.
Purcell, Sarah J., Sealed With Blood: War, Sacrifice, and Memmy in
Revolutionary America, reviewed, 221.

Q
A Question of Justice: New South Govmm and Education, 1868-1976,
by Gordon E. Harvey, reviewed, 402.

Race and Reunion: The Civil War in American Memoly, by David W .
Blight, reviewed, 238.
Reading Southern H i s t q : Essays on Intmfweters and Inte@retations, edited by Glenn Feldman, reviewed, 412.
Reconstruction in the Cane Fields: From Slavery to Free Labor in
Louisiana's Sugar Parishes, 1862-1880, by J o h n C. Rodrigue,
reviewed, 235.
The Reconstruction of American Liberalism, 1865-1 914, by Nancy
Cohen, reviewed, 391.
Richard, Carl J., review by, 101.
Richter, Daniel K., Facing East from Indian Country: A Narrative
History of Early America, reviewed, 87.
Road Trips Through History: A Collection of Essays from "Preservation"
Magazine, by Dwight Young, noted, 531.
Roberts, Blaine, review by, 115.
Roberts, Giselle, The Confederate Belle, noted, 266.
Robinson, Erik T., Tallahassee, noted, 264.
Rodrigue, J o h n C., Reconstruction in the Cane Fields: From Slavery to
Free Labor in Louisiana's Sugar Parishes, 1862-1880, reviewed, 235.
Rogers, William Warren, Transition to the Twentieth Century: Thomas
County, Georgia, 190@1920, reviewed, 393; review by, 120.
Rohrs, Richard C, review by, 3'78.

Sanford, by the Sanford Historical Society, Inc., noted, 264.
Sanford Historical Society, Inc., Sanford, noted, 264.
Satz, Ronald N., review by, 230.
Saunders, Robert, Jr., review by, 384.
The Scalawags: Southern Dissenters in the Civil War and Reconstruction,
by James Alex Baggett, reviewed, 498.
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INDEX
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Schafer, Daniel L., St. AugustineS British Years, 1763-1784, reviewed, 93.
Schoenbachler, Matthew, review by, 232.
Schwartz, Marie Jenkins, review by, 513.
Sealed With Blood: War, Sacnfiie, and Memoly i n Ratolutionary America,
by Sarah J. Purcell, reviewed, 221.
"Secession Sanctified: Bishop Francis Huger Rutledge and the
Coming of the Civil War in Florida," by Lee L. Willis 111, 421.
"Segregation and Desegregation in Parramore: Orlando's African
American Community," by Tana Mosier Porter, 273.
Selling the Old Time R ~ l i g i m :A k a n Fundammtalists and Mass
Culture, 192@1940,by Douglas Carl Abrams, reviewed, 247.
A Seminole Legend: The Lqe of Betty Mae Tiger Jumper, by Betty Mae
Tiger Jumper and Patsy West, reviewed, 251.
Shaw, Dennis E., review by, 96.
S h a n d o a h Valley Campaign of 1862, edited by Gary M. Gallagher,
reviewed, 496.
Smith, Hayden, and Robert M. Bohm, review by, 507.
Smith, John David, ed., Black Soldiers i n Blue: Afican American
Troops i n the Civil War Era, reviewed, 380.
Smith, Mark M., Listening to Nineteenth-Century America, reviewed,
232.
The Smoothbore Volley That Doomed the Confederq: The Death of
Stonewall Jackson and Other Chapters on the Army of N o r t h m
Virginia, by Robert Krick, reviewed, 384.
The Social Transfmation of Eighteenth-Century Cuba, by Sherry
Johnson, reviewed, 373.
South Carolina and the American Ratolution: A Battlefield History, by
John W. Gordon, reviewed, 490.
The Southern Movie Palace: Rise, Fall, and Resurrection, by Janna Jones,
reviewed, 404.
Spain and the Independence of the United States: An Intrinsic GzP, by
Thomas E. Chavez, reviewed, 223.
The Sporting World of the Modern South, edited by Patrick B. Miller,
reviewed, 258.
St. Augurtine's British Years, 1763-1784, by Daniel L. Schafer,
reviewed, 93.
Starr,J. Barton, review by, 223.
Still Fighting the Civil War: The American South and S o u t h Histoy,
by David Goldfield, reviewed, 118.
Stuart on the St. Lucie: A Pictorial Histmy, by Sandra Henderson
Thurlow, reviewed, 505.
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Sunbelt Revoluticm: 7 7Historical
~
hgression ofth Civil Rights Strug&in the
GuySouth, 18662000, edited by Samuel C. HydeJr., reviewed, 400.
Sweig,Julia E., Inside the Cuban Rarolution: Fidel Castro and the Urban
Underground, reviewed, 406.

Tallahassee, by Erik T. Robinson, noted, 264.
Tallahassee: A Capital City History, by Julianne Hare, reviewed, 120.
Taylor, Robert A,, "In the Interests of Justice: The Burial of
Pondextuer Eugene Williams," 273; review by, 380.
These Fiery Frenchzfied Dames: Women and Political Culture in Early
National Philadelphia, by Susan Branson, reviewed, 9'7.
They Fought Like Demons: Women Soldiers in the American Civil War, by
DeAnne Blanton and Lauren M. Cook, reviewed, 382.
Thompson, Geraldine Fortenberry, Orlando, M d a , noted, 263.
Thompson, Tommy R., "Florida in American Popular Magazines,
1870-19'70," 1.
Thornton,J. Mills, 111, Dividing Lines: MunicipalPolitics and the Strug$
far Civil Rights in Montgwzery, Birmingham, and Selma, reviewed, 408.
Thurlow, Sandra Henderson, Stuart on the St. Lucie: A Pictorial
Histmy, reviewed, 505.
Tiger Jumper, Betty Mae, and Patsy West, A Seminole Legend: The
Life of Betty Mae TigerJumpm, reviewed, 25 1.
To Raise Up the South: Sunday Schools in Black and White Churches,
1865-1915, by Susan G. McMillen, reviewed, 105.
Transition to the Twentieth Century: Thomas County, Georgt'a, 190@
1920, by William Warren Rogers, reviewed, 393
"The Tyranny of Printers": Nmspapm Politics in the Early American
Republic, by Jeffrey L. Pasley, reviewed, 99.

"Violence, Racial Etiquette, and African American Working-Class
Infrapolitics in Jacksonville during World War I," by Robert
Cassanello, 155.

Wakefield, Laura Wallis, review by, 105.
Walters, Lori, "The World Was There: A Photographic History of
Cape Canaveral's Launch Complex 14," 43.
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INDEX
551
Ward, Harry M., Between the Lines: Banditti of the American Revolution,
reviewed, 372.
Watson, Robert P., and Anthony J. Eksterowicz, eds., The
Presidential Companion: Readings on the First Ladies, noted, 530.
Way, Albert, review by, 109.
We Grew Up Together: Brothers and Sisters in Nineteenth-Centuly America,
by Annette Atkins, reviewed, 103.
Weisman, Brent Richards, Pioneer in Space and Tim: John Mann
Goggin and the Development of Florida Archaeology, reviewed, 521.
"Who Pays for Progress? Accident Law in Florida, 1845-1886," by
James L. Hunt, 129.
Wickrnan, Patricia, review by, 251.
William Henry Drayton: South Carolina Rarolutiona.ty Patriot, by Keith
Krawczynski, reviewed, 225.
Willis, Lee L., 111, "Secession Sanctified: Bishop Francis Huger
Rutledge and the Coming of the Civil War in Florida," 421.
Wilson, Clyde N., and Shirley B. Cook, eds., The Papers of John C.
Calhoun, Vol. XXVIII: A Disquisition on Government and A Discourse
on the Constitution and G o v a n ~oft the United States, noted, 265.
Winn, Ed, The Early History of the St.Johns River, noted, 266; Florida's
Great King: King Carlos of the Calusa Indians, noted, 266; My
Horida Soul: Flon'da History with Some H u w , noted, 266.
Working Cures: Healing, Health, and Power on Southern Slave
Plantations, by Sharla M. Fett, reviewed, 376.
"The World Was There: A Photographic History of Cape
Canaveral's Launch Complex 14," by Lori Walters, 43.
Wrapped in Rainbows: The Life of Zora Neab Hurston, by Valerie Boyd,
reviewed, 500.
Wright, Amos J., Jr., Historic Indian Towns in Ala41umu 1540-1838,
noted, 262.
Wyatt-Brown, Bertram, Hearts of Darkness: WelIsfwings of a Southern
Literaly Tradition, reviewed, 502.

York, Lamar, "Essaying Florida: 'From the Perdido . . . ,'"360.
Young, Dwight, Road Trips Through History: A Collection of Essaysfiom
"Preservation " Magazine, noted, 531.
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Notes for Contributors
The Florida Historical Quarterly is a refereed journal. Articles
submitted to the journal should be original contributions and
should not be under consideration for any other publication at the
same time. Each manuscript-double-spaced
with footnotesshould be submitted in duplicate. Please d o not send electronic
manuscripts until requested by editor. All pages should be numbered consecutively. There is no standard length for articles but a
useful target is twenty-five to thirty-five pages (including notes).
Details of the author's identity, institutional affiliation, full
address, and other contact information should be included on a
separate cover sheet. Any acknowledgments should be included
on the cover sheet as well.
Authors are responsible for ensuring that the final version of
their article conforms to the journal style. The editor will not
undertake retyping of manuscripts before publication. A guide to
style and presentation is obtainable online at the Florida Historical
Quarterb webpage o r by request from the editor. Footnotes should
be numbered consecutively through the article. Please do not use
endnotes or bibliographical references.
Following acceptance for publication, ai-ticles should be submitted on a high density, IBM compatible 5.5 inch disk, accornpanied by a hard copy. Any illustrations or tables should be copied
into separate disk files from the text. Do not use wordprocessing
formats for tables. Prepare tables using tabs. All illustrations
should be prepared in black and white. A hard copy of all illustrations and tables should also accompany article.
Each disk should be labeled with the journal's name, abbreviated article title, author=s name, and wordprocessing software
used. It is the author's responsibility to ensure that where copyright materials are required permission of the copyright holder
has been obtained. Authors are entitled to five free copies of the
issue in which their article appears. Copyright in articles published in the Florida Historical Quarterly rests with the Florida
Historical Society.
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The Florida Historical Society
The Historical Society of Florida, 1856
The Florida Historical Society, successor, 1902
The Florida Historical Society, incorporated, 1905
OFFICERS
Theodore VanItallie, h i d e r a t
Josk B. FernPndez, Vice-President
Ada Coats Williams, ImmediatePast Reskimat

Robert A. Taylor, hsdknt-EZect
Patricia Bartlett, Secretary

DIRECTORS
Richard D. Moorhead, Winter Park
Sam S. Boldrick, Miami
David Paterno, Palm Bay
Ted Burrows, Stuart
Richard S. Prescott, Fort Myers
Harold Cardwell, Daytona Beach
Larry E. Rivers, Tallahassee
Robert Cook, Tavares
Peter A. Cowdrey, Tallahassee
Rebecca A. Saunders, Panama City
Ernest Dibble, St. Petersburg
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STAFF
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Debra T. Wynne, Archivist and Volunteer Coordinator
Dating its origins to St. Augustine in 1856, the Florida Historical Society is the
oldest existing cultural organization in Florida and serves as the only statewide historical society. The Society is dedicated to the preservation of Florida's past
through the collection, archival maintenance, and publication of historical documents and photographs; to scholarly research and publication through the Florida
Historical QuarterZy, and a variety of awards for the researching and publishing of
Florida history; and to public history, historic preservation, and youth education
through Journeys for theJunior Historian, the Society's annual meeting, awards recognizing the teaching of Florida history, and the Printe Shoppe-a book and gift store
offering over five hundred texts in Florida history.
The Society's official headquarters are located in Historic Roesch House, an
1890s frame vernacular house at 1320 Highland Ave., Melbourne, FL 32935; (321)
2549855. The Society's research collections-housing over eight hundred rare
maps, six thousand volumes of Floridians, and an extensive collection of documents relating to Florida history and genealogy-is located in the Alma Clyde Field
Library of Florida History, 435 Brevard Ave., Cocoa, FL 32922. Further information
about the Florida Historical Society may be found on the internet at
(http://www-florida-historical-soc.org).
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